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Preface

Adolescence is a particularly vulnerable period of neurodevelop¬ment in which 
the incorrect management of emotional, social, and behavioral changes can lead 
to unsuccessful adulthood. During this period of life the brain is still maturing, 
being a moment of dynamic specialization of core brain systems, particularly the 
frontal structures. Earlier initiation of substance use in adolescence is associated 
not only with an increased risk of dependence but also with antisocial behavior 
and impairments of adaptive functioning, including relationship difficulties, 
academic failure, unemployment, and mental health issues. This book presents a 
comprehensive overview of multidisciplinary issues about adolescence and substance 
abuse, with a special focus on alcohol. Written by experts in the field, chapters discuss 
risk factors related to the onset and maintenance of substance abuse in adolescence, 
behavioral and pharmacological approaches to prevent and/or reduce the negative 
consequences of substance abuse, and psychological disorders associated with drug 
abuse.
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Adolescent 
Substance Abuse – Risk Factors  
and Consequences
Patricia Sampedro-Piquero, Clara Zancada-Menéndez  
and Román Darío Moreno Fernández

1. Introduction

1.1 Adolescence and substance abuse

People are most likely to begin abusing drugs (including tobacco, cannabis,  
alcohol, and other illicit substances) during adolescence and young adulthood from 
ages 10 to 19 [1]. Adolescence is a particularly vulnerable period of neurodevelop-
ment in which the incorrect management of emotional, social, and behavioral 
changes can lead to an unsuccessful adulthood [2]. Regarding the brain anatomy and 
function, it is well known that during this period of life the brain is still maturating, 
being a moment of dynamic specialization of core brain systems, particularly the 
frontal structures [3]. In fact, the neural plasticity that occurs during this period 
creates a unique opportunity to influence the behavioral and developmental trajec-
tories [4]. It is also a difficult period in which a high percentage of their decisions 
rely more on an emotional response or even on the social rewards rather than in a 
logical response. Therefore, as Hall noted in 1904, adolescence is a period of storm 
and stress (revised in [5]) because adolescents are characterized by a greater impul-
sivity, and less control over impulses, behaviors, and emotions, as well as a height-
ened reward sensitivity [6, 7]. As consequence, these personality, cognitive and 
behavioral patterns contribute to the emergence of risky and disruptive behaviors, 
such as drug abuse, which is common in Western countries [8].

This increased propensity to consume drugs is also enhanced by the fact that 
adolescents tend to be significantly less sensitive to their effects than adults [9]. 
Hence, adolescents experience less hangover symptoms and negative affect during 
alcohol withdrawal [10]. Besides, longitudinal studies have also suggested that 
impulsivity and the lack of inhibitory control could predict early onset drink-
ing and alcohol dependence [11, 12]. On the other hand, alcohol consumption 
can promote itself impulsive actions by impairing basic inhibitory process [13]. 
Specifically, adolescents often consumed alcohol in repeated short episodes of 
heavy intake followed by detoxification and extended periods of abstinence, 
known as binge drinking (BD) [14]. This drinking pattern consists in drinking 5 
or more glasses of alcoholic beverages in short periods of time (2 h) increasing 
the blood alcohol concentration above 80 mg/dl [15, 16]. Several preclinical and 
clinical studies have revealed that BD is associated with long-term behavioral and 
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neurobiological impairments along with a risk of dependence in adulthood [17]. 
Nowadays, it is estimated that 40% of people between the ages of 15 and 24 engage 
in this pattern of alcohol consumption, which contributes to several medical com-
plications, as well as higher risk of developing alcohol use disorder [18]. Further, 
the potential role of substance use as a risk factor for adult psychiatric disorders 
and dependence is remarkable [19]. These negative consequences are due in part to 
the drugs impact on brain mechanisms and signaling systems, whose maturation 
mainly happens during adolescence [9]. Thereby, in general, early drug exposure 
can produce impairments in the brain structure and function, resulting in several 
emotional, behavioral, and cognitive deficits [20]. For instance, studies have 
revealed persistent alcohol-induced neurobiological changes within the prefrontal 
cortex, the hippocampus, and the amygdala integrally involved in governing 
diverse emotional states [21–23].

Earlier initiation of substance use in adolescence is associated not only with an 
increased risk of dependence but also with antisocial behavior and impairments of 
adaptive functioning, including relationship difficulties, academic failure, unemploy-
ment, and mental health issues [24–26]. Besides, over half of the adolescents receiv-
ing treatment will relapse within 1 year of treatment [27], suggesting more accessible 
and effective programs needed to prevent and treat substance abuse in adolescents. 
Consequently, there is a need to explore other alternatives to treatment that, alone 
or in combination with existing ones, representing an improvement in treatment 
[28, 29].

Despite the relevance and clear influence of personality and neuropsychological 
factors in the development of substance abuse behaviors, we should not neglect the 
study of the impact of family dynamics and the social environment in which these 
young people live as possible predisposing variables. Regarding family factors, some 
studies have observed that young people who engage in substance abuse perceive a 
lower quality of family functioning with lower levels of cohesion, flexibility, com-
munication, satisfaction, and a higher degree of disengagement compared with 
healthy adolescents [30]. Moreover, living in families that are not very flexible, 
highly disengaged and with communication problems among their members, is also 
a risk factor, suggesting the importance of prevention programs being based on an 
integrated approach focused also on improving the family environment. On the other 
hand, it has been observed that children of parents who also have addiction problems 
are more likely to present excessive consumption of drugs [31]. Nevertheless, there 
is also literature that did not find a significant association between parental drug 
consumption and substance abuse in adolescence [32]. Finally, another important 
social factor, especially for young people, is their use of social networks. Thus, it has 
been observed that the content of these is poorly regulated, tending to use marketing 
tactics based on the vulnerability of young people to the image, social relationships, 
and their need to fit in with the group [33]. To date, there is little work that has 
investigated the behavioral profiles of young people with drug-related problems on 
social networks, although this could have interesting implications for treatment and 
prevention. Figure 1 summarizes different risk factors involved in substance abuse 
during adolescence.

Therefore, this book presents a comprehensive overview of multidisciplinary 
issues about adolescence and substance abuse, especially focus on alcohol. It has 
been written to be consulted by students and professionals of multiple psychologi-
cal, biological, and social disciplines. Chapters has been also written for academics 
and researchers on different areas focusing on risk factors related to the onset and 
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maintenance of substance abuse in adolescence, as well as potential of behavioral and 
pharmacological approaches to prevent and/or reduced the negative consequences 
involved in substance abuse. Finally, psychological disorders associated with drug 
abuse are also considered in this book.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 

Figure 1. 
Variables associated with drug abuse during the adolescence and youth.
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Chapter 2

Management of Co-Occurring SUD 
and Chronic Pain
Gregory Rudolf

Abstract

Though there has been a 44.4% decrease in the number of prescriptions written 
for opioid analgesics between the years 2011–2020 in the United States, drug overdose 
rates continue to climb sharply, reaching nearly 107,000 for a prior 12-months period 
as of early 2022, driven primarily by the use of illicit opioids. It is estimated that 
80–90% of individuals with a substance use disorder (SUD) receive no treatment, 
and for those with opioid use disorder (OUD) who do find their way to treatment, less 
than half are offered potentially life-saving medication. Contemporaneously, chronic 
pain is one of the most common and most disabling health conditions, and frequently 
involves complex decision-making between the patient and the health care team 
regarding the treatment approach. Though prescribing trends have ebbed in recent 
years, opioids continue to be the most prescribed class of drug in the United States 
despite well-publicized associated harms. It is more critical than ever that stakehold-
ers urgently work to facilitate and destigmatize evidence-based substance use disor-
der treatment, and promote safe, effective, and holistic care pathways for patients 
suffering from chronic pain.

Keywords: chronic pain, opioid use disorder, prescription opioids, substance use

1. Introduction

The “opioid crisis” as a major public health problem in the United States has been 
prominently recognized in medical literature and the press for at least a decade. 
Prompted by a variety of factors, the first of three defined “waves” of the crisis began 
with a dramatic increase in written prescriptions for opioid analgesics starting in the 
mid-1990’s [1]. In lockstep with the surge in opioid prescribing, there was a coinci-
dent fourfold increase in overdose deaths and admissions to substance use disorder 
treatment programs. In 2015, more than 33,000 Americans died of opioid overdoses, 
and an estimated 2 million individuals suffered from substance use disorders related 
to prescription opioids [2].

There were multiple factors contributing to a threefold increase in the number of 
opioid prescriptions written in the United States between 1999 and 2011 [3]. The first 
relates to changing clinical practice norms, where indications for use of opioids for the 
treatment of chronic non-cancer pain widened significantly in response to escalating 
concerns about perceived widespread undertreatment of chronic pain. For example, 
at that time, the American Pain Society in its 1996 guidelines encouraged providers 
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to assess pain as “the fifth vital sign” at each clinical encounter to avoid failing to 
actively address patients’ pain symptoms. At the same time, aggressive marketing of 
opioids by pharmaceutical manufacturers, particularly the makers of Oxycontin™ 
following its 1996 FDA approval, served to amplify and drive this shift in prescribing 
culture, with sophisticated methodologies to increase provider prescribing patterns, 
and with the dissemination of now-discredited scientific information alleging low 
risk of misuse or addiction related to prescription opioids [4]. Payers limited access to 
other evidence-based pain interventions such as multidisciplinary pain rehabilitation, 
bodywork treatment, and psychological counseling, and these modalities of treat-
ment thus became more difficult to access, increasing patients’ reliance on pharma-
cotherapy, and doctors’ willingness to prescribe opioids. Taken together, these factors 
created a prescribing climate which normalized opioids as a common treatment for 
chronic non-cancer pain [3].

Alongside the challenge of containing the harms caused by overprescription 
of opioid analgesics exists the very high prevalence and burden of suffering from 
chronic pain. The debilitating effects of chronic pain on quality of life involve not 
only physical symptoms, but also emotional well-being, identity, and interpersonal 
relationships [3]. Among patients with chronic pain who are newly prescribed opioids 
for longer than 90 days, approximately 6% develop OUD, with the likelihood increas-
ing dramatically with an escalation in dose and extended duration [5]. In 2016, the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention issued guidelines for prescribing opioids 
for chronic pain which recommended soft limitations on dose levels to lower than 
90 mg morphine equivalents per day (MED), and implementation of clinical practices 
to assess and prevent harm to use and misuse, such as urine toxicology screening and 
use of state prescription monitoring program [6]. This document strongly influenced 
prescriber practices nationwide, contributing to a general decrease of 40–60% in 
aggregate opioid prescriptions across the US from peak levels in the mid-2000s. 
Unfortunately, not all consequences of this shift in prescribing patterns have been 
positive. Many patients who had been using opioids over the long term, especially at 
higher doses, were forced by their prescriber to undergo dose tapering or discontinu-
ation despite evident clinical stability, due to misapplication of the CDC guidelines, 
with associated harmful adverse events and outcomes, including increased rates of 
illicit drug use, emergency department visits and hospitalizations, and overdose 
deaths [7]. There have been recent attempts to better understand the disruptive power 
these changing norms and policies have continued to have on patients’ pain manage-
ment experiences [8].

This change in prescribing practices and the resultant barrier to patients receiv-
ing prescription opioids legitimately for pain was exacerbated by abrupt closures 
of “pill mill” clinics by law enforcement. These clinics operated on a profit-based 
model and provided substandard care and monitoring while prescribing outsized 
quantities of opioids and other controlled substances. As a result of these factors, 
proactive networks of drug traffickers primarily from Mexico were able to capitalize 
on a ready-made source of demand for cheaper and more reliably available illicit 
opioids, ushering in the second wave of the opioid crisis by 2015: increased heroin 
use [1, 9]. Sources from Mexico accounted for 90% of the US heroin market share 
by 2016 [9, 10]. Within a few more years, fentanyl, a synthetic opioid that is much 
cheaper, more potent, and easier to manufacture and distribute than heroin, took 
over the illicit opioid market. Showing no signs of slowing, fentanyl-related over-
dose death rates have only worsened as the so-called third wave of the opioid crisis 
continues [1].
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In this context, management of chronic pain in the US has undergone systematic 
re-examination to elucidate best practices for patient safety and treatment effective-
ness [8]. Elsewhere in the world, countries are attempting to learn from the mistakes 
of the US and prevent or mitigate major prescription opioid-related public health 
problems [11]. As providers are regularly tasked to straddle the intersecting realms 
of chronic pain disorders, substance use and mental health disorders, treatment 
approaches must emphasize evidence-based, compassionate, inclusive, patient-cen-
tered, safe, and sustainable interventions. Effective solutions to the crisis will include 
not only optimization of care delivery, but also relevant non-clinical aspects such as 
the roles of law enforcement and drug marketing and regulation [12]. Some countries 
have already made a marked shift in policy toward harm reduction, such as Canada, 
which has provided safe consumption sites for drug users, and the Netherlands and 
Portugal, which have decriminalized all drug use in favor of approaches emphasizing 
safety and access to treatment [13]. Though these measures have improved opioid-
related death rates, countries outside the US have seen use of prescription opioids 
grow substantially (47% increase in Europe between 2004 and 2016) even though it is 
illegal to market drugs directly to patients in Europe and other parts of the world [13].

In this chapter, we will review the complex intersection of SUD and chronic pain 
disorders in several subcategories: 1) understanding the scope of the problem and its 
neurobiological underpinnings, including risk factors, and biopsychosocial mecha-
nisms of chronic pain and substance use disorders; 2) the controversial role of opioids 
in chronic pain care; 3) best practices in chronic pain and SUD treatment.

2. Key concepts in understanding Co-occurring chronic pain and SUD

2.1 Epidemiology and neurobiology

The prevalence of either regional or widespread chronic pain in adults has been 
estimated at 30% [14]. About 20% of US adults (50 million people) report a moderate 
to severe level of pain which affects their daily quality of life and activity, while in the 
United Kingdom, chronic pain is estimated to affect 20–50% of the adult population. 
Worldwide, chronic low back pain is the single leading cause of disability across all 
age ranges, genders, and demographics [15]. Several other chronic pain conditions 
including chronic headache and peripheral joint pain from arthritis are also in the top 
10 causes of disability worldwide. Factors that are consistently associated with dis-
ability from chronic low back pain include older age, poor general health, increased 
psychological or psychosocial stress, worse baseline functional disability, sciatica, 
and the presence of compensation related to disability [5]. Social determinants of 
health that are known to predict poor outcomes related to disability from chronic 
low back pain include low socioeconomic status and/or low income, unemployment, 
and occupational factors such as lack of adequate support staff, manual lifting, and 
frequent overtime work hours [16].

The prevalence of opioid use disorder (OUD) in patients with chronic pain has 
been notoriously difficult to determine with specificity. Through the historical lens 
of the opioid crisis, it was dramatically underestimated in the years preceding and 
including the spike in opioid prescribing starting in the 1990s. In a letter that was 
published in 1980 in the New England Journal of Medicine, authors Porter and Jick 
described a crude study in which charts were pulled for patients in a hospitalized 
setting who had been given opioids for a variety of indications, with neither dosing 
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nor duration of treatment identified. The investigators concluded that only 4 of these 
11,882 hospitalized patients that were treated with an opioid medication were subse-
quently diagnosed with an “addiction”. Unfortunately, this study was widely cited as 
“proof” that there was only about a 1% risk that a patient treated with opioids for pain 
(even in an outpatient setting, even long-term) would develop opioid addiction. More 
recently, it has been recognized that the real prevalence of OUD is much higher, with 
various estimates ranging from 3.2 to 27%, with most of these estimates falling in the 
20–25% range [17]. Though the level of prescription opioid use, and opioid-related 
deaths in most European countries and worldwide is still much lower than that of 
the US, as noted above Europe has seen a steady increase in prescription opioid use 
over the past 15 years, mainly due to increased tramadol, fentanyl, and oxycodone 
prescriptions; there are calls for proactive investigation into these trends and their 
potential subsequent harms [11].

Over the past several decades, significant progress has been made in understanding 
the neurobiology of pain and addiction. CNS receptor binding targets and associated 
neural circuitry has been elucidated to explain the rewarding effects of substances 
with known abuse potential. Moreover, we know that repeated drug exposure over 
time causes adaptations in the brain’s reward pathways which are evident even on a 
gross structural level via neuroimaging [17]. Affected areas include the following:

• the limbic system: contains the brain’s reward circuitry, leading to a drive to repeat 
behaviors that activate this pathway, such as using drugs

• the brain stem: controls basic functions critical to life such as heart rate and 
breathing

• the cerebral cortex: controls functioning via multiple sub-regions that govern 
thinking, feeling, sensory experience, motor coordination, planning, and 
decision-making.

Substances with potential for abuse that affect these areas of the brain, such as 
alcohol, opioids, cannabis, stimulants, sedatives, and nicotine, enhance specific brain 
neurochemical pathways in ways similar to that produced by other natural rewards 
such as food and sex, but in a sometimes more acutely intense and prolonged manner. 
Conversely, when long-term use of such substance is interrupted, a pronounced sense 
of dysphoria is typically experienced, which has been referred to as hyperkatifeia [18]. 
The threat of this unpleasant state produces a desire to avoid interruption in use, due 
to the behavioral negative reinforcement that the undesired state exerts over the indi-
vidual, who otherwise recognizes the benefits of stopping the behavior and genuinely 
prefers and seeks to do so. In addition, the rewarding effect of use is itself diminished 
with prolonged use as tolerance is developed to the effects of the substance, and the 
ability of natural rewards to activate the reward pathways is likewise compromised. In 
this fashion, over time, these substances strongly influence the choices and behavior 
of the individual [19].

Chronic pain is best viewed as a distinct diagnosis and medical condition, with its 
own definition and taxonomy [14]. It has been associated with multiple physical, psy-
chological, and social factors which affect its level of impact on a given individual [15]. 
The diagnosis of a chronic pain disorder can be made based on objective evaluation, 
as with an imaging test or a blood test, for example, with relatively clear etiology and 
a specifically identifiable pain generator. However, even in cases where the diagnosis 
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is clear, patients with very similar objective findings might have a completely different 
“pain experience” based on other less quantifiable factors. These include:

• their level of central nervous system-mediated pain sensitivity or pain tolerance, 
which itself may be influenced by both genetic and environmental factors;

• their current psycho-emotional state and prior mental health history;

• the effect of the medications or substances they are using on pain processing 
pathways;

• other factors which can influence pain signaling and processing in the central 
nervous system (CNS) such as the history of trauma or adverse childhood experi-
ence (ACE), and attitudes/beliefs about pain [6].

Moreover, many chronic pain disorders are not typically associated with specific 
identifiable anatomic pathology. In the case of chronic low back pain, 85–95% of 
patients presenting to primary care providers do not have a clearly identifiable etiology 
for their symptoms [5]. Some pain syndromes are inherently caused or defined by a 
CNS-mediated pain state, such as fibromyalgia (prevalence estimated at 2–8% of the 
population). Other examples of this include headache syndromes, irritable bowel syn-
drome, temporomandibular joint syndrome, and interstitial cystitis. It should be noted, 
however, that what may have started as a focal, well-defined pain condition, such as low 
back pain from degenerative disc disease or lumbar facet arthropathy, may become a 
chronic, CNS-mediated pain state, such as in the case of failed surgical back syndrome 
[20]. Thus, it is incumbent upon care providers to recognize the complex role of the CNS 
in all chronic pain states, and to utilize treatment approaches that address the patient as a 
whole person rather than just as a structural or anatomic abnormality [21].

Pain can generally be subdivided into three general types, including nociceptive, 
inflammatory, and neuropathic [12]. Nociceptive pain is our bodies’ sensory response 
to an actual painful stimulus, divided further into visceral (such as gastrointestinal) 
and somatic (such as musculoskeletal) pain. Inflammatory pain is a biological response 
within the body to facilitate tissue repair due to injury and can be either acute or 
chronic in nature. Acute inflammatory pain is exemplified by a sprained ankle, whereas 
chronic inflammatory pain is exemplified by osteoarthritis of a peripheral joint such as 
the hip. Neuropathic pain is typically defined by nerve injury or impairment leading to 
central pain sensitization (defined below), which results in a persistent pain response 
without a stimulus and is generally pathologic or maladaptive because it does not serve 
a useful purpose. Both the CNS and the peripheral nervous system (PNS) are involved 
in all 3 types of pain. The PNS comprises nerves and ganglia outside the brain and 
spinal cord, which define the CNS.

An individual’s response to pain signals can be viewed in a general sense as 
either adaptive or maladaptive, with their emotional state playing a key role in this 
determination. In a person with normal pain sensitivity, pain signals from a twisting 
back injury would be transmitted from the dorsal horn of the spinal cord through 
ascending spinal pathways to be received by the brain, and the signals would then 
be modulated by descending inhibitory interneuron signals which serve to dampen 
the severity of the excitatory pain signals, in accordance with the now-classic gate 
control theory of pain as first proposed by Melzack and Wall in 1965, still supported 
in concept by the International Association for the Study of Pain [5]. Facilitating less 
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distress and greater functional capacity, this normal sequence of pain processing is 
considered adaptive to the organism and species.

The same pain stimulus could be processed quite differently for a patient with 
chronic pain. Due to the emotional response caused by chronic pain signals, the 
inhibitory interneuron modulation of the descending pathway could be decreased, 
which leads to an increase in relative excitatory pain signaling input, with some relief 
coming from accompanying increase in endorphin release from the periaqueductal 
gray (PAG) and the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. Over time, via a process termed 
central sensitization, pain processing in the CNS recalibrates to adjusted thresholds 
for modulation of both ascending excitatory and descending inhibitory signals, 
resulting in the patient experiencing greater baseline pain sensitivity, and a higher 
level of distress with exacerbations of pain. The affective or emotional component, 
then, is recognized to have a significant influence on the ongoing physical experi-
ence of pain [22]. Moreover, this increased baseline pain sensitivity does not serve a 
functional purpose and would therefore be considered maladaptive [5].

When exogenous opioids are added longitudinally to this scenario, there is an 
accompanying decrease in the production and release of pain-relieving endogenous 
opioids from the PAG and dorsal horn, resulting in an increase in pain signaling along 
the ascending pathway. In addition to these effects on pain processing, prolonged 
opioids will also affect the pain experience by influencing the brain’s limbic system 
(emotional circuitry, see below) and sleep patterns. These gradual changes in the 
CNS persist, even long after the opioid has been discontinued [19]. Such long-term 
CNS changes clearly have major implications in designing and implementing effective 
treatment approaches for both chronic pain and opioid use disorder/opioid physi-
ologic dependence.

Despite the gains in knowledge and active investigation into the neurophysiology 
of pain and addiction, there is still a great deal that is incompletely understood. Much 
of our knowledge comes from laboratory and animal studies rather than from the 
actual patients who present for care. The influence of environmental factors such as 
trauma, for example, has been studied and shown to be quite impactful on the devel-
opment of pain sensitivity, cognitive capability, memory, emotional resilience, and 
the likelihood of developing a SUD [17]. Also, very influential is the role of organic 
mental illness on the behaviors and brain function of a patient with chronic pain. In 
addition, issues such as genetics, social/housing instability, discriminatory disparities 
in accessing health care, and others, are known to greatly affect clinical outcomes for 
all patients experiencing chronic pain and addiction [6].

2.2 The duality of opioids: a brief review of general opioid pharmacology

Opioids have played a central role in the relief of human suffering for millen-
nia; they are also a direct cause of great harm. They are a class of prescription drugs 
derived from the opium poppy plant, some directly and some via laboratory synthesis 
using similar chemical structures. They contain chemicals that can relieve pain and 
relax the body. They can also produce a euphoric effect which gives them potential 
for misuse. Further, they can induce depression of the respiratory drive, leading to 
an overdose death. For these reasons, prescription opioids are regulated by the Drug 
Enforcement Agency of the US government, and by analogous agencies elsewhere. 
Some common examples of prescription opioids are oxycodone, morphine, hydro-
codone, codeine, tramadol, fentanyl, buprenorphine, and methadone. In individuals 
with co-occurring chronic pain and SUD, consideration of treatment with the use of 
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opioids or other controlled substances that have the potential to be misused and cause 
harm is a common clinical dilemma for health care providers, as well as a quality 
assurance and risk management issue for policymakers. In the years since the advent 
of the current opioid crisis, which as noted above began with exponential increases 
in the widespread use of prescription opioids to treat chronic non-cancer pain, there 
has been increased effort to define best practices for dispensing prescription opioids 
for appropriate indications, for appropriate patients, and for the appropriate length of 
time [23].

Opioids can be classified in various ways, such as by potency, half-life, opioid 
receptor activity, or specific opioid chemical class. It is useful to start with categoriz-
ing opioids based on the way they are synthesized:

• endogenous opioids: opioid peptides produced organically by the body itself; 
examples are endorphins, enkephalins, dynorphins.

• exogenous non-synthetic opioid agonists: opioids derived from the opium poppy 
plant; examples are codeine, morphine, thebaine, diacetylmorphine (heroin).

• exogenous semi-synthetic opioid agonists: opioids derived from the poppy plant that 
have been chemically altered in the laboratory; examples are oxycodone, hydro-
codone, hydromorphone.

• exogenous synthetic opioid agonists: opioids that are synthesized entirely in a 
laboratory; examples are methadone, fentanyl, buprenorphine.

Opioid pharmacodynamics, or the activity of the drug at the opioid receptor 
and the resultant physiologic and clinically relevant response, is at the heart of the 
question of how these drugs can be safely and effectively administered by clinicians 
[24]. Potency is certainly a key factor in this equation, and it is important that medical 
providers have a solid understanding of the relative potencies and basic pharmaco-
logic properties of various opioid medications. Ranging from opioid partial agonists 
such as tramadol to high potency full agonists such as fentanyl, these potencies are 
classified by the World Health Organization on their “Analgesic Ladder” [11]. Of note, 
opioids with the highest potency also have the greatest addiction liability and highest 
risk of overdose death. The recent emergence of illicit synthetic analogs of fentanyl on 
the street has exposed users to levels of potency not seen before in clinical medicine; 
carfentanil, one such analog, is 100 times more potent than prescription fentanyl, 
which is itself 100 times more potent than morphine [25]. It is therefore not surpris-
ing that even users who are very experienced with other less potent opioids are highly 
susceptible to overdose when using substances containing illicit fentanyl.

Other important factors influencing the clinical effect of an opioid besides 
potency include half-life and route of administration. Typically, short-acting opioids 
have a more rapid onset and decay, which can be useful in treating acute pain, but can 
frequently create a pattern of unstable levels of drug when dosed repeatedly, resulting 
in both positive and negative reinforcement driving continued use. Moreover, use 
of short-acting opioids leads to more rapid neuroadaptation, or CNS sensitization/
homeostasis, whereby the stronger the opioid and the more rapidly it reaches the 
brain, the greater the neuroadaptive response [26]. This neuroadaptation is what leads 
to development of tolerance and physiologic dependence, which tend to occur much 
earlier with short-acting opioids than with longer-acting opioids.
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Longer-acting opioids are typically used only in chronic rather than acute pain. 
Many such drugs are simply “extended-release” versions of short-acting opioids with 
an insoluble substance matrix that delays intestinal absorption and metabolism. 
Others, such as methadone and buprenorphine, are long-acting by design, primarily 
due to their high affinity for the opioid receptor. Though long-acting opioids may 
not be quite as reinforcing as short-acting opioids, clinicians should not assume that 
they are safer or less addictive than short-acting opioids. Importantly, long-acting 
opioids such as the prior version of Oxycontin™ were commonly tampered with 
by misusers to instantly produce high levels of the short-acting form of the drug, 
oxycodone. Abuse-deterrent extended-release formulations have helped to curb this 
widespread misuse technique (Oxycontin was reformulated in 2010), but not all avail-
able long-acting opioids have this technology. Notably, long-acting formulations have 
been associated with higher rates of overdose, in part due to the above, as well as the 
fact that combining a long-acting opioid with a CNS depressant such as alcohol or a 
prescription sedative may be more likely to produce a lengthier and therefore deadlier 
respiratory depression effect. Even without a second substance, accumulated dosing 
of long-acting opioids taken at higher levels of frequency than prescribed presents 
elevated overdose risk, particularly at the initiation stage of use. It typically takes 
roughly 5 half-lives of a long-acting drug to achieve steady-state in the circulation, 
which amounts to five full days with methadone, and patients who are impatient to 
achieve either pain relief or euphoric effect may increase dosing frequency before 
steady state is reached and before protective tolerance to the drug has begun [27].

2.3 The role of opioids in the treatment of chronic pain

Regarding the controversial therapeutic value of opioids in the treatment of 
chronic non-cancer pain, there is very little high-quality research evidence. In a widely 
publicized 2018 JAMA study known as the SPACE trial, done in a Minnesota Veterans 
population, opioid-naïve patients with chronic back pain, or hip or knee osteoarthritis, 
were placed on a 12-months period of medication management and randomized to 
either opioid or non-opioid medications. The primary outcome was pain-related func-
tion, measured via Brief Pain Inventory scale; secondary outcomes were pain intensity 
and medication-related symptoms. The trial results showed no difference between the 
two groups in pain-related function, lower pain intensity in the non-opioid group, and 
more common adverse medication-related symptoms in the opioid group. The authors 
concluded that treatment with opioids was not superior to treatment with non-opioid 
medications for improving pain-related function over 12 months for moderate to 
severe chronic back pain or hip or knee osteoarthritis pain [28].

There are other views in the literature more favorable to the appropriate use of 
prescription opioids for chronic non-cancer pain, particularly in the current context 
of the ongoing escalation of overdose deaths driven primarily by the use of illicit 
opioids rather than prescription opioids. In a 2021 analytic review of evidence, 
Nadeau argued that restricting physicians from prescribing opioids for reasonable 
indications is a “failed strategy”, opining that it was “pill mill” clinics rather than 
the average medical provider that was responsible for flooding much of the country 
with large supplies of prescription opioids, prior to a widespread law enforcement 
crackdown [25]. These clinics not only provided voluminous quantities of opioids, 
but they also delivered substandard care without appropriate support and supervi-
sion, which exacerbated the risk of misuse, diversion, and development of substance 
use disorders. These effects were prevalent not only in places with large local pill 
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mill distribution networks, but also in more remote areas that were perhaps more 
susceptible to the lure of opioids because of poverty, mental illness, hopelessness, 
and other psychosocial factors [29]. According to Nadeau, well-designed studies have 
demonstrated that the annual case fatality rate attributable to prescribed opioids 
>100 mg daily morphine-equivalent dose (MED) is in the vicinity of 0.25% per year, 
which is similar to the risk of death from anticoagulation for stroke prophylaxis for 
a patient with atrial fibrillation. The twin crisis of high-impact chronic pain, which 
as noted affects approximately 20 million US adults and an estimated 30% of adults 
worldwide, necessitates a balanced approach. It remains unclear, however, whether 
future studies of the effectiveness of long-term use of opioids to ameliorate pain and 
improve functioning will support or refute the arguments of those who advocate for 
loosening current restrictions on the prescription of opioids for chronic pain.

Prescription opioid misuse is defined as use of the opioid “in any way other than 
how the provider directed the use, including greater amount, greater frequency, 
greater duration, using it for an effect other than intended, using someone else’s 
medication, or using via unauthorized route of administration” [30]. In a 2017 
“review of reviews” on chronic pain and opioid misuse, the prevalence of chronic 
non-cancer pain in individuals known to be misusing prescription opioids is esti-
mated at 48–60%, which is substantially higher than the prevalence of chronic pain 
in the general population (11–19%) [31]. This finding highlights chronic pain as a 
major driver of opioid misuse. Reviews were noted to be commonly compromised by 
limitations including inconsistencies, imprecision, and lack of standardized assess-
ment instruments and definitions of SUD, misuse, addiction, and abuse. They cited 
an overall lack of high-quality evidence on prevalence, risk factors, optimal clinical 
assessment, and treatment approaches related to co-occurring chronic pain and 
substance misuse.

2.4 Opioid use disorder vs. prescription opioid dependence

Development of physiologic dependence on a substance should be viewed as 
distinct from the development of a substance use disorder (SUD) as defined by DSM-
5. Tolerance to a substance is typically expected with prolonged use, and withdrawal 
symptoms upon cessation of the substance are also part and parcel of physiologic 
dependence, even without aberrant drug-taking behavior, misuse, craving, or other 
behavioral components more consistent with substance use disorder [32].

Patients who fall into the category of longtime users of prescription opioids for 
pain who have developed associated tolerance, physiologic dependence, and fear of 
physical and emotional distress and withdrawal symptoms when presented with the 
idea of tapering, have been classified as having a variant of dependence to opioids 
called complex persistent opioid dependence [33]. This is a distinct phenomenon 
from opioid use disorder. It is also distinct from simple persistent opioid dependence, 
in which the patient may have developed tolerance and physiologic dependence but 
does not approach the idea of tapering or dose adjustment with the degree of fear 
and/or resistance as does the patient with complex persistent opioid dependence. 
Given the sheer volume of patients classifiable in one of these two categories, provid-
ers in the era of the opioid crisis have been faced with the challenge of how to safely 
and humanely help them reduce their opioid usage, if/when indeed that is an appro-
priate and patient-centered goal to pursue. As noted previously, there are significant 
known harms that can come to patients for whom tapers have been non-consensual, 
overly rapid, and/or unskillfully executed [7].
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3.  Screening chronic pain patients for risk of opioid misuse and other 
substance use

3.1  Factors that contribute to opioid misuse and examples of validated screening 
tools

Given the need to balance the risks and benefits of use of opioids for chronic pain, 
how do we select who should receive an opioid prescription in any given clinical sce-
nario? One key aspect of the answer lies in the determination of relative risk of misuse 
of the prescribed drug, which is dependent on multiple factors: drug factors, provider 
factors, and patient factors [34].

3.1.1 Drug factors

The relative degree of euphoric or reinforcing effect of a drug depends primarily 
on the rapidity of its onset of action, and secondarily on both its potency and its half-
life. The more quickly a substance reaches the brain and causes dopamine release, the 
more abuse potential and street value it tends to have.

3.1.2 Provider factors

If the first wave of the opioid crisis taught us anything, it is that most health care 
providers receive inadequate training in the appropriate prescribing of controlled 
substances, particularly in scenarios involving acute or chronic pain, anxiety and 
depression, insomnia, and substance use disorders [23]. The American Medical 
Association (AMA) has classified these practitioner-based inadequacies as to the “4 
D’s” (to which 2 additional have subsequently been added):

• Dated practitioners whose knowledge of best patient care practices is out of 
date, leading to inappropriate prescribing choices.

• Deceived or Duped practitioners are easily misled by drug-seeking patients 
who report symptoms or conditions indicating an accepted indication for a 
controlled substance.

• Disabled practitioners have their own psychiatric or medical issues, which may 
include a substance use disorder, and impair their judgment regarding appropri-
ate prescribing and monitoring.

• Dishonest practitioners are typically motivated to prescribe controlled sub-
stances by the money they will obtain with this practice; this group is thought to 
be quite rare in the overall current provider population but during the heyday of 
“pill mill” clinics, numbers were likely greater.

• Defiant practitioners believe they have greater knowledge or expertise than 
others in a specific practice area and practice in ways that are not supported by 
evidence on the topic.

• Distracted practitioners are overwhelmed by patient care, documentation, and 
administrative duties and are inadequately attentive to providing safe care and 
monitoring for patients whom they are treating with controlled substances.
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3.1.3 Patient factors

There will always be a proportion of patients who misuse prescription opioids 
and other controlled drugs for non-medical purposes or will divert them to others for 
intended profit or for non-medical use. However, it is incumbent upon the modern 
practitioner to use validated screening tools to try to mitigate and avoid contributing 
to these potential behaviors when considering initiating the prescription of a con-
trolled substance, and at regular intervals such as every 1–2 years for those using them 
in a stable and responsible fashion. Specific validated tools and questionnaires are 
easy to implement in clinical practice and can be filled out by the patient as they wait 
in the exam room for the practitioner to start the visit. It should be noted that these 
questionnaires rely on honest self-reporting by the patient, an inherent limitation on 
reliability. Commonly used validated tools include the following:

• Pain Medication Questionnaire: 26-item survey that predicts future opioid mis-
use and stratifies patients into low, medium, and high risk. It has been validated 
with good sensitivity and specificity [34].

• Screener and Opioid Assessment for Patients with Pain-Revised (SOAPP-R) and 
Common Opioid Misuse Measure (COMM) were cited in a large systematic review 
to be helpful in the treatment of chronic pain for patients who are either already on 
long-term opioid therapy and being assessed for recent behavior (COMM), or who 
are being considered for potential initiation of opioid therapy (SOAPP-R) [34].

• Opioid Risk Tool: designed to predict which patients who are prescribed opioids 
will develop aberrant drug-taking behaviors. Developed in 2005, a 2013 study 
did not validate its predictive capability [35].

As the COVID-19 pandemic ushered in a sudden and widespread adoption of 
telemedicine by necessity, the care of patients being prescribed controlled substances 
was immediately transformed. The use of these screening tools may assist providers 
with determination of which patients are appropriate for continued support with 
telemedicine, and which require assessment in clinic with appropriate thorough risk 
assessment including physical exam, urine toxicology screening, pill count, or other 
measures not accessible via telehealth [36].

3.2 Assessment of overdose risk and use of naloxone

It is prudent to consider any patient using prescription drugs with the potential 
to cause overdose to be at some risk of such an outcome, even when that risk is 
relatively low. For patients considered to be at greater than low risk, proactive 
prescription of naloxone to mitigate the risk of overdose is the current standard of 
care and is endorsed by the AMA, CDC, and many other influential public health 
organizations [37].

To better assess overdose risk, Zedler and colleagues developed a new tool first 
presented in 2015, called the Risk Index for Overdose or Severe Opioid-induced 
Respiratory Depression, or RIOSORD, which has been validated in a veteran popula-
tion of almost two million patients. It contains 17 questions, with a maximum score 
of 115. Included in the assessment are questions regarding history of psychiatric 
disorder, presence of pulmonary or liver disease, use of an extended-release opioid, 
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concurrent use of a benzodiazepine or antidepressant, daily morphine equivalent 
dose (MED), and any recent hospitalizations or emergency department visits [38].

Naloxone is an opioid receptor antagonist and will reverse the respiratory depres-
sant effect of opioids [9]. There are multiple formulations of naloxone which vary 
by route of administration (intranasal, intramuscular, or intravenous), cost, and 
shelf life. All are highly effective, and many states offer access to naloxone without a 
prescription.

As previously noted, screening tools are imperfect and will fail to identify some 
individuals who will develop aberrant drug-related behaviors. These tools are not a 
substitute for common sense and good clinical judgment over time. However, they 
do contribute to the enhancement of patient safety, patient-provider trust, and risk 
mitigation for patients prescribed or being considered for opioid therapy for treat-
ment of chronic pain.

4.  Diagnosis and treatment of opioid use disorder or other SUD in the 
setting of co-occurring chronic pain

4.1 Approach to the patient

Patients presenting for care who are suffering from chronic pain and/or SUD 
must be evaluated with thoroughness, compassion, empathy, and respect. A suc-
cessful clinical approach typically involves reflective listening, acknowledgment and 
validation of the patient’s feelings, absence of judgment, evident expertise, and use 
of gentle persuasion for the patient to choose to pursue collaborative and volitional 
change. Motivational interviewing is one evidence-based technique in which patients 
are encouraged to consider change without confrontation or power struggle, where 
the provider will “roll with resistance” expressed by the patient, and instead focus 
on the patient’s strengths while projecting optimism regarding their ability to change 
with proper support [39, 40].

As noted in the previous section, screening tools can be useful in identifying SUD 
or potential prescription drug misuse, investigating potential mental health comor-
bidities, and providing a periodic ongoing reassessment of the plan of care. These 
ideally can be reviewed along with other relevant patient data either before or during 
the first consultation visit. A thorough patient history is essential for accurate diag-
nosis and development of a safe and appropriate treatment plan [41, 42]. Ideally, the 
practitioner will obtain a good understanding of the patient’s subjective symptoms 
and they are established underlying or co-occurring diagnoses, and a detailed under-
standing of past and current treatment, including medication management, non-
pharmacologic interventions, and self-care practices. As above, the clinical approach 
to gather history should be non-judgmental and empathetic.

The physical exam is a compulsory, standard-of-care component of a medical 
evaluation for any new patient, and patients presenting with chronic pain  
and/or SUD histories are no exception. Naturally, a problem-focused exam of the 
area(s) of the body where pain symptoms are localized will contribute to the diagno-
sis, and assessment of symptom severity and functional limitations. For patients with 
concern for SUD, examination of the skin for evidence of injection sites, both old and 
more recent, can be illuminating, though, in the era of illicit fentanyl, drug smoking 
has replaced intravenous use in some locales. Evidence of advanced liver disease may 
manifest as icteric sclerae, jaundiced skin, or abdominal ascites. Poor dentition can be 
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a marker of a variety of SUD-related factors but is particularly common with regular 
use of methamphetamine. The presence of lymphadenopathy in a patient with SUD 
may be indicative of an immunocompromised state due to HIV, tuberculosis, or other 
infectious diseases. A thorough neurologic and mental status examination is also criti-
cal to establish neurocognitive and behavioral status, motor and/or sensory deficits, 
and cranial nerve functioning.

Laboratory tests can be helpful in assessing the presence and severity of organ 
diseases such as liver and kidney functioning, along with evaluation of relevant meta-
bolic, infectious, hemodynamic, hormonal, and other data. Urine toxicology screen-
ing is a standard method of evaluating adherence to expectations around the use of 
prescribed medications and confirming absence of use of unauthorized substances. 
Imaging tests are often useful in working up musculoskeletal, gastrointestinal, or 
CNS complaints. Other useful data can typically be found in the electronic health 
record, such as other practitioners’ assessments, as well as easy access to review of 
the state prescription monitoring program database, which provides evidence for use 
of prescribed medications and any detection of unreported use of other controlled 
prescription medications.

4.2 Reaching a diagnosis and formulating a treatment plan

Substance use disorders are diagnosed using the standardized definition provided 
in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-5), 
which contains 11 criteria [26]. Diagnosis is classified as mild with a score of 2–3, 
moderate with a score of 4–5, and severe with a score of 6 or more. It is important to 
clarify whether the patient’s substance use has the potential to have reached a state of 
physiologic dependence and/or withdrawal with repeated use and attempted cessa-
tion, so that management of withdrawal can be prioritized in the earliest stages of 
treatment.

There is no single treatment or approach that is appropriate for all patients in all 
scenarios. Treatment planning should always involve a “menu of options” that is con-
sidered in a collaborative fashion in consultation with the patient. Ideally, treatment 
choices will be informed and supported by other stakeholders such as the patient’s 
loved ones and other members of their care team.

For patients with chronic pain who may have developed OUD, treatment options 
include the following:

• Tapering of medication without other treatment. This course of care will not only 
fail to provide any therapeutic benefit, but it could also result in the patient seek-
ing relief from drugs obtained from unauthorized sources which, in the era of 
ubiquitous illicit fentanyl, is acutely life-threatening.

• Tapering followed by treatment with opioid antagonist (naltrexone).

• Treatment with buprenorphine in the outpatient clinic.

• Referral to an opioid treatment program (OTP) for opioid agonist treatment with 
methadone or buprenorphine.

• Referral to short- or longer-term residential SUD treatment, with the potential to 
initiate medication for opioid use disorder (MOUD).
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Regardless of the specifics of the treatment approach, all patients who have been 
identified as misusing prescribed medications or otherwise engaging in unhealthy 
substance use are deserving of the medical provider’s concern and attention. The 
clinical circumstances should be viewed as a therapeutic opportunity to intervene in 
an impactful and potentially life-saving way.

4.3  Medications for opioid use disorder (MOUD) and their potential utility in the 
patient with co-occurring chronic pain

There have been many studies confirming the effectiveness and first-line status of 
MOUD in the treatment of OUD [24, 43]. Interactions between patients with OUD 
and the medical system, whether in an emergency department, hospital unit, primary 
care office, or specialty clinic should whenever possibly include prescription of 
MOUD coupled with timely, logistically feasible follow-up.

4.3.1 Buprenorphine

A semi-synthetic derivative of thebaine developed in the 1980s as an anal-
gesic, buprenorphine is a complex and commonly misunderstood opioid. In the 
United States, the sublingual formulation was approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) in 2002 for the indication of treatment of opioid dependence 
(DSM-4 equivalent of opioid use disorder). Its use was limited by restrictions placed 
on potential prescribers, who were mandated to undergo formal education and 
training along with application and official authorization by the Drug Enforcement 
Agency (DEA) to legally prescribe buprenorphine for OUD. These restrictions, which 
were intended to prevent diversion of the drug, have resulted in a persistently low 
percentage of available prescribers relative to candidates for use, and a resultant cata-
strophic unmet need. Further, the implications of these restrictions have led many 
practitioners to falsely conclude that learning to prescribe buprenorphine is cumber-
some, difficult, and better left to others, such as addiction specialists. Tragically, as 
noted above, at least 80% of individuals with OUD receive no treatment. Ironically, 
buprenorphine is an extremely safe opioid, indeed safer than not only all other 
reasonably potent opioids but also many non-opioid medications that all practitioners 
who treat pain commonly prescribe. Currently, as of the writing of this chapter, 
there is legislation pending in the US Congress that would remove restrictions on the 
prescription of buprenorphine for the treatment of OUD.

Buprenorphine’s pharmacology includes highly potent mu-opioid receptor 
(MOR) activity, at least 50 times the analgesic potency of morphine, along with 
kappa-opioid receptor antagonist activity and delta-opioid receptor agonist activ-
ity. Buprenorphine’s antagonism at the kappa opioid receptor contributes to an 
anti-depressant effect, as well as contributing to its ability to diminish and resolve 
tolerance and hyperalgesia resulting from prolonged use of other opioids. Its delta 
agonism may contribute to additional analgesia. Its primary metabolite, norbu-
prenorphine, is unable to cross the blood-brain barrier, which therefore mitigates 
overdose risk, as brain stem opioid receptors are spared; the opioid receptors in the 
reward circuitry/limbic system are also spared, which is why buprenorphine can 
be given to patients with OUD and there is no reinforcing effect. Due to this com-
bination of high potency, excellent safety profile, and lack of psychoactive effect, 
buprenorphine evolved from its origins as an analgesic to become a first-line treat-
ment for opioid use disorder.
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The utility of buprenorphine in the treatment of chronic pain is even more under-
appreciated and misunderstood. Due to the above-described legal restrictions, the 
marketing of the sublingual formulation as a treatment for OUD, and knowledge 
gaps around its pharmacology, many practitioners are unaware of the advantages of 
buprenorphine as a medication for patients with chronic pain who require or benefit 
from a long-acting opioid [44]. There are multiple formulations of buprenorphine that 
can be used effectively as an analgesic, including transdermal buprenorphine, which 
was approved in 2010; buccal buprenorphine (brand name Belbuca), approved in 2015; 
and the sublingual formulation, described above and still approved for the treatment of 
OUD and not pain, even though buprenorphine’s analgesic effects are dose-dependent, 
and the sublingual formulation is the most potent of any of them. One of the common 
misconceptions around buprenorphine’s pharmacology is that there is a “ceiling effect” 
for analgesia. In fact, the existence of a ceiling effect pertains specifically and exclu-
sively to respiratory depression, but not to analgesia, which is dose-dependent [45].

4.3.2 Methadone

Methadone is an older synthetic opioid analgesic developed in Germany and intro-
duced in the US in 1947 [46]. It was first described in the treatment of opioid (heroin) 
addiction in 1965 [47]. It has complex pharmacology, particularly with respect to its 
long and variable half-life (about 24 hours) and pharmacokinetic properties which, 
combined with its high potency, pose a significant risk of harm when prescribed 
by providers less well-versed in best practices around its use, or when it is misused. 
Due to the delicate nature of initiation of methadone and conversion to stable dosing 
following transition from other opioids, it has been suggested that only health care 
providers experienced with this process should undergo this task [48].

For treatment of OUD, since its inception in this context, methadone has been 
federally regulated and required to be dispensed in a licensed opioid treatment 
program (OTP), rather than in a typical medical office setting. This is one major 
practical distinguishing feature from buprenorphine. Many OTP facilities provide 
not only the medication, which is dispensed daily on-site in liquid formulation, but 
also support services such as counseling, medical care, and complementary treatment 
such as acupuncture. For these reasons, methadone’s utility in current OUD treatment 
remains strong, particularly for individuals who benefit from the more rigid structure 
and robust support of the OTP setting.

Methadone poses significant and unique risk factors within the opioid class, how-
ever. It exhibits large inter-individual variation in both bioavailability and elimination 
half-life. Further, there is a major disconnect between its analgesic effect of only about 
6–12 hours, contrasted with half-life of up to 59 hours. Patients will sometimes make 
the dangerous mistake of taking more than instructed as they are trying to get stabi-
lized during initiation. Each dose’s respiratory depressant effect can last up to several 
days and is cumulative over regular dosing, so too high a starting dose, or overuse of 
the prescribed dose, is particularly problematic during this early phase before the drug 
has reached a steady state, which normally takes about five days. Methadone is particu-
larly risky for patients co-prescribed or otherwise using benzodiazepines or other CNS 
depressants, conferring additional overdose risk. Lastly, particularly at higher doses, 
methadone can prolong the QT interval on an electrocardiogram (ECG) which is a sign 
of potential cardiac arrest. It is prudent to check a baseline ECG before methadone is 
initiated. Some have suggested checking again at 50 mg, 100 mg, and any incremental 
increase of 20 mg thereafter, though there is no clear consensus [48].
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Methadone does offer some attractive pharmacologic advantages as a potent 
long-acting opioid analgesic compared to other options. It is an N-methyl-d-aspartate 
(NMDA) receptor antagonist as well as a serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibi-
tor, which together may contribute to its anti-hyperalgesic effect after transitioning 
from other opioids, as well as its reputation for effectiveness in neuropathic pain 
syndromes [48].

4.3.3 Naltrexone

Developed in the 1970s, naltrexone is a long-acting competitive antagonist at 
opioid receptors with the capacity to block the subjective and objective effects of 
opioids [49]. It is an effective antagonist at mu- and kappa-opioid receptors, less so at 
the delta subtype. It is thought to block glutamate and may contribute to reduction in 
craving for and protracted withdrawal from alcohol through that mechanism.

Oral naltrexone was approved by the FDA in 1984 for “blockade of the effects of 
exogenously administered opioids” [49]. It is also approved for alcohol use disorder. 
Its onset is rapid, reaching peak plasma level within 1 hour, and has a relatively brief 
half-life of 4 hours. It is metabolized by the liver and severe liver impairment may be 
an obstacle to use.

An extended-release, injectable formulation of naltrexone was approved in 2006 
first for treatment of alcohol use disorder, with opioid use disorder following in 2010. 
It is administered intramuscularly in the gluteal region, and is typically well-tolerated, 
particularly with a period of several days of use of oral naltrexone prior to injection 
[49]. The most common adverse effects are injection site pain, nausea, other gastroin-
testinal upset, or flu-like symptoms. The formulation contains 380 mg of naltrexone, 
releasing levels of 1 ng/mL or above for a period of 4–5 weeks, without the need to 
adjust the dose for weight, age, health status, or other factors.

Studies comparing the effectiveness of ER-naltrexone (XR-NTX) and buprenor-
phine-naloxone (BUP-NX) for the treatment of opioid use disorder have been per-
formed. In the “X:BOT” study, a multicenter, open-label randomized controlled trial 
published in 2018 and funded by the National Institutes of Drug Abuse (NIDA) Clinical 
Trials Network, the 2 medications were found to be equally safe and effective once 
initiated [50]. Some patients had more difficulty with initiation of XR-NTX compared 
to BUP-NX, which was in part due to a lack of formal optimization and uniformity of 
induction and withdrawal protocols between testing sites, of which there were 8 around 
the country. Authors concluded that the research community should prioritize improv-
ing XR-NTX induction and retention strategies. In a more recent study published in 
JAMA in 2022, however, Xu and colleagues importantly found that buprenorphine 
outperformed naltrexone in the category of decreasing overdose risk [51].

Naltrexone in compounded oral formulation has been used in the context of chronic 
pain in the form of “low dose naltrexone” for treatment of CNS-mediated generalized 
pain syndromes such as fibromyalgia, inflammatory bowel conditions, or multiple scle-
rosis. Dosing is generally in the range of 4–5 mg daily, whereas daily dose for treatment 
of OUD is 50 mg. It is thought to work as a modulator of glial cells and inflammatory 
chemicals in the CNS. It was systematically reviewed in 2020 with favorable findings 
suggesting a need for further investigation and increased clinical use [52].

Patients may find it difficult to know which of the 3 above-described medications 
approved for OUD to choose, particularly in the context of chronic pain. Although 
individual cases will vary, generally it would not be advisable to choose naltrexone for 
patients with the following circumstances:
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• At high risk for overdose

• Have not tolerated extended periods of opioid abstinence in past attempts

• Have tended to experience protracted and severe withdrawal symptoms following 
cessation of opioids

• Have unstable psychiatric symptoms

• Level of chronic pain requires or is currently being treated with opioids

• Have advanced liver disease, impending liver failure, or acute hepatitis

Whichever of these evidence-based treatment options is ultimately pursued, it 
is critical that patients are carefully matched to the best MOUD treatment for their 
specific circumstances and needs, then monitored and supported to optimize stability 
in the patient-provider relationship to foster best outcomes.

4.4 Other medications useful in co-occurring chronic pain and SUD

In the management of chronic pain, typically a combination of agents is prescribed 
to provide analgesia using different neurochemical pathways [17]. Opioids should 
be used only when other non-opioid medications, and non-pharmacologic pain 
management strategies, have failed to adequately address pain severity and associated 
functional impairment [6]. Patients with active SUD, and/or a personal or family 
history thereof, should even more pointedly be recommended to avoid controlled 
substances which may trigger unhealthy substance use in a manner that is unsafe and 
counterproductive to the goals of treatment. Examples of commonly used non-opioid 
medications include the following [17]:

• Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs): these are the most widely 
used analgesics, indicated for mid to moderate somatic pain, and used often in 
combination with opioids for severe pain. They work by inhibiting prostaglandin 
production, thereby reducing the sensitization of peripheral nerves, and curbing 
the inflammatory response. Most common adverse effects include gastrointesti-
nal symptoms, renal toxicity, and inhibition of platelet functioning leading to an 
increased risk of bleeding.

• Antidepressants: include older agents such as tricyclic antidepressants, and 
newer selective serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs). 
Tricyclic agents are considered first-line treatment for neuropathic pain such as 
diabetic neuropathy, with the greatest potency in amitriptyline, imipramine, and 
doxepin, and less effective but also fewer anticholinergic adverse effects with nor-
triptyline and desipramine. SNRIs include duloxetine, which is approved by the 
FDA for fibromyalgia and is considered a first-line drug for patients with chronic 
low back pain by the American College of Physicians, along with venlafaxine.

• Anticonvulsants: this class has been used widely in the treatment of neuropathic 
pain and other dysesthesia pain syndromes characterized by burning or lancinat-
ing pain. Gabapentin has been commonly prescribed, along with pregabalin, 
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both of which are approved for diabetic peripheral neuropathy and post-herpetic 
neuralgia, the latter also approved for fibromyalgia. Carbamazepine, valproic 
acid, and other agents have been used effectively for paroxysmal facial pain and 
headache syndromes. All medications in this category have potential for signifi-
cant adverse effects and tolerability issues.

• Muscle relaxants: this category includes several classes of medications with a 
variety of mechanisms of action, some of which are poorly understood. All tend 
to have significant sedating effects due to primarily CNS-mediated activity, 
which may limit daytime use. Use at bedtime may assist with insomnia along 
with overnight pain control in appropriate patients.

• Topical agents: a variety of agents are available which can be applied locally 
to painful areas when symptoms are focal. These include topical diclofenac, 
an NSAID; lidocaine transdermal patches or lidocaine-based ointment, gel or 
cream, a local anesthetic; capsaicin, a naturally-occurring extract from cayenne 
pepper which inhibits substance P and is useful for neuropathic pain after initial 
worsening of burning symptoms; products now available in many states contain-
ing formulations of cannabinoid-derived salves, creams, gels and ointments; and 
other options available over-the-counter in pharmacies such as camphor-based 
and menthol-based counterirritants.

5. Non-pharmacologic pain management modalities

In approaching a patient with co-occurring chronic pain and SUD, it is important 
for the clinician to recognize the multiple functional domains affected: body, brain 
(CNS), mind, and spirit. Structural and functional changes in the brain have been 
well-documented and contribute to reorganization of neural networks involved in 
behavior, emotional regulation, identity formation, and capacity for enjoyment of 
life. Thinking may be distorted due to chronically focused attention on pain and 
distress signals, frequently attached to drug-related cues, which biases thoughts and 
attitudes toward negative, maladaptive patterns of fear, avoidance, catastrophizing, 
and disengagement. Treatment modalities aimed at improving self-efficacy and 
coping skills are critical in achieving good outcomes. Below are some categories and 
examples of such approaches.

Special mention is given to the existence and strong evidence in favor of struc-
tured interdisciplinary pain rehabilitation programs [53]. Though not commonly 
found, these programs provide holistic care to a cohort of patients and typically 
include medical management, psychological counseling, movement-based therapy, 
and relaxation training. They are often managed by a nurse or allied health provider. 
The team of specialists communicates about each patient in the program in a longitu-
dinal and coordinated fashion to optimize individual patient progress and outcomes, 
emphasizing training the patient in sustainable self-care techniques.

5.1 Movement-based therapies

Ref. [54] At a basic level, exercise and movement are helpful and adaptive for 
patients with chronic pain, many of whom have developed kinesiophobia, or fear of 
movement. Physical therapy is often a helpful first step in addressing that fear and 
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gradually improving activity tolerance. Occupational therapy assesses and intervenes 
to maintain or re-establish meaningful activities or occupations specific to a patient’s 
circumstances, such as working in an office environment or providing care to small 
children. Tai chi is an evidence-based form of ancient Chinese movement, breathing, 
and harnessing of energy (chi) that has been used widely in chronic pain treatment, 
especially in interdisciplinary chronic pain rehabilitation programs. Yoga is another 
validated technique for combining anaerobic exercise, breathing, mindfulness, and 
energy movement, and has become very popular both in chronic pain treatment and 
as an approach for general wellness.

5.2 Bodywork treatments

Ref. [54] Acupuncture is an ancient Chinese technique using specific needle 
placement, with available modern innovations such as the use of percutaneous electri-
cal nerve stimulation, which has been shown to be effective for a variety of chronic 
pain conditions, including headache syndromes, chronic low back pain, and other 
common structural and functional pain syndromes. Chiropractic treatment aims to 
realign structural abnormalities via manual manipulation of the spine, with evidence 
most positive for low back pain and less so for neck and upper back pain. Osteopathic 
manipulation therapy (OMT) similarly uses structural manipulation techniques but 
in contrast to chiropractic care, OMT is not exclusively focused on the spine as a site 
for application of gentle pressure on body tissues. Massage therapy is performed by 
trained, licensed providers using various styles ranging from very gentle to deep tissue 
techniques, with the goal of reduction of muscle tension as well as general relaxation of 
body and mind. It has been shown in a host of studies to be useful in chronic pain [55].

5.3 Psychosocial treatment for chronic pain

Ref. [54] Enhancing insight into the role of a patient’s thoughts, emotions, and 
behaviors on functional capacity and subjective level of pain is of paramount impor-
tance and may be approached with specific counseling techniques, which are often 
provided by mental health specialists but may also be used by medical providers such 
as pain or addiction medicine specialists, or primary care providers [56]. Motivational 
interviewing is a patient-centered approach that encourages the patient to undergo 
behavior change in a manner consistent with their own choice and empowerment. 
Cognitive restructuring aims to increase a patient’s awareness of maladaptive 
thoughts and behavioral patterns and encourages replacing those with more posi-
tive, adaptive ones. Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) is a broad category of a well-
studied treatment that, like cognitive restructuring, emphasizes the pursuit of change 
in maladaptive thoughts and behaviors. Emphasis is on improvement of coping skills, 
reducing fear of movement and activity, development of techniques for relaxation 
and enjoyment, and establishing adaptive routines. Acceptance-Commitment 
Therapy (ACT) is a modification of CBT that emphasizes cognitive flexibility and 
encourages non-judgmental detachment from the experience of pain, with the goal to 
engage in meaningful and rewarding activities despite the presence of pain.

5.4 Self-directed non-pharmacologic management of chronic pain

Self-management of chronic pain is a vital component of a successful pain 
management approach. It is often impractical at best to access the full gamut of 
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evidence-based professional treatment, due to both availability and cost; moreover, 
self-care tends to enhance the patient’s sense of autonomy, self-reliance, and self-
efficacy while incorporating activities and techniques that are consistent with the 
patient’s belief system. The following are examples of self-care approaches:

• Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction (MBSR): developed by Jon Kabat-Zinn 
in his 1990 book Full Catastrophe Living, MBSR is an 8-week evidence-based 
course offered in hundreds of medical settings and teaches a Buddhist-
influenced style of mindfulness meditation practice, along with body scanning 
and certain yoga postures. It promotes a non-judgmental uncoupling of the 
sensory aspects of pain from its emotional evaluative dimensions. It has been 
studied extensively in the context of chronic pain and has been shown to be 
equally effective and more cost-effective than CBT provided professionally [57].

• Spirituality: engagement in prayer and faith-based activity has been shown to 
facilitate well-being and contribute positively to the management of chronic  
pain [58].

• Exercise: an essential component of a comprehensive approach to pain manage-
ment, exercise may be part of a prescribed movement treatment such as physical 
therapy, or may involve less structured, patient-directed activity. It is acknowl-
edged that while individualized exercise therapy generally enhances functional 
outcomes, there are limitations to the level of intensity and duration of activity 
that a given patient attempt if exacerbations in pain and both physical and psy-
chological setbacks are to be avoided. In general, exercise should be approached 
gradually and increased incrementally. Aquatic therapy, such as walking in a 
warm pool, can be a good first step [59].

• Sleep hygiene: sleep disorders are among the most common comorbidities for 
those experiencing chronic pain [60]. Sleep medications are commonly pre-
scribed, and though these may be of benefit, it is appropriate for practitioners to 
emphasize sleep hygiene improvement for more effective and sustainable results. 
Examples of recommended aspects of sleep hygiene include sticking with a 
sleep/wake schedule, not eating too close to bedtime and avoiding evening foods 
that are difficult to digest or cause reflux, creating a “bedtime ritual”, limiting 
daytime napping, and engaging in routine daily physical activity.

• Nutrition is both a “mainstream” and complementary/integrative component 
of a well-rounded chronic pain management approach. Of course, eating a 
healthy, balanced diet with avoidance of overeating or restrictive eating patterns 
is advisable. The use of dietary supplements in pain management has not been 
supported by evidence, according to the National Center for Complementary 
and Integrative Health (NCCIH, an agency of the National Institutes of Health). 
Obesity is a known risk factor for spinal degenerative disc disease, and osteoar-
thritis of the lower back, hips, and knees [61].

• Peer support groups: there are available online and in-person meetings for 
patients suffering from a range of chronic pain conditions such as fibromyalgia, 
lupus, irritable bowel syndrome, sickle cell disease, and many others [62]. In 
addition, there are 12-step “pain recovery” books that focus on the intersection 
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of pain and substance use disorders, using the model and framework that has 
been so critical and well-trod by individuals who have participated in Alcoholics 
Anonymous or Narcotics Anonymous programs.

6. Interventional procedures used in chronic pain management

A variety of procedural management options are available for patients with 
chronic pain, with a range of techniques and associated therapeutic effects [63].

• Trigger point injections: local injection of anesthetic into focally tender areas 
of muscle and soft tissue known as “trigger points” can produce short-term relief 
for both acute and chronic myofascial pain conditions. Controversy exists as to 
what agent should be injected and how often. Dry needling may concurrently 
or alternatively be employed, and both acupuncture and physical therapy may 
be useful adjunctive approaches. Techniques for this approach were described in 
depth by Dr. Janet Travell, physician to President John F Kennedy, in her seminal 
1983 text on myofascial pain [64].

• Local neural blockade: can be used for both diagnostic and therapeutic pur-
poses. Commonly used on the medial branch nerves at spinal facet joints, if pain 
relief is greater than 80%, patients may be candidates for radiofrequency nerve 
ablation (neurotomy) at that level, with much longer-lasting relief. Recently, 
peripheral nerves have also been targeted [65].

• Spinal epidural steroid injections: used in the treatment of mechanical back 
and neck pain, with best results typically seen when radiculopathy is present, 
and when symptoms have been present less than 6 months or are acutely exacer-
bated [66]; facet blocks are typically used in cases without radicular signs.

• Sympathetic blockade: indicated for pain involving the sympathetic nervous 
system and viscera. Nociceptive input from the upper extremities, head, and 
neck can be blocked via the stellate ganglion; abdominal visceral pain can 
be approached by blocking the celiac ganglion, while urogenital visceral is 
approached via the hypogastric plexus. Lumbar sympathetic ganglia mediate 
pain in the lower extremities, and blockade may be useful in neuropathic lower 
extremity pain from failed back surgery syndrome or complex regional pain 
syndrome of the lower limb [67].

• Spinal cord stimulation was first introduced in 1967, but there have been inno-
vations in recent years that have significantly improved the effectiveness of this 
intervention, in particular for failed back surgery syndrome and peripheral 
neuropathy. Because it involves surgical implantation, it is generally reserved for 
patients who have failed more conservative interventional therapies [68].

7. Conclusion

Patients who are living with chronic pain and a history of SUD and are attempting 
to improve their quality of life and avoid unhealthy substance use are to be credited 
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for their resilience, courage, and perseverance in staying “within the system” and 
entrusting their care to a team of providers. Often, these patients are the victims of 
stigma and judgment, experiencing negative interactions with individual providers 
and with the health care system as a whole. Today’s unprecedented levels of fatal 
drug overdoses necessitate a shift toward harm reduction and toward a willingness 
to partner with patients whose choices do not always perfectly align with prescribed 
recommendations, so that we may help them avoid making their last dangerous 
choice. With the right approach, these patients can be offered safe, effective, holistic 
care that aims to address the various domains of their suffering, including physical 
symptoms, emotional distress and trauma, and disengagement from meaningful 
activity. Best results are generally found when a team of professionals provides 
coordinated interdisciplinary care. When such care is impractical or unavailable, 
individual components of evidence-based interventions and approaches can still be 
pursued with excellent patient-centered results, and with fulfilling, gratifying long-
term relationships between patients and providers.
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Abstract

Drug use is a worldwide issue, and how to treat it is even a greater challenge. It 
is important for drug dependences to receive interventions and treatments in time. 
Before receiving treatments, an effective screening or diagnosis assessment is neces-
sary, and patients should have an assessment to understand the severity of drug 
use–related disorders. For more than 40 years, the instruments to assess the severity 
of drug dependence have been developed well, and different quantitative methods 
can cover almost every field of the symptoms in different periods and stages of drug 
addiction. This chapter reviews more than 20 drug dependence screening and diag-
nosis assessments and different types of treatments. These quantitative assessments 
can provide drug dependences a comprehensive diagnosis of their drug use–related 
disorders. The treatments should be designed for different level of drug dependence. 
Core tip: We reviewed the screening, severity assessments, treatments for drug 
use–related disorders. The existing screening or severity assessments can provide us a 
comprehensive diagnosis of the disorders. However, after discussing the treatments, 
we found that conventional treatments focus more on symptoms amelioration and 
drug effects reduction. It is necessary to develop personalized and comprehensive 
treatment based on quantitative assessments.

Keywords: drug dependence, assessments, screening, treatments, exercise

1. Introduction

Drug dependence has become a worldwide issue, and 31 million individuals are 
suffering from its negative effect [1]. Even worse, according to National Center for 
Health Statistics, 70,630 people were killed by drug-involved overdose in 2019 [2]. 
Moreover, yearly economy effect from illicit drug use is around 193 billion dollars 
in the United States [3]. It is important for drug dependences to receive interven-
tions and treatments in time. Before receiving treatments, an effective screening or 
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diagnosis assessment is necessary [4]. This review covers quantitative assessment 
methods for drug dependences and the corresponding treatments. It concluded more 
than 20 quantitative instruments that are put into three main categories, screening, 
severity diagnosis assessments, and treatment outcomes assessments. In addition, three 
different types of treatments, conventional treatments, emergency treatments, and 
novel treatment, are discussed.

2. Assessments

2.1 Screening

Screening instruments usually are brief and easy to conduct. They are considered 
as “flagging,” because it’s the fundament of further assessments or treatments [5, 6]. 
The screening instruments tend to diagnose the presence of potential drug use–related 
disorders in specific fields, such as psychopathology, physiology, and social ability. The 
answers of screening questions are usually “yes” or “no.”

World Health Organization (WHO) developed The Alcohol, Smoking and 
Substance Involvement Screening Test (ASSIST) to screen and manage substance use 
and related issues. ASSIST has eight items to detect more than nine types of substance 
and scored 0.58–0.90 in test-retest reliability [7, 8]. Brown et al. proposed a two-
phase assessment, A Two-item Conjoint Screen for Alcohol and Other Drug Problems 
(TICS) for screening alcohol and drug disorders [9]. TICS has nine questions in phase 
1 and five questions in phase 2. One item’s answer is positive or negative, and the rest 
is never, rarely, sometimes, or often. TICS can screen around 80% drug dependences 
[9]. There is an approach, named Prenatal Substance Abuse Screen (5Ps), developed 
for prenatal females. The woman needs treatments if there is a “yes” in any of the five 
items. The overall accuracy of whether the woman needs treatments in 5Ps 0.776 [10].

Some screening techniques would contain more items to obtain more informa-
tion. Skinner designed The Drug Abuse Screening Test (DAST), as a screening and 
treatment evaluation instrument for drug dependences [11]. It has 28 items, including 
background, drug use history, social stability, and psychology. The answer for each 
item is “yes” or “no” and scored 1 point for “yes,” 0 for “no,” except for items 4,5, 
and 7, for which a “no” response is given a score of “1.” The cutoff point is 6 and 12. 
If the score of a patient is larger than 5 or larger than 11, they will be considered to be 
“might” or “definitely” have drug use disorders, respectively. The reliability of DAST 
was 0.86–0.91 in Internal Consistency Reliability [11]. DAST-10 and DAST-20 are two 
shortened versions of DAST and drug use disorders can be screened faster in these 
two [12]. Another one is CAGE-adapted to Include Drugs (CAGE-AID) [13]. CAGE is 
derived from four sections: Cut down, Annoyed, Guilty, and Eye-opener. The result 
indicates clinical significance, if two or greater questions are “yes” [13]. CAGE-AID 
had general good to excellent performance in different subjects [14, 15].

2.2 Severity diagnosis assessments

Severity diagnosis assessments are to recognize the drug use–related disorders 
and estimate the level of the disorders. These assessments contain multiple items 
and have score for each item. Usually, the higher score represents the greater level of 
severity. Since 1970s, scientists have been studying on the assessments to diagnose 
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the severity of drug dependence. After 40 years, a number of addiction severity 
assessments have been developed. Addiction severity index (ASI) is one of the most 
famous ones. ASI was proposed by A. Thomas McLellan and his colleagues (1980). It 
is a structured clinical interview, focusing on several areas, including medical status, 
employment status, alcohol use, drug use, legal status, family relationships, social 
relationships, and psychological functioning. Higher score in ASI means the higher 
level of severity and greater indication of accepting treatment [16]. This instrument 
has been used more than 30 years and is considered as gold standard in measuring 
the severity of drug addiction. The reliability of ASI has been tested by different 
studies. For example, both McLellan et al. and Hodgins et al. claim that ASI is gener-
ally reliable, and most parts are good to excellent, in addiction severity assessment 
[17, 18]. Now, ASI has developed into sixth version, ASI-6. There are also several 
adjusted versions of ASI, such as The Addiction Severity Index, Lite version  
(ASI-Lite) [19] and Addiction Severity Index self-report form (ASI-SR) [20].

Psychiatric disorders are the main concerned part in drug dependence severity 
assessments. Some psychological disorders assessments are directly utilized in drug 
dependence. Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) is an 
assessment for psychiatric disorders. The first version of DSM, DSM-1, was designed 
by American Psychiatric Association in 1952, and then it has been adjusted into  
several versions, DSM-II, DSM-III, DSM-III-R, DSM-IV, DSM-IV-TR, and DSM-5 [21]. 
Although DSM series were developed to measure mental disorders, they were widely 
used in drug disorders [22] and as a benchmark or to compare with other drug-depen-
dent severity assessments [23, 24]. DSM series are reliable in drug dependence severity 
assessments. For example, DSM-5 performed good to excellent in alcohol, opioid, 
cocaine, and cannabis use disorders [25]. DSM-III-R and DSM-IV had good to excellent 
reliability in most items in opiates, cannabis, and cocaine [26]. Composite International 
Diagnostic Interview Substance Abuse Module (CIDI-SAM) is derived from another 
famous interview psychiatric instrument CICI. CIDI-SAM can be utilized to test 
alcohol, tobacco, and nine classes of psychoactive drug disorders. The performance of 
CIDI-SAM was excellent in most target substance in the reliability test [23].

Based on DSM series, some other drug dependence scales have been developed. 
Substance Dependence Severity Scale (SDSS) is to test drug dependences’ mental 
disorders, based on DSM-IV and ICD (mental health tests), as well as drug use history, 
such as frequency, recency, and amount of consumption in last 30 days [24]. It has 11 
items to assess the severity and frequency, scored from 0 to 49, and higher score means 
higher severity level. SDSS had excellent performance in most items in alcohol, cocaine, 
heroin, and sedatives in test-retest. Semi-structured Assessment for Drug Dependence 
and Alcoholism (SSADDA) and The Chemical, Use, Abuse, and Dependence Scale 
(CUAD) are also DSM-based instruments. SSADDA has seven criteria to test a large 
range of indexes, including drug use history, social activities, and physical and psycho-
logical problems. SSADDA performed excellent in nicotine and opioid dependence, 
good in alcohol and cocaine, and fair in cannabis, sedatives, and stimulants [27]. 
CUAD relies heavily on the American Psychiatric Association’s (1987) Diagnostic and 
DSM-III-R for substance use disorders [28, 29]. CUAD has maximum 80 items and has 
Substance Severity Score for each substance they used and Total Severity Score for all 
substance they used. Different from assessments mentioned above, CUAD has different 
score weight for different items. For example, for items 16 and 17, each item scores 4 
points, but 3 points for item 15, if they are true. In test-retest reliability, CUAD  
performed with excellence [29].
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Evaluating the severity of withdrawal symptoms is as important as assessing the 
severity when patients are using drugs. There are a group of assessments focusing 
on the severity of opiate dependence in withdrawal. Severity of Opiate Dependence 
Questionnaire (SODQ ) is a self-completion questionnaire that contains five sections 
for opiate dependence. It assesses opiate use, physical and affective symptoms in 
withdrawal, withdrawal-relief drug use, and rapidity of reinstatement of withdrawal 
symptoms after a period of abstinence. This assessment concerns more about the 
severity in withdrawal. The reliability was from 0.70 to 0.88 in Cronbach’s alpha [30]. 
The Clinical Opiate Withdrawal Scale (COWS) is an 11-item clinician-administered 
instrument to assess opioid withdrawal severity [31]. COWS also has different score 
weights on different items. The possible maximum score is 48. The score represents 
the level of severity, 5–12 points: “mild,” 13–24: “moderate,” 25–36: “moderately 
severe,” and more than 36: severe (more than 36, 33). The reliability of overall 
items in Cronbach’s alpha is 0.78 [31]. There are several similar withdrawal scales 
focusing on opiates, such as The Himmelsbach Scale, The Opiate Withdrawal Scale, 
Subjective Opiate Withdrawal Scale, Objective Opiate Withdrawal Scale, Short Opiate 
Withdrawal Scale, and The Subjective Opiate Withdrawal Questionnaire [32–36]. 
Clinical Drug Use Scale (DUS) can assess the drug dependence severity in different 
stages. It is a self-report instrument with excellent reliability to scale abstinence, 
consumption without impairment, abuse, dependence, and dependence with institu-
tionalization [37, 38].

Some instruments tend to use a large number of questions to obtain detailed 
information from drug dependences and some tend to use a small number of 
items to diagnose patients’ severity as soon as possible. Similar to CUAD, 80 items, 
Substance Abuse Outcomes Module (SAOM) is a 113-item self-report scale. It covers 
patient characteristic, patient outcomes, and process of care. This assessment takes 
20 minutes on average [39]. On the other hand, The Severity of Dependence Scale 
(SDS), Leeds Dependence Questionnaire (LDQ ), SDSS, Drug use disorder (DUD), 
and COWS have much fewer items. SDS has five items to measure the level of drug 
dependence, mainly focusing on psychological components [40]. (LDQ ) has 10 
self-completion items, which are sensitive to severity change over time in opiate and 
alcohol dependences [41]. In both SDS and LDQ , each of the items can be scored from 
0 to 3 and higher score represents higher level of drug dependence [40, 41]. DUD is 
a self-report measurement to assess drug use and dependence criteria for marijuana, 
cocaine, and painkiller. It tried to minimize the subjects’ bias while designing [42]. 
The number of items does not represent the reliability. No matter large number items 
assessments, CUAD and SAOM or small number items SDS, LDQ , DUD, and COWS, 
both had good to excellent performance in reliability test, details in Table 1.

2.3 Treatment outcomes assessments

Evaluating drug use–related disorders during treatment is crucial and treatments 
can be according to this. The assessments mentioned in severity diagnosis assessments 
can also be utilized during treatment. However, here are some methods that have been 
designed for it. SAOM, The Substance Abuse Treatment Scale (SATS), Australian 
Treatment Outcomes Profile (ATOP), Treatment Outcomes Profile (TOP) are focus-
ing on the treatment outcomes in drug dependences. SATS measures the treatment 
progress for drug dependences. SATS and TOP monitor and assess patients with eight 
scales and 38 items, respectively [43, 44]. TOP covers more fields including substance 
use, health risk behavior, offending, and health and social functioning. In reliability 
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Assessments Target substance Number of 
items

Approach Reliability*

Screening assessments

CAGE-AID Drugs 4 sectionsa Self-report Generally good to 
excellent

Prenatal substance 
abuse screen (5Ps)

alcohol and drugs 5 items self-report not tested

The Alcohol, 
Smoking and 
Substance 
Involvement 
Screening Test 
(ASSIST)

alcohol, cigarettes 
and drugs

8 items Self-report 0.58–0.90

The Drug Abuse 
Screening Test 
(DAST)

alcohol and drugs 28 items Self-report 0.86–0.91 in 
Internal Consistency 
Reliability

Two-item conjoint 
screening (TICS)

alcohol and drugs, 
particularly 
sensitive to 
polysubstance

5 items Semi-
structured 
interview

Can screen 
nearly 80% drug 
dependences with 
disorders

Severity diagnoses assessments

Addiction Severity 
Index (ASI)

Alcohol and drugs Covering 
7 problem 
areas

Semi-
structured 
interview

Generally reliable, 
good to excellent

Clinical Drug Use 
Scale (DUS)

Drugs 5 sections Self-report Generally excellent

Composite 
International 
Diagnostic Interview 
Substance Abuse 
Module (CIDI-SAM)

Alcohol, tobacco 
and nine classes of 
psychoactive drugs

Fully-
structured 
interview

Generally excellent

Drug Use Scale 
(DUS)

Drugs 5 items Self-report Generally excellent

DSM series Drugs — Interviews Most items were good 
to excellent in DSM-IV 
and 5

Leeds Dependence 
Questionnaire 
(LDQ )

Alcohol and opiates 10 items Self-report 0.70–0.90

Semi-structured 
Assessment for 
Drug Dependence 
and Alcoholism 
(SSADDA)

Drugs, particular 
for cocaine and 
opioid

7 sections Semi-
structured 
interview

Excellent in cocaine 
and opioids, fair 
to good in other 
drugs, fair to good in 
psychiatric disorders

Severity of Opiate 
Dependence 
Questionnaire 
(SODQ )

Opiates 5 sections Self-report 0.70–0.88 in 
Cronbach’s alpha test

Substance 
Dependence Severity 
Scale (SDSS)

Alcohol and drugs 11 items Semi-
structured 
interview

Most items were 
excellent in alcohol, 
cocaine, heroin, and 
sedatives
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test [45], SAT had excellence in test-retest [43]. Eight items of TOP reached 0.75, and 
eight items are below 0.6 [45]. ATOP was proposed by Australia researchers to assess 
alcohol or drug use and its risk profile, general health, and well-being. ATOP contains 
22 items and averagely scored more than 0.7 in test-retest [46]. In test-retest, ATOP 
had 19 items excellent, 1 item good, and 2 poor.

Zilm and Sellers (1978) proposed a quantitative technique to assess the level of physi-
cal dependence of narcotics, with administering naloxone [47]. They gave an equation 
of objective severity scoring index (OSSI). However, this method has not been tested in 
reliability or validity, and Zilm and Sellers claim it relies on the experience of executors.

Assessments Target substance Number of 
items

Approach Reliability*

The Chemical, 
Use, Abuse, and 
Dependence Scale 
(CUAD)

Alcohol and drugs Minimum 
2 items, 
maximum 
80 items

Semi-
structured 
interview

Generally excellent

The Clinical Opiate 
Withdrawal Scale 
(COWS)

Buprenorphine, 
opiates and opioids

11 items Self-report 0.78 in Cronbach’s 
alpha

The Severity of 
Dependence Scale 
(SDS)

Drugs 5 items Self-report 0.8–0.9 in Cronbach’s 
alpha

The Substance Abuse 
Treatment Scale 
(SATS)

Drugs 8 scales Semi-
structured 
interview

Generally excellent

Treatment outcomes assessments

Australian Treatment 
Outcomes Profile 
(ATOP)

Alcohol and drugs 22 items Excellent in most 
items

Drug Use Disorder 
(DUD)

Marijuana, cocaine 
and painkillers

12 items Self-report 0.88–0.95 in 
Cronbach’s a 
coefficient

Drug Use Disorder 
(DUD)

Marijuana, cocaine 
and painkillers

12 items Self-report 0.88–0.95 in 
Cronbach’s a 
coefficient

Substance Abuse 
Outcomes Module 
(SAOM)

Alcohol and drugs 113 items Self-report Moderate to high

Treatment Outcomes 
Profile (TOP)

Drugs 38 items Fully-
structured 
interview

Eight items below 0.6 
and eight more than 
0.75

Objective
severity scoring index 
(OSSI)

Narcotics An equation — Not tested

*the reliability test is test-retest, if there is no indication; the coefficient is larger than 0.75, the reliability is excellent, 
0.6–0.74 is good and 0.4–0.59 is fair.
aone section might contain more than one item.

Table 1. 
The list of screening and severity diagnosis assessments.
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2.4 Assessments selecting

All assessments are listed in Table 1. It concludes the target substance, number 
of questions, assessment approach, and reliability. The reliability is from test-retest, 
and the reliability coefficient below 0.40 is Poor; 0.40 to 0.59 is Fair, 0.60–0.74 
is Good, and 0.75–1.00 is Excellent [48]. There are other assessments, such as 
Antisocial Personality Disorder, CIDI, General Health Questionnaire, Primary Care 
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Screen, Health of the Nation Outcome Scales, and 
Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test, designed for psychological or alcoholic diagno-
sis and are not discussed in detail in this review.

Two main approaches of drug use disorder severity assessments are interview and 
self-report. In terms of reliability, there is no significant difference between interview 
and self-report. Several studies have proved that self-report assessments are as reliable 
as interview ones [49–51]. Compared with interview, self-report is more cost-effective 
and convenient, but the understanding of questions might affect the accuracy of self-
report. Moreover, self-report instrument is more likely to collect honest answers and 
face-to-face interview might be unsuccessful to, because the questions would make 
the interviewees uncomfortable [52]. In interview assessments, there are two types, 
semi-structured and fully structured. Both of them have advantages and disadvan-
tages. Fully structured interview does not need clinical judgment, and as a result, 
it does not need experienced clinicians. Semi-structured interview, in contrast, can 
obtain more detailed information of patients’ status, but more human cost and time 
cost [53].

Specific to each instrument, the reliability has been listed above, and all assess-
ments are generally reliable. Some studies compared different assessments and 
found no significant difference in general, but disagreement in specific field  
[54, 55]. For example, the reliabilities of SDSS for alcohol, cocaine, heroin, and 
sedatives were excellent, but for cannabis, it was just fair [24]. SSADDA is more 
sensitive to cocaine and opioid [27]. In addition, the validity of assessments may 
not vary between different races. Taking DSM-IV as an example, Horton et al. 
reported that there is no significant difference between African-Americans and 
Caucasians, when using this assessment [55]. Taken together, when screening 
instruments or severity assessments were selected, factors, including genders,  
different stages of drug use or withdrawal, reliability in different drugs, time, 
human resource and economic cost, and the condition of patients, should be 
considered. It is important to choose one or more assessments, based on patients’ 
conditions to get accurate results.

3. Treatments

The treatments for drug dependence can be classified into three categories, con-
ventional treatments (non-emergency), emergency (overdose) treatments, and novel 
treatments. Psychosocial interventions and medication managing are the most com-
mon techniques in conventional treatments. Patients need pharmacological interven-
tion to reverse death when they are in overdose. In addition, physical activities, brain 
stimulation, virtual reality (VR), and mindfulness are considered as novel treatments 
for drug dependence. The drug dependences may need a combined treatment to make 
the therapeutic process more effective.
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3.1 Conventional treatments

WHO and The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime gave the standards of 
the treatments for drug use disorders (Standards). In order to screen out unqualified 
(ineffective, even harmful) treatments, Standards required the treatments of drug 
disorders to meet: (1) stopping or dropping drug use; (2) improving health, well-
being, and social functioning of the affected individuals; (3) preventing future harms 
by reducing the risk of complications and relapse [4]. According to Standards, the 
traditional treatments can be categorized into psychosocial interventions, medication 
managing treatments and overdose or emergency treatments.

3.1.1 Psychosocial interventions

Psychosocial interventions are to address psychological and psychosocial issues 
related to drug use disorders. Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) helps patients 
identify self-defeating thoughts and behaviors. It can contribute to address mental ill-
nesses caused or related to drug use [4, 56]. Previous studies provided data-based evi-
dence to support the effectiveness of CBT in drug dependence [57–59]. Contingency 
management (CM) is to reinforce patients’ positive behaviors, such as keeping 
abstinence, treatment attendance, and compliance with medication, by providing 
them rewards. Different from other treatments, the effect of CM may be not directly 
shown in drug use reduction, but shown in combined treatments [4, 60].

Moreover, building connection with other individuals and obtaining supports 
from others are crucial in psychological therapy. Family-orientated treatment 
approaches (FOTAs) are to realize the importance of family relationships and 
cultures. FOTA has been proved that it can be an effective and promising method 
for drug use disorders [61]. Mutual-help groups (MHP) are frequently used in drug 
rehabilitation centers, and there are famous drug-focused mutual-help groups, 
such as Narcotics Anonymous and Cocaine Anonymous. Twelve-step oriented MHP 
is a nonprofessional, mental support, emphasizing “sharing” and peer-led treat-
ment [4, 62]. Evidence from different types of studies, meta-analysis, randomized 
controlled trials, and observational studies illustrated the effects of MHP, including 
reducing drug use, improving mental health, and decreasing relapse rate [63–65]. 
There are also some other psychosocial interventions, such as contingency manage-
ment, the community reinforcement approach, and motivational interviewing and 
motivational enhancement therapy.

3.1.2 Medication managing treatments

Medication managing, also called substitution therapy, is useful and effective 
in managing and treating drug-related disorders. Pharmacological techniques treat 
drug disorders, usually through agonist approaches, antagonist approaches, targeting 
negative reinforcement of drugs, and targeting psychiatric and cognitive disorders 
[66]. Different drugs have different targeted medicines. For opioid dependence, 
WHO suggests two main pharmacological treatments: (1) opioid agonist mainte-
nance treatment with long-acting opioids (extended-release opioids), methadone 
and buprenorphine, this method should be combined with psychosocial treat-
ments; (2) detoxification, with naltrexone, an opioid antagonist [67]. Some other 
synthetic oral opioids such as L-alpha-acetyl-methadol and slow-release morphine 
are also considered as effective agents for opioids withdrawal [68]. Long-acting 
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benzodiazepine is a helpful medicine for sedative, hypnotic, or anxiolytic with-
drawal. In addition, for methamphetamine and cocaine withdrawal, Provigil and 
immunotherapies would be the most useful agents, respectively [68–71]. These 
medicines will reduce withdrawal symptoms and reduce drug use, rather than being 
an alternative addiction for another [72].

3.1.3 Conventional treatments selecting

The conventional treatments do not have a specific program for patients in differ-
ent levels of severity. Taking cocaine dependence as example, Hser et al. claim that 
different treatments, including outpatient methadone maintenance, outpatient drug-
free, long-term residential and short-term inpatient, did not have significant differ-
ence on different severity of cocaine [73]. In general, a combined treatment is more 
effective. Drug-free treatments are more suitable for less severe drug dependence, 
and high level of drug dependence is challenge for any treatments.

Different groups may need different treatments. For pregnant women, almost all 
pharmacological treatments, except methadone, are unavailable, and stimulants and 
cannabis substitution drug is very limited, even nonexistent [74, 75]. Psychosocial 
intervention might be a better method [75]. Moreover, the treatments should be 
changed based on different ages. Treatment Improvement Protocol suggests that the 
elderly with drug addiction should accept age-specific treatments and combined 
pharmacological and psychosocial treatment is necessary. Building and rebuilding 
of self-esteem and social support network are important [76]. Adolescents with drug 
addiction may confront worse psychiatric comorbidity, and this issue is more com-
mon in family having alcohol and drug problems and mental health problems [77, 78]. 
Family dysfunction and mental health problems are more common and worse in girls, 
compared with boys [79, 80]. Therefore, the treatments for adolescents may focus 
more on psychiatric issues, and solving family issues would benefit the treatment 
outcomes, especially for female adolescents.

Treatments also need to consider about ethical issues. A large proportion of 
dependences are not willing to accept or seek treatments [45, 81]. Compulsory drug 
treatment is not legal in some nations, and how to convince drug dependences to 
receive treatments is a challenge. Johnson intervention, which is an organized and 
rehearsed meeting to let the drug dependence understand the treatment benefits and 
nontreatment risks, can be a choice [82]. In addition, patients should choose the treat-
ments they prefer. For example, according to Drug Abuse Treatment Outcome Study, 
cocaine dependent did not like methadone maintenance. Patients who have used 
but are not dependent on heroin and cocaine like drug-free treatments more. Heroin 
dependence, or cocaine and heroin dependence, tends to be treated in methadone 
maintenance program [73].

3.2 Overdose or emergency treatments

Opioids and stimulants overdose can cause irreversible damage, even death. Opioid 
dependences are more likely to experience overdose, especially using it by injection 
[4]. WHO suggests that naloxone, a life-saving drug, can be timely administrated to 
reserve the opioid overdose [83]. For stimulants overdose, WHO recommends using 
benzodiazepines and sometimes antipsychotic medications to manage syndromes 
and ameliorate symptoms [4]. Gorelick claim that pharmacokinetic, which is to 
maintain the target drug under its minimum effective concentration at the site of 
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action, treatment can be effective for acute drug overdose [84]. The immunotherapies 
are antagonizing the effects of drug through pharmacokinetic mechanisms. This 
approach involves the use of nicotine-specific antibodies that bind nicotine in serum, 
resulting in a decrease in nicotine distribution to the brain and an increase in nico-
tine’s elimination half-life [85].

3.3 Novel treatments

Psychosocial and pharmacological interventions are treating drug disorders 
through reducing negative symptoms, decreasing craving, or managing the effect of 
target drugs. New treatment methods bring prospects for the cure of addiction, and it 
is helpful for developing personalized and comprehensive treatment.

Recent studies have highlighted the potential of brain stimulation as an innova-
tive, safe, and cost-effective treatment for some SUDs. These include: (i) transcranial 
electrical stimulation; (ii) transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS); (iii) tran-
scranial direct current stimulation (tDCS); and (iv) deep brain stimulation (DBS). 
Stimulation therapies may achieve their effect through direct or indirect modulation 
of brain regions involved in addiction, either acutely or through plastic changes in 
neuronal transmission. Although these mechanisms are not well understood, further 
identification of the underlying neurobiology of addiction and rigorous evaluation 
of brain stimulation methods has the potential for unlocking an effective, long-term 
treatment of addiction.

Exercise may also provide a new treatment idea. In recent years, exercises are 
considered as a novel treatment for drug addiction. Lynch et al. concluded that 
exercises can reduce the reinforcing effects of drugs and may prevent the relapse 
[86]. Exercise can increase dopamine level in several parts of brain [87], bring 
happiness [88], and improve mental health and self-esteem [89]. More importantly, 
some studies found that exercises can affect dopamine in the reward pathway, even 
repair the decreased dopamine receptors [86, 90–92]. Furthermore, the side effects 
that resulted by drug use are not only psychiatric disorders and brain damage, but 
also the physical impairment, such as impaired respiratory system and bone loss 
[93, 94]. Exercise can benefit the physical health is well known. Drug dependences 
should accept the risk evaluation of exercise before having physical activities. The 
effects of exercises on drug use disorders still need more clinical studies, especially 
on the dopamine system. Besides, depending on the age, type of drug, age of onset, 
it is necessary to design appropriate exercise plans according to individual health 
characteristics [95]. It reported a significant increase in glutamate and GABA signal-
ing in the visual cortex following exercise, as well as an increase in glutamate in the 
ACC after exercise in adult rats, and exercise-induced expansion of cortical pools 
can be seen for both glutamate and GABA neurons [96]. Additional, high-intensity 
interval training has been noted to possess benefits even greater than those of stan-
dard moderate exercise [97]. However, appropriate exercise intensity and exercise 
mode for patient with different age, gender, type of drug still need more in-depth 
research.

Besides, VR technology has emerged as a powerful tool for the research and 
intervention of addiction [98]. It’s a tool to study how proximal multi-sensorial cues, 
contextual environmental cues, as well as their interaction (complex cues), modu-
late addictive behaviors. Moreover, VR simulations can be personalized. They are 
currently refined for psychotherapeutic interventions. Embodiment, eye-tracking, 
and neurobiological factors represent novel future directions. The progress of VR 
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applications has bred auspicious ways to advance the understanding of treatment 
mechanisms underlying addictions.

Last but not least, mindfulness-based relapse prevention (MBRP) has been 
shown as effective in treating substance use disorders [99]. Study results suggest that 
mindfulness meditation practice may produce endogenous theta stimulation in the 
prefrontal cortex, thereby enhancing inhibitory control over opioid dose escalation 
behaviors [100]. However, it necessary to examine the following mediators of inter-
vention outcome: mindfulness skills, emotion regulation skills, executive functioning 
skills, savoring, and positive and negative affect.

4. Conclusion and outlook

For more than 40 years, the instruments to assess the severity of drug dependence 
have been developed well, and different quantitative methods can cover almost every 
field of the symptoms in different periods and stages of drug addiction. Patients, 
medical workers, or researchers can choose suitable assessments, based on their 
conditions. The comprehensive and convenient techniques might leave one problem 
that is how to convince the dependences to do the screening or diagnosis tests. As 
mentioned in Treatments section, most drug dependences do not want to accept 
treatments. This needs efforts from drug dependences themselves, their family, the 
community, and whole society.

Drug addiction is a chronic disease [101], it needs chronic treatments. The inter-
ventions or treatments for drug dependence might be in a dilemma caused by medical 
development. Existing treatments are focusing on addressing the symptoms of drug 
use–related disorders, rather than the root of addiction. Drug addiction, also called 
drug use disorders, is defined as a complex, but treatable, disease that affects brain 
functions modulated by genetic, developmental, and environmental factors. People 
with addiction use drugs often tend to continue despite harmful consequences [101, 
102]. The brain function damage caused by drug use has been proved. For example, 
chronic methamphetamine use can result in hippocampal volumes decrease and 
severe gray-matter deficits [103]. Moreover, dopamine receptors and transporters 
deficits are the consequence of drug use [104, 105]. Conventional treatments, psy-
chosocial interventions, and medicines can only ameliorate withdrawal symptoms, 
reduce craving or improve psychological health, but not repair the brain or dopamine 
functions. Exercise or brain stimulation might be a supportive method to contribute 
to brain system recovering. So far, it is far more from the real rehabilitation. We 
need more novel treatments to contribute to the functional recovery. Furthermore, 
existing treatments do not subdivide patients of different level of severity or different 
groups of patients. Future work can design treatments based on the characteristics of 
the patients.
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Chapter 4

Pattern of Substance Abuse among 
Children in Slum Areas of India
Sandeep Sitaram Kadu

Abstract

Background: We have been facing a frightening rise of substance abuse among 
the youngsters in recent years. Further, the problem is seen across all socioeconomic 
groups, from urban areas to small towns. However new substances are being abused 
which have also been documented. Substance abuse primarily among youth has 
been a matter of concern throughout the world. Study Design: It’s a descriptive cross 
sectional study, done in collaboration with NGO (Balbhavan Project) working in 
slum areas of Ahmednagar. Duration of Study: 6 months. Material and Methods: 
Considering the time frame for the study, Research was carried out with the help of 
NGO working in slum areas of Ahmednagar and children fulfilling the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria. Data was collected with the help of predesigned questionnaire. 
It was estimated that the total sample size will be about 246 children who are using 
substances. (Calculated by open Epi Software).Results: The Result obtained at the 
end of our study was quite shocking. It was found that in slum area 87% children were 
drug abusers, among which 83% were boys and 17% were girls. A high correlation of 
substance abuse was found with increasing age. Most abused substance among them 
was Tobacco, Alcohol, Inhalants, Sedative and opium.

Keywords: substance abuse, tobacco, craving, slum area, children etc.

1. Introduction

Substance abuse is a social problem from eternity.World Health Organization 
(WHO) mentions substance abuse as the harmful or hazardous use of psychoac-
tive substances, such as alcohol and illegal drugs. Substance abuse is “persistent or 
sporadic drug use inconsistent with or unrelated to acceptable medical practice” [1]. 
Substance abuse among the youngsters and adolescents is the rising social problem all 
over world [2].

Alcohol addiction is the leading problem for death and disability all over the 
world.it is observed that 75 million people are alcohol addicts and 3 million are opioid 
abusers in India [3]. Due to tobacco addiction nearly 13,000 deaths per day occurs all 
over It has been predicted by the According to World Health Organization (WHO) 
that tobacco consumption will lead more than 500 million mortality people by 2030 
and it will be the commonest cause of death [4, 5]. Many studies has shown that 
smokers became habituated at adolescent period. It is unfortunate that consumption 
of alcohol is getting social acceptance and has become status symbol.
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All hard drugs like opioids and other became the easily available which is the 
important cause of substance abuse in adolescents. Alcohol and opioid addiction 
is common in children. According to National institute on drug abuse (NIDA), in 
adolescence marijuana use consumption is common. Many studies had shown that 
common age group of substance abuse ranges from 12 to 20 years [6].

The United Nations has designed 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 
169 targets. They expected that by 2030 all states will succeed to achieve all goals. 
From above all Sustainable Development Goals, important Goal-3 having Target-5 
stresses on Strengthening the prevention of substance abuse and its proper treatment 
especially of narcotic drug and alcohol abuse. Many researches has confirmed that 
antisocial activities in childhood leads to alcohol abuse in adolescent. Adolescents is 
the most important stage of human life but unfortunately this group is most misun-
derstood and neglected by the society [7].

Substance addiction (drug addiction) and Non-substance addiction (behavioral 
addiction) are two different disorders. Substance addiction or drug addiction is a 
neuropsychiatric disorder categorized by a periodic craving for the consumption drug 
despite of having knowledge about harmful effects. Non substance abuse includes 
pathological food obsession, internet craving, and mobile phone compulsion [8].

Men are always under stress and for relief of it used many parameters one of it is 
drug abuse. This problem has risen at all levels in the society in various forms. Drug 
trafficking is one of the most profitable trades along with petroleum and weapons 
trade. Every country has and is facing this problem in its own way. Newer forms of 
drug abuse patterns like solvents are on the rise probably due to strict regulations on 
other recognized forms of abuse.

Street children in India constitute a group of marginalized population in most 
urban centers of the country. They constitute children living in streets permanently, 
who are detached from their families and live on the streets temporarily, children who 
belong to poor families and spend most of their time on the streets, children living 
with their families on the streets etc [9].

These children have to put up with a variety of physical and mental abuse and 
hence are a concern for a wide range of social issues. Poly substance abuse is common 
among these children and often solvents are the first psychoactive substance they 
attempt to try. Not much is known as to why children adopt such abusive behavior. 
Solvents are freely available in the market without any regulations in India. Though a 
lot of global awareness is reached about this form of abuse it is yet to be recognized by 
the political circle in the country [10].

We have been facing a shocking rise of substance abuse among the youngsters. 
Recent times have witnessed a steady increase in drug abuse among younger popu-
lation, with more children starting substance use from an early age. Further, the 
delinquent is seen across all socioeconomic groups, from cities to small towns and 
rural areas, with new and multiple substance use also being recognized [11, 12].

Speedy industrial development with changing lifestyles have left the youth 
harassed for their survival; compelling many to seek defense in the dark world of 
substance abuse. India too, is fronting a similar condition that has been paying atten-
tion of policy makers and researchers [13–15].

Not only the child, but the family and society as a whole are likely to be disturbed 
as a result of early onset substance use. Thus, this matter is of nationwide interest and 
significance. This phase of life is characterized by growth and maturation of brain 
and body, which potentially affects responses to drugs and treatment [16–19].
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World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that globally 25 to 90% of children 
and adolescents have consumed at least one substance of abuse [1, 19, 20]. In India 
approximately 5500 children and adolescents start using tobacco products daily, some 
as young as 10 years old. A large number of them have used tobacco prior to the age of 
18 years [21–23].

Dependence is defined by World Health Organization and American Psychiatric 
Association, as a syndrome of physiological, behavioral and cognitive phenomena, 
which lead to loss of control over use. DSM-5, cancels the term ‘dependence ‘and 
substitutes it with ‘use disorder’ [24].

Research on substance abuse among children and adolescents presents its own 
distinctive challenges. But the main question is that why the Indian society is facing 
such a quandary where more of the teenagers and youths are indulging in immoral 
and unproductive activities like substance abuse. The present study has the aim of 
analyzing the biosocial profile and pattern of substance abusers. The study is indica-
tive for the need of fostering a supportive environment comprising of both parents 
and teachers so that adolescents can adopt and sustain with the right choices for a 
healthy life.

1.1 Aims and objective

1. To assess the pattern and prevalence of substance abuse among Children in slum 
areas of Ahmednagar.

2. To find out demographic profile of children using substances for abuse.

3. To find out association of family history, peer pressure, educational status of 
family and children associated with substance use among children.

2. Methodology

It’s a descriptive cross sectional study done in collaboration with NGO (Balbhavan 
Project) working in slum areas of Ahmednagar. They were evaluated according to 
pre designed questionnaire in given time frame with the help of NGO (Balbhavan 
project) working in that area. All the children satisfying the following inclusion and 
exclusion criteria were enrolled in the study.

2.1 Inclusion criteria

1. Children with age group 18 years or less of either sex were included in  
study.

2. Children who were willing to participate in research work.

3. Patients/Parent/relative/NGO who were ready to give informed consent.

4. Informed written consent was taken from the child or adolescent and the  
parent or NGO staff counselor (as a surrogate guardian, in case the parents are 
not available).
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2.2 Exclusion criteria

1. Children with age group below 5 and above 18 years of either sex were not  
included.

2. A child who was Unable to provide information was not included in the study.

2.3 Sampling

For this research project we have chosen the most active non-governmental 
agency (NGO) of Ahmednagar, Maharashtra.This NGO named Snehalaya is work-
ing for the overall growth of children living in slum areas. They are also actively 
working on hot issue of substance abuse among these children. NGO has established 
nice rapport with children and also have data of the substance abuse among chil-
dren. They also have information about the substance abuse and treatment of each 
child abuser. With help Snehalaya, we collected information related to our research 
project.

2.4 Sample size

Considering the time frame of the research, study was carried out with the help of 
NGO working in slum areas of Ahmednagar and children fulfilling the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria which were mentioned above. It was estimated that the total sample 
size will be about 246 children who are using substances. (Calculated by open Epi 
Software).

2.5 Working definition substance

The abusers are taking all kinds of substances commonly tobacco consumption, 
Bidi/Cigarette smoking, pan masala, gutkha, ganja, bhang, alcohol, LSD, Cocaine and 
Opium etc.

2.6 Substance abuser

We have labeled child as substance abuser who have fulfilled following criteria.
1-taking one or more above mentioned substances and consuming it since last 

1 year,
2-using it at least once in a week or many times in last months.

2.7 Statistical analysis

Collected informations was tabulated and evaluated using suitable statistical 
tests as and when required. The information so collected was analyzed by using SPSS 
software. Chi-square test was used as per the requirement.

2.8 Results

To know the present scenario of substance abuse, we conducted a descriptive 
cross sectional study, among 246 children of slum areas of Ahmednagar under 
the guidance of Snehalay balbhavan project. The result obtained at the end of the 
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study was quit shocking. It was found that in slum areas 87% children were drug 
abusers, among which 83% were boys and 17% were girls. A high correlation of 
substance abuse was found with increasing age consisting of 6.1% drug abuser 
of age group 5–8 years, 15% drug abuser of age group 9–12 years and 78.9% drug 
abuser of age group 13–18 years. Most abused substance among them was Tobacco, 
Alcohol, Inhalants, Sedative and opium. When we inquired about the educational 
status of parents, it was found that 84.6% of mothers were illiterate and 60.2% of 
fathers were illiterate. A special emphasis was laid on education of children among 
which 52% were school going and remaining were engaged in unskilled labor like 
rag picking, hotel worker, street vending, dhabha and other work. About 77.6% of 
these children got addicted due to their friends and 17.3% from their family. At the 
end of our study only 46.3% of them were willing to quit. 50.9% of children were 
craving for the substances and 38.8% of children got addicted due to peer pressure 
(Tables 1-5 and Figures 1 and 2).

Sr. No. Variable Groups No. of participants 
(N = 246)

Percentage 
(%)

1 Sex Male 191 77.6

Female 55 22.4

2 Age 5–8 years 15 6.1

9–12 years 37 15.0

13–18 years 194 78.9

3 Living 
arrangement

Home (With family) 191 77.6

(with friends/ distant 
relatives)

55 22.4

4 Mothers literacy Literate 38 15.4

Illiterate 208 84.6

5 Fathers literacy Literate 98 39.8

Illiterate 148 60.2

6 Drug abuse by 
mother

Yes 197 80.1

No 49 19.9

7 Drug abuse by 
father

Yes 207 84.1

No 39 15.9

8 Work Student 128 52.0

Rag picker/ Kabadi 29 11.8

Street level vending 9 3.7

Dhaba/ Restaurant/ 
Waiter

5 2.0

Unskilled worker/ 
Labourer

13 5.3

Do not work 30 12.1

Others 32 13.0

Table 1. 
Demographic profile of participants.
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3. Discussion

Substance abuse refers to the harmful or hazardous use of psychoactive substance 
including alcohol and illicit drugs. The present study reveals the prevalence of substance 
abuse among children to be 87%, which is higher than that reported by Lisa Sarangi 
et al. [2] where the prevalence was 43.4%.Jasani PK et al.in his study covered 600 
adolescents and he found that substance abusers children were 30.17% [25]. Another 
study conducted at Andhra Pradesh by Benegal et al. Prashant et al. [11] revealed that 
about 32.7% children were abusers. Many research studies have found that, in India 50% 
children up to grade nine experiences the substance at least once [26, 27].

This research study revealed the major basic reason behind such high consumption 
of substance abuse is poverty, easy availability of substances and peer pressure. Jasani 
PK et al. found that most common cause of substance abuse was peer pressure, then 

Drug abuse 
by mother

Drug Abuse by 
children (%)

No Drug abuse by 
children (%)

Total Chi-Square 
Value

P Value

Yes 178 (90.4) 19 (9.6) 197 (100.0) 9.887 0.004

No 36 (73.5) 13 (26.5) 49 (100.0)

Total 214 (87.0) 32 (13.0) 246 (100.0)

As p < 0.05, there is significant association between mother involved in drug abuse and drug abuse by the children. If the 
mother is using drugs, there are 90.4% chances of children getting involved in drug abuse.

Table 3. 
Association between mothers involved in drug abuse and drug abuse by the children.

Age 
Groups

Drug Abuse 
(%)

No Drug abuse 
(%)

Total Chi-Square 
Value

P Value

5–8 years 6 (2.8) 9 (28.1) 15 (6.1) 41.517 0.000

9–12 years 27 (12.6) 10 (31.2) 37 (15.0)

13–18 years 181 (84.6) 13 (40.6) 194 (78.9)

Total 214 (100.0) 32 (100.0) 246 (100.0)

As p < 0.05, there is significant association between age and drug abuse. Children in the age of 13–18 years are more likely 
to get involved in drug abuse.

Table 2. 
Association between age and drug abuse.

Drug abuse 
by father

Drug Abuse by 
children (%)

No Drug abuse by 
children (%)

Total Chi-Square 
Value

P Value

Yes 188 (90.8) 19 (9.2) 207 (100.0) 16.920 0.000

No 26 (66.7) 13 (33.3) 39 (100.0)

Total 214 (87.0) 32 (13.0) 246 (100.0)

As p < 0.05, there is significant association between father involved in drug abuse and drug abuse by the children. If the 
father is using drugs, there are 90.8% chances of children getting involved in drug abuse.

Table 4. 
Association between fathers involved in drug abuse and drug abuse by the children.
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experiencing thrill in life and academic stress [25]. Our results coincides with Benegal 
et al. Prashant et al. [11], in their study, they revealed most common reason was peer 
pressure (52.9%) then for pleasure (21.1%).But according to Jain et al. curiosity (68%)
was the main reason for start of substance abuse [22], the reason behind it may be due 
to different culture and economic status. Another study by Barua et al. shown that 

Sr. No. Variable Groups No. of participants  
(N = 246)

Percentage 
(%)

1 Substance abuse
(N = 246)

Tobacco 140 56.9

Alcohol 41 16.7

Inhalant 23 9.3

Sedative 6 2.4

Opium 4 1.6

No Substance abuse 32 13.0

2 Want to quit the habit
(N = 214)

Yes 99 46.3

No 115 53.7

3 Procurement of the 
drug

(N = 214)

Friends 166 77.6

Family 37 17.3

Itself 11 5.1

4 Difficulty in quitting
(N = 214)

Craving 109 50.9

Peer pressure 83 38.8

Easily available 17 7.9

Withdrawal 
symptoms

5 2.4

Table 5. 
Drug abuse & related parameters.

Figure 1. 
Sex distribution among abusers.
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academic stress comforting outcome and only for enjoyment were the common causes 
of consumption of alcohol [23].

This study also revealed that the most common substance being abused is the 
widely available Tobacco (56.9%) which is supporting, the findings of Dhirendra N. 
Sinha et al. [28]. Our findings are similar with Jasani PK et al., it showed most com-
mon substance is tobacco 25.83%, followed by liquor (2.17%), opioid/afin (1%) bhang 
(0.67%) [25].

Bihar based study by Sinha et al. showed that smoking is commonest sub-
stance abuse (19.4%)in school going children [14]. Kaur et al. from North India 
revealed 39.2% substance abusers consumes tobacco [15]. Another study from 
Uttar Pradesh by Dube and Handa et al. stated that alcohol is consumed by 22.8% 
abusers [16]. Similar findings 18.55% abusers are taking alcohol are also reported 
by Thacore [17], Shukla et al. described that 38.3% is substance abuse prevalence 
in the rural population in Uttar Pradesh [18]. Jena et al. also reported 28.8% rural 
people of Bihar consumes alcohol/drug [19]. Study conducted in most sensitive 
state, Punjab by Varma et al. revealed that 45.9% alcohol taking habit in urban 
population and 28.1% in rural population [20, 21].

It was found that in slum areas 87% children were drug abusers, among which 83% 
were boys and 17% were girls Prevalence of tobacco use was higher among boys than 
girls. Many research studies have found that, in India 50% children up to grade nine 
experiences the substance at least once [26, 27, 29]. Study by Majra et al. found that 
tobacco consumption is more among males (42.1%) as compared to females (17.0%) 
[13]. As boys are involved more in outdoor activities and are subjected to substance 
abuse. Adolescents reported using tobacco in multiple forms, chewing tobacco being 
the most popular.

A WHO study group on youth and drugs indicated that most of the experi-
mentation and initiation of dependence producing drugs takes place during 
adolescence [30]. Though they had some knowledge about the harmful effects 
of substances, this was not sufficient to motivate them to quit, in our study only 
46.3% were willing to quit. Craving (50.9%) was the most common cause to 
abstain substance abuse.

Figure 2. 
Age and sex distribution of abusers.
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11 DSM-5 criteria implementation in clinics research purpose is easier than 11 
DSM-IV criteria because one disorder is involved instead of two hierarchical disor-
ders. A checklist helps for covering all criteria [31].

4. Conclusion

The study has emphasized the escalating incidence of substance abuse among 
slum children in Ahmednagar, pressing need of initiating programs for prevention 
and treatment in slum areas. The subject needs to be dealt in a comprehensive man-
ner. There is need for availability of specialized treatment services for children who 
are using substances. These facilities should be available in government hospitals. 
The settings in which the facilities are delivered should be child sensitive and safe. 
Treatment programs must attempt to include the family in treatment and address the 
family issues as a part of the remedy. Rehabilitation of children should focus on skill 
building and vocational training. Substance abuse by children has detrimental impact 
on their physical, psychological, social and mental well-being hence needs immediate 
intervention. Rehabilitation of children abusing illicit substances is the necessity of 
the hour.
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Chapter 5

The Physiological Effect of 
Excessive Indulgence: Its Diagnosis, 
Treatment, and Prognosis
Anilendu Pramanik and Sayan Mondal

Abstract

Too much of anything is bad for health. In recent years we have been familiar with 
“Binge”. It may be in the case of eating, drinking, or watching movies. Generation Z 
is very much affected by this way of living. This habit comes from indulgence. These 
indulgences come mainly from heredity factors, psychological conditions, dieting, 
peer pressure, etc. Studies show that some important features can be shared, includ-
ing personality and emotional features such as neuroticism and urgency. Excessive 
indulgence can lead to physical and mental breakdowns. Interpersonal psychotherapy 
(IPT) is an effective specialty treatment for different disorders that leads to a healthy 
life. A continuous effort to identify the consequences of binge behaviours will also aid 
the development of the research field. We have to build a society free from excessive 
indulgence.

Keywords: binge, epidemiology, neuropsychological, risk factor, health promotion

1. Introduction

Self-pity and addiction are excessive indulgences. That is binge-eating,  
binge-drinking, and binge-watching. It’s a tendency to a lot of food consumption in a 
short period. Drinking and watching are part of excessive indulgences when happen-
ing too fast for a long time, such as movies, web series, etc. Too much pleasure just like 
drugs. which makes people physically and mentally upset. As a result, bulimia, obesity, 
anxiety disorder, and stress at work are seen. These indulgences come from our genet-
ics, family history other physiological conditions, dieting, body image issues, etc.

Binge drinking is consuming consecutive alcoholic beverages for a limited period 
on one or more occasions within the past six months [1]. We know that Alcohols are 
made from different ingredients and the main ingredient is grape juice. This grape juice 
is very useful for us when we drink it directly. Again, if we filter this grape juice and 
mix it with different chemical ingredients again and again then the liquid solution we 
create is known as alcohol. such as wine and whiskey. Wine and whiskey have no taste 
no matter what you call them. this is like s poison, when we drink it, it goes straight 
to the stomach. After entering the stomach, large amounts of Hydrochloric acid 
(HCL) are secreted from the inner membrane of the stomach which destroys the inner 
membrane and causes ulcers. These alcohol molecules repeatedly irritate the cell as 
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they travel from the stomach to the duodenum, causing the cells to become tumours or 
cancerous. After digestion, these molecules are absorbed and passed through the liver 
which has to do extra work for metabolizing. This extra work destroys the cells in the 
liver and disrupts other functions of the liver. On the one hand, as its cells are formed, 
on the other hand, its metabolism is disrupted and leads to cholesterol levels increased 
in the liver, causing the liver to become fatty. It damages the liver cells and causes liver 
cirrhosis which results in death. After metabolism in the liver, some molecules are 
carried directly to the heart by the hepatic vein into the brain and stimulate the nerves 
in the brain. this nerve becomes irritated and creates a kind of resonance that compels 
a person to drink alcohol, resulting in the person becoming intoxicated. in this condi-
tion, the nerves become weak and depression occurs.

Binge eating is a tendency of eating more food than usual in a short period (within 
any two hours) and loss of control over eating during this time [1]. Many people are 
food lovers again, whether they are at home or the wedding house, from a restaurant 
to street food, they are busy consuming food and they eat more food in less time. As a 
result, they suffer from gas and heartburn which is increasing day by day. Foodborne 
illness affects at least 9% of the world’s population. 9% of the US population, or 28.8 
million Americans suffers from an eating disorder. Less than 6% of people with eating 
disorders are medically diagnosed as “underweight”.

The digestive system starts working only when we smell or see food so we can 
feel the urge to eat during the intake of food, we eat through the mouth which passes 
through the esophagus to the stomach, and from the stomach to the small intestine to 
the large intestine then the stomach and liver secrete useful enzymes. When we eat 
large amounts of food together, the stomach becomes bloated, and the chances of gas 
are more likely because the secretion of HCL increases. As a result, the symptoms of 
heartburn begin. When there is more pressure than necessary on different parts of 
the body, various problems arise in the physiological process. Excessive intake of food 
increases the secretion of serotonin and melanin hormones, leading to fatigue and 
drowsiness, and disruption of daily activities. Nausea occurs because of overeating 
and disregard for the hormone leptin. This hormone sends a message to the brain 
about whether the stomach is full or not and also tells you how much to eat. Failure to 
follow these instructions can lead to overeating and other problems. So, it is impor-
tant to take an adequate amount of food and keep yourself healthy.

“Binge-watching” is on the rise in India. More than one lakh people fall victim to 
it every year. Binge-watching India ranks first in the global index. It is a habit where 
people tend to watch entertaining or informative content for a long period called 
binge-watching [2]. It could be a television show. Entertainment consumes people 
as they feel energetic as they watch more episodes together. People who stay up late 
at night binge-watching have sleep problems of circadian rhythm that result in brain 
chemical imbalances and negative programming in the subconscious mind. So, binge-
watching should be avoided at night.

One of the things that are floating in front of our eyes is the world-famous web 
series “money heist” which is observed on Netflix. In this web series, people are enter-
tained a lot and wait for the next part or next session so people enjoy entertainment 
for a long time at once and become a continuous factor program. Now it has been seen 
that instead of binge-watching, it has become purge watching. This desire to see does 
not come from within the individual’s mind but is manifested in him to see by those 
around him then it is called purge watching. If a person watches the binge day by day 
as a result people feel anxious and lonely. Some research has shown that watching this 
binge causes heart problems in humans.
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So, we don’t understand when our entertainment becomes an addiction, so we fall 
prey to bingeing. So, we don’t understand when our entertainment becomes an addic-
tion, so we fall prey to bingeing.

2. Background

The eating problems of adolescents range from mild to severe eating disorders. 
Incidence rates of anorexia nervosa have increased seen from 1955 to 1984 among 
10–19 years old, but not among adults, and the reported prevalence rate for anorexia 
nervosa of 0.48% among girls 15–19 years old in the United States. This disorder is 
the third most common chronic condition among adolescent girls after obesity and 
asthma. Binge eating was first recognized in a 1959 article by psychiatrist Albert 
Stunkard. He described this disorder as eating behaviour with excessive eating at 
irregular times. He associated a meal episode with a late-night meal. Over time, the 
term “bulimia” came to be used regardless of whether binge eating was day or night. 
Before the 1950s, bulimia would not have been easy for the average person to engage 
in, even if they had a tendency or desire to do so. Eating large amounts of food at one 
time meant getting the money or means for multiple meals at once. As the standard 
of living in Western societies has improved and the availability of cheaply produced 
large quantities of food has increased, so has the incidence of bulimia nervosa. 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) In the 1960s, Dr. Aaron T. was started by Beck. 
Dr. Beck realizes that his patients have inner dialogue or thoughts that affect their 
emotions. CBT has since become a type of therapy used to treat a variety of condi-
tions, including eating disorders. CBT is still considered one of the main treatments 
for binge eating disorders. Although binge eating is not officially classified at this 
time, many doctors have begun prescribing stimulants to help obese people. In the 
1970s and early 80s, the culture focused more and more on thinness and the rise of 
the supermodel phenomenon. The ideal body image of women is getting thinner. As 
a result, anorexia nervosa continues to grow. Until 1986, the American Psychiatric 
Association (APA) did not mention BAD in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM). Even then, this disorder was considered a sign of bulimia. 
Attitudes towards eating disorders began to change in the 1980s. Celebrities like 
Princess Diana started talking about their eating disorder. Many college campuses 
have begun to offer counselling services to students with various eating disorders. In 
the 1990s Dialectical behaviour therapy was introduced by Dr. Marsha Linehan. it was 
a greatly advanced therapy treatment for binge eating disorder. In 1993 a Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy manual was conducted by Fairburn, Marcus, and Wilson. They 
have also been shown to be effective in treating obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) 
as well as other types of impulsive behaviour. A variety of serotonin inhibitors have 
been used since the 1990s to treat depression and anxiety. These are Paxil [3], Zoloft 
(1992 for depression and 1996 for OCD), Luvox [3], and Celexa (Cipramil was first 
released in Denmark in 1989 and then became available in the United States in 1998). 
In 1994, BED was included in DSM-4. The American Psychiatric Association specifi-
cally mentions bulimia. The National Association of Eating Disorders was founded 
in 2001. This is the largest non-profit organization that supports families and indi-
viduals with various eating disorders. During this time, there were various excellent 
eating disorder resources and organizations formed to provide education and support 
to people suffering from eating disorders. The Binge Eating Disorder Association 
(BEDA) was founded in 2008. The association is a national organization focused on 
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the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of bulimia nervosa. This was an important 
step in helping people get the help they needed. In 2008, the National Institutes of 
Health showed that milnacipran is effective in treating bulimia. This particular drug 
showed personal improvement after 8 weeks of use. In 2013, BED was officially 
approved by DSM-5. This is the first time that bulimia has been recognized as a 
separate disorder from other types of eating disorders. This was an important step in 
helping people get the help they needed. In 2015, the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) approved a new drug to treat bulimia. The drug Lisdexamfetamine dimesyl-
ate was marketed under the name Vyvanse. This particular drug was prescribed to 
treat moderate to severe bulimia. Previously used to treat ADHD. The drug is rapidly 
absorbed from the intestinal tract and converted to dextroamphetamine. One way 
an individual can help control bulimia is to maintain a constant supply of the neu-
rotransmitter dopamine in the brain. Binge eating and binge eating may be associated 
with reward centers in the brain. In 2019, researchers and healthcare professionals are 
still learning how BED affects different people and which treatment options are best 
for each individual [3].

The 1940s and 1950s were periods of heavy drinking. In the 1945 film The Lost 
Weekend, in which Don Berman is described as a periodic alcoholic. But in the 
current discussion, heavy drinking at the event is considered bilateral drinking. In 
the 1990s, it was often associated with public disorder and the relationship between 
alcohol consumption among young people and fear. This change originated in 1970 
with scientific and policy. Over the last 50 years, the general context of alcohol 
treatment has been written in the UK. The post-war history of alcohol policy in the 
United States has been explored through recent research, which has led to an overall 
change in the prevailing notion of alcohol use and abuse. This proves the use and 
abuse of alcohol in the 1950s. At first, it was far from an ethical model of alcohol-
ism as the problem was a lack of will towards a disease model or a distinct lack of 
moral origin which considered the problem a medical condition requiring treatment. 
Second, away from the disease model, the approach to public health and epidemiol-
ogy has seen a reunion of the problem, which stems from overall alcohol consump-
tion. Aiming at the 1990s, with the reduction of damages and the change in the way 
community is protected, the concept of light convergence within a criminal justice 
framework has been envisioned [4].

The word “Binge” first appeared in the mid-eighteenth century, meaning “wet”. The 
word “binge” was used for eating or drinking during the First World War. But while 
the term “binge-watching” was coined in 2013, it gained popularity in 2012 [5]. Netflix 
had thirteen episodes of the first season of “House of Cards” in 2013. These episodes 
were released simultaneously, resulting in multiple episodes instead of one episode per 
week for which 2013 was marked as the Vision Streaming Era. 2015’s “binge-watching” 
was first announced by Collins’s English Dictionary as the best word of the year. 73% 
of Americans admit to “seeing the dilemma” which lasts 3 hours and 5 minutes. 90% 
of millennials and 87% of gen-z people are hesitant. 40% of people are of those ages 
who, on average, watch six episodes of television together once they sit down. Another 
hand the coronavirus epidemic is responsible for increasing division. HBO, for example, 
increased by 65% on March 14, 2000. Sykes’s survey in 2021 found that 38% of respon-
dents directed three hours or more of the “hours” of content by video, and 48% of it 
was done on holidays. Nielsen’s study found that adults spent 3–4 hours or more watch-
ing live or streaming TV, which led them to underestimate the use of TV [6].
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3. Binge eating

In most cases, a person suffering from a binge-eating disorder will consume large 
amounts of food. They will then feel unable to stop eating.

Although most people tend to overeat on occasion, some individuals have a hard 
time controlling their excessive consumption. This condition can lead to a binge-
eating disorder.

Although most people suffering from binge-eating disorder are obese or over-
weight, they may also be at a normal weight.

3.1 Symptom

Some of the symptoms of this disorder include

• Large food consumption that occurs in a short period, such as over a couple of 
hours, can trigger feelings of being out of control.

• Some of the triggers that can trigger these feelings include overeating when 
you’re not hungry, eating rapidly during a binge, or eating until you’re full.

• Most people feel disgusted, ashamed, depressed, and anxious about their eating 
habits. They may also frequently diet without gaining weight.

After a binge, you don’t compensate for the extra calories that you eat by exercising 
excessively, vomiting, or laxatives. This condition is similar to bulimia and restricting 
one’s diet can lead to more binge eating.

The frequent episode of binging in one week defines the acute disorder.
If you or someone you know has a binge-eating disorder, please seek medical 

help immediately. Binge-eating problems can last for a long time, or they can be 
short-lived.

Binge-eating disorder can make it hard for others to detect its symptoms. 
Individuals with this condition tend to hide their behaviour, which can make it hard 
for others to identify them. If you think that a loved one may have the disorder, talk to 
them about it openly.

Support and encouragement can be provided to a loved one struggling with a 
binge-eating disorder. You can help them find a mental health professional and 
arrange an appointment.

3.2 Causes

Although it is not known why people with this disorder develop this condition, it 
is widely believed that various factors such as genetics, psychological issues, and long-
term dieting can increase their risk of developing it. Binge-eating disorder can start in 
the late teens or early 20s.

Factors that may increase your risk of developing a binge eating disorder include:
Genetics: Individuals suffering from BED may have developed a heightened 

sensitivity to a chemical in the brain that’s involved in feelings of pleasure and reward. 
It’s also believed that the disorder is inherited [7–9].
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A study conducted by Michigan State University revealed that there are genetic 
factors that can increase a person’s risk of developing eating disorders. It looked at 500 
female twins and found that environmental factors such as exposure to chemicals and 
alcohol before puberty were linked to the development of these disorders, but after 
puberty, the genetic factors were more prevalent [10].

The results of the study revealed that there could be a link between the presence of 
certain genes and eating disorders such as bulimia and anorexia. Further studies have 
also revealed that these disorders could be caused by a variety of genes [10].

Gender. In the US, 3.6% of women experience some form of bed at some point in 
their lives, which is higher than 2% of men. This is due to the biological factors that 
affect the development and maintenance of this condition [7, 11].

Compared to African-Americans, females were more prone to experiencing 
binge eating disorder (BED) and perceived discrimination. The link between 
perceived discrimination and the development of this condition was also stronger 
for males. The role of stressful life events and interpersonal issues in the develop-
ment of this disorder has been known to affect the response of individuals with this 
condition [12].

Changes in the brain. There’s a link between having a heightened response to food 
and having less self-control in people with BED [7].

The effects of aviation on the functioning of the neurotransmitters in the brain 
and the region of the brain that controls the movement of objects are known to be 
associated with the reduction in 5-hydroxytryptamine levels in individuals with an 
anxious temperament [13, 14].

Binge eating disorders and bulimia Nervosa are both characterized by episodes of 
binge eating. Various personality elements are related to these disorders, and the most 
common is impulsivity [15].

The negative urgency dimension exhibited by individuals with bulimia Nervosa 
and binge eating disorders is the strongest indication of their condition. This is 
because it triggers the activation of certain brain circuits that regulate reward and 
inhibitory control [16].

Body size. About 50% of people with Bedford have obesity, and 25% to 50% of 
those who seek weight loss surgery meet the disorder’s criteria [8, 11, 17, 18].

Studies have shown that prolonged electroencephalographic (EEG) readings are 
associated with symptoms of eating disorders in individuals with higher BMI. These 
findings support the idea that neurocognitive reasoning plays a role in the develop-
ment of effective interventions for individuals with eating disorders [19, 20].

Understanding the various mechanisms by which weight loss and gain occur can 
be influenced by studies on individuals with different weight disorders and popula-
tions. For instance, according to Feigel, athletes with spinal cord injuries are at risk of 
developing malnutrition and poor nutrition due to their sedentary lifestyle [21].

Body image. People with BED are prone to having a negative body image. This 
condition is caused by various factors such as overeating, dieting, and body dissatis-
faction [22–24].

Binge eating. Most people with BED have a history of binge eating, which is 
regarded as the disorder’s first symptom. This behaviour occurred during the teenage 
years and childhood [7].

One of the most common eating disorders that are co-occurring is Binge eating 
disorder (BED), which is characterized by significant physical and mental comorbid-
ity, life impairment, and psychopathology. There are various treatment options for 
this condition, such as cognitive-behavioural therapy and pharmacotherapy [25].
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Emotional trauma. Events such as the death of a loved one, abuse, or separation 
from a family member are considered risk factors for people with BED [26–28].

The trauma experienced during the past can be a contributing factor to the 
development of eating disorders, especially those that are characterized by binge 
eating and bulimia nervosa. It can also lead to other psychological conditions such as 
borderline personality disorder [29].

Other psychological conditions. Almost 80% of people with BED have at least one 
psychological disorder. Some of these include depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder, 
and substance abuse [17].

Binge eating is a type of psychological condition that occurs when one consumes a 
large amount of food. It can be triggered by various factors such as stress, dieting, and 
negative feelings about one’s body shape.

3.3 Diagnosis

Although some people may have occasional overeating at Thanksgiving or other 
events, it does not necessarily mean they have BED. It can start in the teens to early 
twenties, though it can also occur at any age. People with this condition need support 
to overcome it, and it can last for a long time [30].

To be diagnosed, a person must have binge-eating episodes for at least three 
months. The severity of the condition ranges from mild to extreme, with the latter 
having up to 14 episodes a week.

One of the most important characteristics of binge-eating disorder is not taking 
action to stop it. Unlike bulimia, people with this condition do not resort to laxatives 
or exercise to suppress their binges.

Binge-eating disorder is more common in women than men. It is also more com-
mon among men than other eating disorders [31].

You should also talk to a mental health professional or medical provider about your 
symptoms and feelings. If you’re not ready to seek treatment, ask someone you trust 
to talk about what you’re going through. Having a friend, a faith leader, or a teacher 
can help you get the help you need to successfully treat binge-eating disorder.

3.4 The health risks

Binge-eating disorder (BED) is associated with various health conditions. It can 
also lead to obesity and other related issues. The increase in calories that people 
consume during these episodes is known to be a contributing factor to this issue [17].

Obese people are more prone to developing various health conditions such as heart 
disease, stroke, diabetes, and cancer. However, it has also been known that those who 
have a binge-eating disorder are more prone to experiencing these conditions than 
those who do not have this condition [30, 32, 33].

Among the other conditions that can be associated with binge-eating disorder 
include sleep problems, irritable bowel syndrome, and asthma. In women, it can lead 
to issues such as pregnancy complications and fertility problems [30, 31, 34].

Studies have shown that individuals with a binge-eating disorder are more prone 
to experiencing difficulties in social interactions [35].

Individuals with a binge-eating disorder are also more prone to experiencing 
hospitalizations and emergency department visits. Compared to those without this 
condition, those with a binge-eating disorder are more likely to have outpatient care 
and hospitalizations [36].
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3.5 The treatment options

The treatment plan for individuals with a binge-eating disorder can vary depend-
ing on the severity of the condition and the goals. It can also focus on various aspects 
of one’s body image and mental health.

Various forms of therapy can be used for individuals with a binge-eating disorder, 
such as medication, cognitive behavioural therapy, and interpersonal psychotherapy. 
These can be done on a one-to-one basis or in a group setting.

Although some individuals require only one type of therapy, others may need to 
try various combinations to find the right treatment plan. A mental health profes-
sional can help individuals determine which type of therapy is right for them.

3.5.1 Cognitive behavioural therapy

One of the most common forms of therapy for individuals with a binge-eating 
disorder is cognitive behavioural therapy. This type of therapy focuses on the relation-
ship between negative thoughts and feelings about food and body shape [37, 38].

After identifying the triggers that contribute to the development of negative emo-
tions, strategies can then be developed to help individuals change their behaviour [37].

These strategies can help individuals set goals, develop healthy eating habits, and 
monitor their food intake. They can also encourage them to change their thoughts 
about weight and body image [38].

One of the most effective treatment methods for individuals with a binge-eating 
disorder is CBT. According to a study, after 20 sessions, almost 80% of the participants 
were no longer binge-eating. 59% of them were still able to complete one year [38].

Another type of treatment is self-help CBT, which is typically delivered through 
a manual. This type of therapy allows participants to work on their own, and it also 
provides additional support [38].

Self-help therapy is more accessible and cheaper than traditional therapy. It can 
also be done through apps and websites. It’s also proven to be more effective than 
traditional CBT [39, 40].

3.5.2 Interpersonal psychotherapy

Interpersonal psychotherapy is a type of therapy that focuses on the idea that 
binge eating can help individuals cope with various issues, such as relationship 
conflicts and grief [38].

This type of therapy aims to identify the specific problem that contributes to the 
development of negative eating behaviour. It then makes constructive changes to help 
the affected individual improve their behaviour [37, 41].

This type of therapy can be done in a group setting or on a one-on-one basis with 
a trained therapist. It’s also sometimes combined with CBT. There’s strong evidence 
supporting the positive effects of this type of therapy on reducing the behaviour of 
binge-eaters [38].

3.5.3 Dialectical behaviour therapy

The goal of a DBT session is to help individuals develop a plan to manage their 
emotions and cope with negative experiences. This method teaches them how to 
regulate their responses so they can manage their anger and manage their daily life 
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without overeating. The four key areas of this therapy are interpersonal effectiveness, 
emotion regulation, mindfulness, and distress tolerance [38].

A study conducted on 44 women with binge-eating disorders revealed that after 
completing therapy, almost 90% of them were able to stop their binge eating. However, 
after six months, only 56% of them were able to maintain their recovery [42].

There’s still a lot of research to be done on the long-term effects of DBT and how it 
can be compared to other treatment methods such as IPT and CBT.

3.5.4 Weight loss therapy

DBT is a behavioural weight loss therapy that aims to help individuals lose weight 
and improve their body image. It involves gradually making healthy lifestyle changes 
and monitoring their food intake. It’s also expected that participants lose around a 
pound per week [38].

Although weight loss therapy can help individuals improve their body image and 
reduce their risks of developing obesity, it’s not as effective as other treatment meth-
ods such as IPT and CBT when it comes to stopping binge eating [38, 40, 43, 44].

Although it’s not as effective as regular weight loss, behavioural weight loss 
therapy can still help individuals achieve short-term, moderate weight loss. This type 
of therapy can be beneficial for people who have not been able to successfully use 
other treatment methods [38, 40].

3.5.5 Medications

Although these drugs are commonly used to treat binge eating disorders, they are 
not as effective as traditional therapy.

Other drugs that can treat binge eating disorders include antiepileptics and antide-
pressants. Also, some of these are used for treating hyperactive disorders [37].

According to studies, drugs are more effective than placebos when it comes to 
treating binge eating disorders. These drugs are 48 percent effective compared to 28.5 
percent for the placebo [45].

These drugs can also help individuals with binge eating disorders by reducing their 
symptoms of depression and their appetite. However, more studies are needed to 
confirm the long-term effects of these drugs [37, 45].

Side effects of these drugs can also include stomach problems, sleep disorders, 
headaches, and increased blood pressure [31].

Individuals with binge eating disorders might also be able to benefit from addi-
tional medications to treat other mental health conditions.

3.6 Overcome

Getting the help of a medical professional is the first step in treating a binge 
eating disorder. This individual can help determine the severity of the condition and 
recommend the appropriate treatment. Although CBT is the most common treatment 
for this disorder, other methods such as combination therapy or individual therapy 
can also be effective. In addition to making healthy lifestyle choices, it’s important to 
maintain a balanced diet and exercise program.

• Keep a food and mood diary. Keeping a diary of these individuals to deduce a diet 
and mood that identifies personal triggers is portrayed as an important step in 
controlling a dilemma.
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• Practice mindfulness. It helps to increase self-control and maintain self-accep-
tance. Which can help to increase awareness of the trigger [46–48].

• Find someone to talk to. It is extremely important to get support whether it is 
through a partner, family, a friend, a binge intake support group, or online. 2 
Choose healthy foods. A high-protein healthy diet, a diet consisting of regular 
meals and whole foods will provide an essential nutrient to satisfy hunger [49].

• Start the exercise. Regular exercise is a brilliant method to reduce weight and 
improve body image which helps to control anxiety and mood [50, 51].

• Enough sleep. Sleep is an underlying therapy that is closely associated with the 
causes of high-calorie intake and irregular eating. People make it a habit to sleep 
7–8 hours out of 24 hours [52, 53].

4. Binge drinking

Binge drinking is a preventable serious public health problem.
Binge drinking is one of the most common and costly problems in the United 

States. If a man drinks 5 or more drinks at a party, while a woman drinks 4 or more 
drinks at a party [54], then this work is considered binge drinking. The proportion of 
“alcoholic youth” drinking is higher than that of “alcoholic adults”, increasing from 
50% between the ages of 12 and 14 to 72% between the ages of 18 and 20 [55].

Some people only drink, and they will not have the disease of alcohol use.
Again, some people who consume alcohol, are associated with an increased risk of 

various diseases from alcohol.
But binge drinking is a harmful risk behavior related to serious injury or many diseases.

4.1 Binge drinking is common

In the United States, one in six adults consumes at least 25 percent of alcohol  
each week.

Binge drinking is an approach where excess alcohol is blamed and more than 
ninety percent of adults in the United States are responsible for excessive drink-
ing. From 1993 to 2001, the number of binge drinking episodes among U.S. adults 
increased from about 1.2 billion to 1.5 billion [56].

Binge drinking is mainly seen in young people who are between 18 and 34 years 
old. In general, men drink twice as much as women.

Excessive drinking is more common in adults with higher family incomes.
There are some groups or states for whom binge drinking is not common, but they 

drink frequently, i.e., consume alcohol frequently and in large quantities.

4.2 The stages of alcohol use disorder

Alcohol use that turns into a use disorder develops in stages [57].
At-risk stage: When you are suffering from stress and depression and you think 

about how to get rid of it, then you choose alcohol as the only way to get rid of it and 
start drinking socially. As a result, you become addicted to alcohol by concentrating 
on alcohol consumption.
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Early alcohol use disorder: In this session, you will secretly start thinking about 
alcohol because of your drinking mentality and you will move towards the blackout.

Mid-stage alcohol use disorder: At this stage, the level of your alcohol consumption 
goes out of your range. As a result, he got involved in various problems in his daily life. 
You can find out about the damage to your various organs through lab and scan tests.

End-stage alcohol use disorder: At this point, you give up all your happiness and 
comfort and focus only on drinking. Which is why you are slowly moving towards 
death with organ damage.

4.3 How many binge drinks are consumed?

One out of every four adults in the United States drinks alcohol and they drink at 
least eight drinks on the occasion of a binge.

In total,17.5 billion adults drink bean sprouts a year. Adults drink 467 binge drinks 
each year. Four out of every five drinks are drunk by men [58].

Most people 21 years of age or younger drink alcohol and they consume large 
amounts of alcohol. Forty-four percent of high school students drink eight or more 
drinks in a row [59, 60].

4.4 Binge drinking is associated with many health problems, including

Binge drinking is associated with many health problems such as Unintentional 
injuries were motor vehicle collisions, burns, alcohol, poisoning, homicide, suicide, 
intimate partner violence, sexually transmitted diseases, unintended pregnancy, poor 
pregnancy resulting in miscarriage, stillbirth Diseases, sudden infant death, chronic 
diseases such as hypertension, stroke, liver disease, breast cancer seen in women, 
liver, colon, rectum, mouth, pharynx, and esophagus, including memory and learn-
ing problems, etc.

4.5 Effects of binge drinking on the developing brain ailments

Binge drinking is a pattern of alcohol drinking those results in a .08% alcohol 
concentration in a person’s blood. The amount of alcohol consumed is five alcoholic 
drinks for men and four alcoholic drinks for women in about 120 minutes. This binge 
drinking occurs mainly in adolescents and young adults because they are taking heavy 
drinking with high frequency (i.e., 5 or more days in the past 30 days).

Neuron maturation occurs during the development of puberty that young 
adults are passing through. Magnetic resonance imaging has reported linear and 
nonlinear changes in Gray-matter and white-matter volume and thickness during 
development [54].

Both Gray matter and cortical Gray matter volumes decrease during adolescence 
when they are affected by binge drinking [61, 62]. Because of the low amount of 
Gray matter in the brain, which is related to Alzheimer’s disease, depression, and 
post-traumatic stress disorder [63]. Although some studies have shown an increase 
in Gray-matter volume or thickness in binge drinks in adolescents, by the concomi-
tant marijuana effect [64, 65]. If Gray matter increases the density it helps to higher 
processing and also increases mental development [66].

Other hands the development increase of white matter volume many times 
perceive in adolescence who binge drink. The microstructure of white matter has 
mixed results showing increased and decreased fractional anisotropy. Binge drinkers 
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could lead to low task performance because of the risk of phenotype and inhibition of 
memory response during decision-making and reward response.

So, bring drinking effected on functional and anatomical changes in the brain. 
These are given below.

In the United States in 2014, 1.5 million adolescents (ages 12 to 17) and 13.2 million 
young adults (ages 18 to 25) were addicted to alcohol, with a percentage of 6.1% and 
37.7%. 257,000 adolescents and 3.8 million young adults reported that they drank 
large amounts of alcohol and their percentage of 1 % and 10.8%. in the National 
Survey on Drug Use and Health.

4.6 Prevention of binge drinking

Binge drinking can be deadly in itself and may lead to an Alcohol Use Disorder 
(AUD). Take steps to cut down or abstain from alcohol before it seriously impacts 
your life. Here are five ways how to stop binge drinking.

4.6.1 Make a plan and put it in writing

Make a specific plan and write it down in a little notebook. Write down the causes 
of alcohol consumption and focus on gradual withdrawal. Record and look at the 
possible consequences of the various dangerous problems caused by the chemical 
poisoning of alcohol in the brain. If you feel like drinking, be aware of how much you 
are drinking or your condition. As a result, you can better diagnose your triggers and 
avoid the risk of foolish drinking.

Adolescents and young adults’ replication of binge drinking.

Different parts of the brain Decreased/smaller Increased/greater

Frontal lobe Gray-matter volume.
Cortical thickness.
Fractional anisotropy.
Task activation: risk-taking/
reward response.
Task activation: inhibition.

Task activation: working memory.
Task activation: inhibition.

Striatum Fractional anisotropy.
Task activation: inhibition.

Task activation: cue reactivity.

Temporal lobe Gray-matter volume.
Fractional anisotropy.
Task activation: verbal 
encoding.

Task activation: working memory and 
cue reactivity.

Cerebellum Gray-matter volume.
White-matter volume.
Fractional anisotropy.

Task activation: working memory.

Occipital lobe Fractional anisotropy. Gray-matter volume.

Parietal lobe Fractional anisotropy.
Task activation: verbal encoding 
and inhibition.

Task activation: working memory.
Task activation: verbal encoding and 
inhibition

Cingulate Cortical thickness. Nil
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4.6.2 Change your environment

Control the triggers of your drinking habits by eliminating the people, places, and 
events that lead to binge drinking. Games like “Beer Pong” or “Quarters” force you to 
drink too fast, so you don’t realize how much you’re drinking. Limit yourself to certain 
rules and drink non-alcoholic beverages.

4.6.3 Rely on family and friends for support

Create the mentality of staying away from or reducing alcohol consumption. There 
are some “accountability buddies” in your standardized support system who drink 
very little or no alcohol to help stop binge drinking. This helps prevent your trigger or 
depression. Even before planning an event where alcohol will be present. But with you 
comes a faithful aid as well as alcohol.

4.6.4 Abstinence may be your best approach

This is a simple and appropriate method were trying to abstain from alcohol or 
reduce its use. Alcohol use disorder AUD. It has symptoms and educates yourself 
about it. Join local alcoholic anonymous meetings and other alcohol support groups 
for valuable information. Which can prevent excessive drinking.

4.6.5 Ask yourself why you drink excessively

A therapist is needed to help you reduce stress, anxiety, loneliness, or other nega-
tive feelings, or to help you choose healthy ways to deal with feelings of being socially 
more comfortable. Make life easier by applying positive lifestyle changes, such as 
regular physical activity, eating nutritious food, participating in exciting sports 
or hobbies, and engaging yourself in alcohol-free events. Studies have shown that 
limiting yoga, mindfulness, inspirational reading, positive self-talk, negative news 
or TV shows, and spending time with positive thinkers improve self-esteem, mood, 
and long-term restraint. If it seems that AUG has an effect, take the medicine with the 
advice of a doctor who can prevent the disease.

5. Binge watching

The rise of binge-watching is becoming more common due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic. It can affect the body’s energy balance and cause stress [67]. Binge-watching is a 
type of entertainment that occurs when people spend a lot of time watching TV. Although 
it’s usually related to the show, there are concerns about its negative effects [68].

According to a study conducted by Sung et al., about 3 out of 4 of the respondents 
admitted to being binge viewers. In addition, research revealed that about 70% of TV 
viewers between the age of 13 and 49 consume at least one episode of a show at a time 
[69]. The term binge viewing refers to an excessive amount of television viewing. It 
has been known that media consumption can lead to various health conditions, such 
as depression and anxiety. In addition, viewers who binged on TV were more prone to 
experiencing loneliness and depression [70].

Today, most households in the US use a streaming service, and the amount of time 
they spend watching TV has drastically changed. Also, the rise of the Internet has 
increased the amount of time that college students spend watching TV [71].
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Binge-watching is a type of entertainment that occurs when people spend a lot 
of time watching TV. It can be described as consuming at least two episodes of a 
particular series in one sitting. The length and number of these episodes are both 
referred to [72].

5.1 Binge-watching is like a drug

It’s widely known that binge-watching TV shows can produce a high. Dopamine 
is a chemical that helps us feel good, and it’s produced by our brain when we’re 
engaged in an enjoyable activity. The release of this chemical helps us feel good, 
and it’s similar to the effects of drugs and other substances that are addictive. As 
long as you continue to watch TV shows, your brain will continue to produce this 
chemical [73].

According to a survey conducted by Netflix, 73% of the people who binge-
watched said they felt positive about their experience. According to psychiatrist 
Danesh A. Ali, a psychiatrist at North-western Medicine, repeated exposure to certain 
behaviours and thoughts can create neural patterns that are hard to break [74].

The effects of marathon viewing can have detrimental effects on your relation-
ships and goals. It can make you feel irritable, defensive, and unreasonable if you’re 
asked to stop, and it can even lead to you lying to cover up your binge. You may also 
find yourself constantly increasing the amount of time that you spend watching TV.

5.2 Health concerns

5.2.1 Binge-watching leads to mental health issues

Binge-watchers are more prone to experiencing depression and anxiety. They 
also reportedly have less self-control. One of the researchers, Yoon Hi Sung, said that 
viewers might start to neglect their relationships with others as a result of the increas-
ing number of binge-watching [68, 75].

The same pathways that lead to sex addiction and heroin addiction are the same 
ones that trigger addiction to binge-watching. The body can become addicted to 
substances or activities that produce dopamine, which is a chemical that’s involved in 
pleasure [73].

Excessive TV watching is linked to feelings of guilt, regret, and failure. After a 
binge-watching session, the viewers are more likely to feel depressed and anxious 
once the show has already ended. People might think that they will feel better if 
they’re watching TV or some type of entertainment. They will feel more stressed out 
if they’re binge-watching.

5.2.2 Binge-watching makes the show less fulfilling

Binge-watching revealed that people who watched several episodes of a show in 
one sitting were less likely to enjoy it. According to Damon Lindelöf, the co-creator of 
the show Lost, the concept of anticipation does not exist in binge culture.

Due to the popularity of binge-watching, it has become difficult for people who have 
not finished a new season to avoid spoilers on social media. Also, the lack of agreement 
regarding when the embargo should be lifted can cause conflicts among fans.
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5.2.3 Binge-watching can cause serious physical health problems

It has been known that prolonged sitting can lead to various health conditions such 
as heart disease, cancer, and blood clots. People who are prone to binge-watching are 
also more likely to eat unhealthy food and gain weight.

People who binge-watch TV shows are more prone to experiencing fatigue and 
poor sleep quality. They also reportedly have higher chances of dying early.

Heavy users reported poor health-related characteristics and the unhealthiest 
dietary habits. Binge-watching was also associated with a higher likelihood of con-
suming fast food and having family meals in front of a TV.

5.2.4 Binge-watching leads to back problems

One of the most important factors that contribute to a healthy life is the spine. 
Unfortunately, many people who watch TV while sitting on their knees are prone to 
developing poor posture and experiencing back pain [76]. When people watch TV for 
a long time, their posture becomes curved, which makes them feel more comfortable. 
However, if it lingers too long, the smooth and balanced limbs become compressed, 
which can cause pain.

5.2.5 Binge-watching leads to respiratory function issues

The position of the body can affect the function and strength of respiratory 
muscles in both healthy individuals and those with cardiopulmonary dysfunction. 
For instance, young adults have less respiratory pressure and dyspnoea in the semi 
recumbent or supine position. On the other hand, the strength of their respiratory 
muscles is decreased in the supine position [77–81].

The length of a muscle fibres relationship with its surrounding tissues is biome-
chanically related to its ability to develop tension. It is believed that rib changes can 
affect the length-tension relationship of certain respiratory muscles, such as those 
in the diaphragm. This could cause these muscles to develop less tension and reduce 
respiratory rate [77, 82].

5.2.6 Lack of physical activity

If you spend your life lying on a cot without physical activity, you will be more 
likely to move towards heart disease with stroke [83].

The more often you watch TV, the softer you become, and the less likely you are to 
exercise for less than an hour. Six years of research show that more than 40% of adults 
over 15,000 are less likely to exercise.

5.2.7 Effect on brain

Researchers at Brigham and Women’s Hospital recently discovered that falling 
asleep in front of a fluorescent light (about four hours) before going to bed results 
in less sleep, less REM sleep, and grogginess the next day, even after eight hours. 
The TV emits blue light that inhibits the release of melatonin, a hormone that helps 
you knock off [84].
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5.2.8 Effect on the cardiovascular system

A type of disease that affects the blood vessels, cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a 
group of conditions that include heart failure, stroke, high blood pressure, atheroscle-
rosis, and coronary artery disease [85]. People with CVD also have other conditions 
such as obesity, high glucose, smoking, and lack of exercise.

Worldwide, around 17.9 million people died due to CVD in 2015. In China, it has 
been reported that cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death among the 
over-60 population [86]. Some of the risk factors that can contribute to this condi-
tion include being overweight, having diabetes, high blood pressure, and metabolic 
syndrome.

5.3 Managing binge-watching

• Limit yourself to a certain short episode beforehand, such as two or three  
episodes at a time then postpone watching TV and focus on some other work.

• Limits TV viewing levels by setting a low-timed episode

• Engage with other activities and balance them out, such as physical exercises, 
meeting and chatting with friends and reading, spending time with family, and 
indulging in social activities.

• Set a plan to watch only one show, but if you sit and watch the whole season at 
once, then this disorder will take time to re-evaluate.

5.4 Binge-watching is closely associated with sleep

Aside from affecting melatonin production, screen exposure can also affect sleep 
by interfering with the arousal response [87]. In studies, it has been shown that play-
ing video games can increase activity in the autonomic nervous system, which can 
lead to prolonged sleep onset [88–90]. Another study revealed that social media use 
can affect the latency of sleep [91].

Studies on binge-watching have suggested that arousal could be a mediator of 
sleep. These shows, which are usually very complex and intense, tend to have a 
strong narrative structure and develop complex characters. As a result, viewers who 
watched these types of shows were more likely to become immersed in the story. 
Because of the complexity of the stories and the high emotional involvement, it has 
been theorized that binge-watching can affect sleep by interfering with the arousal 
response.

6. Conclusion

Any habit has a great impact on our lives, whether that habit is good or bad for 
our health. These habits are first triggered psychologically in our brain and simulta-
neously found an effect in the body. Bad habits have not acceptable for our health, 
but we should pay more attention to good habits because of anything in excessive 
amounts. is not good for our health such as Binge eating, binge drinking, and binge 
watching are the things that make our brain happy but harm our body. Any habit that 
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behaves like a drug, which sometimes causes scars. We do not cure it in any other way. 
So, there is a defined way to cure every habit and identify it to make our life healthy 
and normal.

“A habit cannot be tossed out the window; it must be coaxed down the stairs a step at 
a time.”

—Mark Twain
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the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
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Chapter 6

The First Offer of Alcohol from the
Adult Person and Cannabis Use
Alojz Nociar and Stanislava Šaffová

Abstract

This chapter is based on the data from the national survey on tobacco, alcohol, and
drugs among primary and secondary school students aged 15–19 implemented in eight
regions of Slovakia during Spring 2018. An unexpected shift was observed in the rela-
tionship between the age young people were offered alcohol by an adult and the age
when they first experienced its effect. In previous surveys, the mean age of the first
offer predated the felt effect of alcohol (“tipsiness”) by about 1 year on average. Our
data revealed that following the initial offer of alcohol by an adult, approximately ¾ of
participants felt the effect of alcohol later or during the same year (groups 1 and 2);
however, in the remaining cases, the effect was felt before alcohol was offered by an
adult (group 3). Thus, it appears that one-fifth to one-quarter of participants did not go
through the usual ritual of initiation by adults. The analysis showed that this group of
participants used cannabis more often than the rest of the sample. Furthermore, there
were differences observed among the three groups in reported school attendance, legal
and illegal drug use, and bullying. Possible implications of these findings are discussed.

Keywords: age of the first offer, tipsiness before or after offer of alcohol, cannabis
use, adult persons and drinking initiation

1. Introduction

In research focused on the first exposure to alcohol, the age of the initial contact with
this substance is frequently used as a crucial variable potentially associated with future
health and psychosocial problems connected to alcohol and drug dependency [1, 2].
However, less is known about the typical situations, contexts, and circumstances in
which such first contact and early use of alcohol occur. Alcohol is often offered to young
people by an adult in cultures with a permissive approach to this substance (in which it
is often legalized and socially accepted). It is interesting that the use of legal drugs in
early adolescence is considered as something obvious and even normal even in the
countries where legislation does not permit underage drinking and tobacco smoking,
and bans are in place for selling these products to minors and adolescents. Since minors
do report the use of legal drugs in anonymous surveys, it is likely that alcohol beverages
and tobacco products are offered to them by adults, most probably by close family
members, relatives, older friends, or siblings. It would therefore seem a common sense
to assume that asking about the age of the first offer of alcohol from an adult would be
practically the same as asking for the age of the first drink.
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Previous research aimed at differentiating between the age of the first contact with
any sort of alcohol and the first experience of alcohol-induced changes in mood or
psychological state demonstrated that the age of the first drink may be less important
as an indicator of the future problems than the age of the first alcohol intoxication [3].

Some studies attempted to explain the use of legal and illegal drugs in early adoles-
cence via specific micro-social conditions, adherence to traditions and different drinking
cultures in various European countries is based on the geographical location [4], and
other authors investigated whether this phenomenon might be caused by significant
sociopolitical changes such as those happening in Europe after the fall of the so-called
iron curtain,which divided theWest from the Eastern European countries after 1989 [5].

Another research trend focused on the investigation of possible connections
between legal and illegal drug use and antisocial behaviors at school (e.g., aggression
or bullying). The researchers examined and highlighted the associations between
bullying and the use of both legal and illegal drugs in those who perpetrated bullying
as well as in the victims and bystanders. Other relevant psychological and social vari-
ables were included in their investigation [6–8]. Ake to boli napriklad tie variables?

Alcohol tends to be used as a socially tolerated drug throughout human life during
special occasions and may be a common part of various cultural traditions. During
such special occasions (e.g., name days, birthdays, Christmas, or New Year), the
family tends to be the primary environment where children and adolescents may be
offered alcohol by an important adult, which may model their future alcohol-related
behaviors and attitudes (i.e., the social approval of underage drinking). For example,
the studies using natural experiments demonstrated that pre-school children who
were asked to pretend to act as adults during a birthday celebration started to pretend
to be “drunk,” likely imitating what they had previously seen [9].

We tried to find out more about these types of situations through two of the core
questions of the TAD (Tobacco, Alcohol, Drugs) questionnaires. The data showed that
the percentages of the children and adolescents to whom alcohol beverages were
offered by adults during socially approved events seemed to be high and growing year
after year as outlined in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1.
Champagne wine offered by parents to their children as a new Year’s toast (percentages in 2018).
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The data clearly demonstrated the annual increases in number of young people to
whom alcohol beverages were offered by an adult during a socially approved event,
while the average age of the first experience with the three main types of alcohol
beverages was relatively constant (around an average of 10 years and growing very
slowly)—please refer to Figure 3.

Figure 2.
Any alcohol offered to teens by adults for the first time (in percentages).

Figure 3.
Tobacco and alcohol used for the first time: 11–14 year olds.
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2. Methods

Three TAD questionnaires were used to monitor the level of tobacco, alcohol, and
drug use via surveys conducted in regular 4-yearly cycles from 1994 till 2018. The
questionnaires were devised to map the impact of the nationwide drug prevention
program “School without alcohol, nicotine and drugs” [10]. The questionnaires
consisted of [number of questions]. The data from these surveys were processed by
statistical package for social sciences (SPSS 20.0).

The surveys were carried out among primary school pupils from grades 5 to 9, aged
10–15 (TAD1). TAD1 questionnaires assessed 30 day, 12 months, and lifetime prevalence
of drug use, together with the items on early start of drug use and family environment.
The items on aggression and bullying at school were used from 2010 until 2018 [11].

A similar survey (TAD2) was carried out in secondary schools among 16–19 year
olds. Apart from the traditional scheme of epidemiological information on drugs,
bullying, and aggression, TAD2 contained items assessing the presence of alcohol
dependence symptoms, namely screening CAGE (Cut down, Annoyed, Guilty, Eye-
opener) and shortened ADS (Alcohol Dependence Scale—see [12, 13]).

Finally, TAD3 questionnaire was used asking for primary and secondary school
teachers’ own use of legal drugs such as tobacco and alcohol, knowledge about illegal
drugs, as well as their attitudes toward and willingness to take part in school preven-
tion programs.

All the above surveys were approved by the Ministry of Education of the Slovak
republic, and the data collection was implemented by the Ministry of Health’ network
of the Slovak Office of Public Health in the whole country under the coordination of
the first author.

From 1998, TAD2 questionnaire contained two items to capture at least some
information related to the early start of the individual experience with alcohol; the
questions remained unchanged in all TAD2 versions until 2018. They were as follows:

Did it happen, that adult person offered you to drink alcohol beverage?
1□ No.
2□ Yes ! If yes, 1st time it had happened, when I was about:........years old.
Have you ever felt, that you were somewhat “tipsy” (or “half drunk”)?
1□ No.
2□ Yes ! If yes, 1st time it had happened, when I was about:........years old.
The last one from the seven anonymous surveys, from which the data for the

purpose of this chapter were derived, was conducted in 2018 among 15–19 year olds
(n = 4042; 2194 boys and 1848 girls) from ninth grades of the primary schools and
from four grades of the secondary schools of all types from grammar and vocational
schools in the Slovak republic [14].

2.1 Design and data

All TAD questionnaires were administered anonymously, and respondents
received their paper-pencil versions, provided their answers without any personal
data, which might be used to identity an individual, class, or school. Only the infor-
mation about the year of birth and gender was required as obligatory to enable
comparisons between boys and girls of certain age. Every respondent had right to
refuse to take part in survey.

After completing, respondents returned filled questionnaires in sealed envelopes
without any mark, except for the mark written by research assistants to the big
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envelope with encrypted code of class and school, assigned by survey coordinator. In
the seven research waves, 32,814 primary school pupils, 29,375 secondary school
students, and finally, 10,180 teachers from both types of schools participated in the
surveys.

All three TAD questionnaires were used across the eight main regions of Slovakia,
with their samples being self-weighted for gender, school, class, region, and teaching
language, taking into account also minorities as the part of the selection criteria.

The samples were created by a stratified proportional random sampling from ninth
grades of primary and first to fourth grades of secondary schools, from five types of
schools (primary, secondary grammar schools lasting 4 and 8 years, then secondary
specialized schools with and without maturity exams, i.e., those lasting from 4 to
5 years, and the secondary specialized schools lasting 3 years only), selected propor-
tionally from eight main regions of the whole country.

The sampling unit was school, and within each selected secondary school, four
classes were randomly selected by research assistants from the first to the fourth grades;
and one class from each of the existing ninth grades in selected primary schools, because
part of the cohort of 15–16 year olds was still in primary schools, while approximately ¾
of them were in the secondary schools, predominantly in the first grade.

The scope of selection was defined according to the requirement for reliability
(95%) and preciseness (2%), with respect to the existing numbers of primary school
pupils and secondary school students still attending schools in Slovakia and with
respect to the age range to be covered, that is, from 15 to 16 to 18–19 year olds.

2.2 Results

At the beginning, we counted overall means of ages for offer and for effect in the
same way as before, that is, for the whole sample. But during TAD2 data entries in
2018, we noticed frequent inconsistencies with previous results such as a younger age
of the first experience of tipsiness than the age of alcohol offer. Table 1 outlines the
average ages for the first offer and the effect felt after any drinking of alcohol for TAD
surveys from 1998 until 2018.

In previous surveys, the mean age at the two points mapped by TAD2 was calcu-
lated, as it is indicated in the table above. Averages for the whole dataset showed that
the first offer of alcohol came earlier, while “tipsiness” felt subjectively for the first
time was observed about 1 year later. However, closer inspection of the data in part of
the cases had shown that the “tipsiness” occurred later or during the same year, but in

Year of TAD
survey
Mean
age

1998
n = 548

2002
n = 3678

2006
n = 4915

2010
n = 3112

2014
n = 2252

2018
n = 1751

Alcohol offered by adult person for the first
time

13,37 12,88 13,48 13,68 13,89 14,15

Effect of alcohol felt for the first time
(“tipsiness”)

14,21 14,51 14,62 14,52 14,55 15,08

Table 1.
Mean ages of the first offer of alcohol by an adult person and the age when the effect of alcohol was felt
(“tipsiness”).
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some smaller, but still in substantial proportion of the cases, this effect of alcohol was
reported as felt before any alcohol beverage was offered by an adult person.

In other words, approximately one-fifth to one-quarter of the adolescents did not
go through the usual ritual of alcohol drinking initiation by adults; they appeared to
try alcohol in their own way, not adhering to any symbolic adult permissions.

Thus, three groups were identified within this whole sample in respect to the age
of alcohol beverage offer and the age of the pharmacological effect of alcohol upon
mood and/or psychological state, felt for the first time in life:

1.offer and effect occurred during the same year;

2.effect occurred one or more years after the offer;

3.effect was experienced before the offer from an adult person.

The first two groups appeared to have acted in line with unwritten social rules of
handling situations where alcohol is offered, that is, group 1 (no difference in the age,
i.e., offer and effect in the same year), group 2 (effect delayed), and finally, the third
group, where offer of alcohol from an adult was not related to the effect felt (which
thus is unlikely to be associated with an adult offer) (Figure 4) [14].

These groups were then compared with respect to some of the variables from
TAD2 surveys’ results to find the possible differences in lifetime prevalence of canna-
bis. There were no significant differences in numbers of boys and girls in any of these
three groups.

As we might see, the third group differed from first and second groups in higher
proportion of cannabis lifetime use (Table 2), in this case characterized by an almost
reverse percentages of cannabis lifetime prevalence. And roughly similar third groups
were identified also in the series of previous TAD2 surveys, as well as across the
teenage period (Table 3).

Figure 4.
Average ages of the first experience with alcohol effect (“tipsiness”): After offer of alcohol; and before offer of
alcohol by adult person.
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The relationship between cannabis use and the tipsiness experienced before an
adult offer of alcohol did not appear to be incidental as it was observable not only in
the year of the last implemented TAD2 survey, but also across all surveys from 1998
till 2018. This was an interesting finding, and we wondered whether these differences
of the third group from two others might be related to other variables, such as parental
control, family status, school attendance, or others.

Therefore, we decided to use the two questions about the offer and the tipsiness in
a forthcoming broader survey implemented across Europe, namely the ESPAD project
during the Spring 2019 [9]. (See Table 4).

The results outlined in Table 4 appear to confirm the trend revealed by TAD2
survey implemented in 2018: the third group as documented in ESPAD survey carried
out 1 year later (n = 9338) was different from the two other groups in lifetime
prevalence of cannabis use, even though these results were not fully identical.

As there are likely to be additional variables relevant to this problem, we tried to
map some of them within our existing datasets. Even though our surveys, both TAD
and ESPAD, were not specifically designed to examine this problem (early experience
with alcohol and its subjectively felt pharmacological effect), we decided to map at
least some of the variables such as the important persons from the family

Effect_Before_After variable Total

1st group 2nd group 3rd group

Offer & effect in
the same age

Tipsiness after
Adult Offer

Tipsiness before
Adult Offer

Did you ever smoked
marihuana or used hashish?

YES n = 260 n = 370 n = 204 n = 834

41,3% 37,8% 61,6% 43,0%

NO n = 370 n = 608 n = 127 n = 1105

58,7% 62,2% 38,4% 57,0%

Total n = 630 n = 978 n = 331 n = 1939

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%

Table 2.
Cannabis use differences between three groups of respondents in TAD2 2018 survey (Chi2 significant at 0,000).

Effect_Before_After variable

1st group 2nd group 3rd group

Offer & effect in the
same age

Tipsiness after Adult
Offer

Tipsiness before
Adult Offer

Students from 16 to 19 years: 16 17 18 19 16 17 18 19 16 17 18 19

YES
Did you ever smoked cannabis
or used hashish?
NO

37,0 47,4 46,9 43,8 33,9 37,1 37,9 37,1 47,2 71,6 58,6 67,3

63,0 52,6 51,3 56,2 66,1 62,9 62,1 62,9 52,8 28,4 41,4 32,7

Table 3.
Cannabis lifetime prevalence in three groups differing in the age of alcohol offer and tipsiness effects sorted by age
from 16 to 19.
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environment, peers, older friends, classmates, or other people, as well as relevant
events from close social environments of adolescents.

We tried to map the following variables:

1.School attendance

2.Legal and illegal drugs use

3.Alcohol abuse and related problems

4.Cannabis use related problems

5.Bullying and aggression at school

The third group, which appeared to have a tendency to circumvent accepted social
norms and conventions about the initiation and/or the entrance into the adult com-
munity, was different from the two other groups also in other variables, not only in
cannabis use prevalence (and it seems at the same time, that those variables were
relatively less socially desirable).

In our preliminary analysis, we examined the variables such as school attendance
with three main reasons of missing at school (see Table 5).

As for drugs use, the second and the third group were compared by nonparametric
tests, and only results indicating significant differences are included in Table 6:

As for alcohol and related problems, except of usual core questions on prevalence
(lifetime, 12 months, and 30 days), we also used a separate module with 30 items,
containing two screening scales—CAGE and ADS [12–14].

Finally, cannabis-related problems were mapped by the items of CAST, used
regularly in the ESPAD survey [15, 16]—see Figure 5:

Cutoff point, that is, point indicating case finding for CAST (which is 7 points)
[17], we have found significantly higher number of the third group members,
reporting more cannabis-use-related problems compared to group 1 and 2% (Chi2

significant at 0.000).

Effect_Before_After variable Total

1st group 2nd group 3rd group

Offer & effect in
the same age

Tipsiness after
Adult Offer

Tipsiness before
Adult Offer

Did you ever smoked
marihuana or used hashish?

YES n = 536 n = 754 n = 594 n = 1884

41,6% 38,2% 63,9% 44,9%

NO n = 752 n = 1221 n = 336 n = 2309

58,4% 61,8% 36,1% 55,1%

Total n = 1228 n = 1975 n = 930 n = 4193

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%

Table 4.
Cannabis use in three groups of respondents in ESPAD 2019 survey differing in the age of alcohol offer and
tipsiness (Chi2 significant at 0,000).
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Only one from the items mapping aggression and bullying at school had shown
significant difference in comparison of three groups:

He/she took part when group of his/her friends attacked other group.
Offer before Effect: (Chi2 significant at 0.05);
As for items mapping group differences in perceived risk of drug use:
Five or more drinks every weekend—great perceived risk.
Offer before Effect: 54.3%; Effect before Offer: 47.3% (Chi2 significant at 0,000).
Regular smoking of marihuana—great perceived risk.
Offer before Effect: 49.0%; Effect before Offer: 40.2% (Chi2 significant at 0,000).
As for items mapping risky or hazardous behavior, like gambling:
He/she played for money—once monthly to 2–3 times weekly.
Offer before Effect: 15.3%; Effect before Offer: 21.0% (Chi2 significant at 0,000).
He/she played for money on slot-machines—once monthly to 2–3 times weekly.
Offer before Effect: 5.1%; Effect before Offer: 9.9% (Chi2 significant at 0,000).
Finally, the last items estimated a level of parental control:
His/her parents are setting rules on what I can do outside—almost never.
Offer before Effect: 36.4%; Effect before Offer: 44.2% (Chi2 significant at 0,000).
His/her parents do know where he/she is at Saturday evenings—usually they do not.
Offer before Effect: 4.6%; Effect before Offer: 5.4% (Chi2 significant at 0.023).

Effect_Before_After variable Chi2

1st group 2nd group 3rd group

Offer & effect in
the same age

Tipsiness after
Adult Offer

Tipsiness before
Adult Offer

Missing at school
because of:

Illness 58,9% 60,4% 56,9% ,056

Truancy 34,2% 33,1% 42,1% 0,001

Something
else

60,8% 62,2% 62,8% ,229

Table 5.
School attendance in three groups differing in the age of the first offer of alcohol and in the age of the first tipsiness
felt in the ESPAD2019 survey.

Question in TAD2(*), or questions in ESPAD (**) Effect_after_offer Effect_before_offer Chi2

Smoking cigarette at least once during lifetime* 65,2 86,9 0,000

Occasional smoking (1–2 cigarettes per month)* 36,8 61,7 0,000

Regular smoking (1–3 and more cigarettes per day)* 22,9 41,2 0,000

Hard drunkenness with the occurrence of
palimpsests*

49,1 68,1 0,000

Lifetime use of ecstasy* 6,8 12,1 0,001

Lifetime use of LSD or hallucinogens* 3,4 7,9 0,000

C A G E** 0,83 0,92 0,40

A D S** 7,70 8,65 0,010

Table 6.
Legal and illegal drugs and related problems.
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3. Conclusions

In previous surveys, the mean age at two points was calculated for the whole
sample, and the first offer of alcohol came earlier on average, while the effect of
alcohol (i.e. being “tipsy” or “half drunk”) felt subjectively for the first time was
observed around 1 year later. However, closer inspection of the data from 2018 survey
revealed that in circa ¾ of the cases the effect occurred either later (mean age = 15.45)
or during the same year (mean age = 14.94), but in the rest of the cases, this effect was
felt before alcohol was offered by an adult person (mean age = 14.21).

Thus, around one-fifth to one-quarter of teens circumvented common ritual of
alcohol drinking initiation by adults, and they have tried to do it their own way, not
adhering to any symbolic adult permissions. Subsequent analysis had shown that this
group not only has used cannabis more often than the rest of our sample, but there
were also differences in other variables, such as school attendance, parental control,
group aggression, and legal and illegal drug use.

These findings are consistent with several studies, where regular or even daily use
of tobacco and alcohol was connected to the presence of risk behaviors correlated with
early start of cannabis use by 15-year-olds or less, and this was even more intensive
when such an early initiation had happened even earlier—in the age of 13 or less [18].

Perhaps some conclusions and recommendations might be eventually formulated.
But at the moment, it would be not possible to define clear and rigorous facts with
relevant explanatory power—our study was only mapping one part of a broad prob-
lem—how teens do start to form their drinking, smoking, and later on sometimes also
drug taking habits. Together with other sorts of behaviors, which are, so to say, not
very socially desirable—such as truancy, aggression, breaking accepted rules. All that
taking place in social environment is now more than ever changing very rapidly with
many unexpected and global changes and challenges.

Figure 5.
The results of the CAST screening – Problems with cannabis use.
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If there would be some interest to investigate this problem in the future more
deeply, planning of data gathering and introducing of relevant variables should take
into account quite concrete matters—like how to ask appropriate questions about
important others from family narrow environment, but maybe also broader environ-
ment such as districts or communities, social occasions where such an offer of alcohol
from adult persons might came, and then types of such persons, such as peers of
perhaps older siblings, etc.

Small preliminary attempts were already made also at our school via several bach-
elor theses [19], with some results indicating that the offer of alcohol by adult person
occurred typically during family events, where mostly father, less frequently grand-
father, or uncle has played active role in these processes, while females were involved
also, but very rarely, in comparison with males. On the other hand, there were also
indications of more frequent offers during less formal social events than social events
within the family used to be—with offer of alcohol from older friends, peers, or
sometimes from siblings.

So the main findings of this study on the distribution of the sample according to
the age on an offer and effect of alcohol might be summarized as follows:

1.First two groups differed clearly from the third group in the lower occurrence of
cannabis use.

2.This third group has had also higher use of tobacco.

3.The same is true for alcohol—also in simultaneously used CAGE screening and
ADS scale.

4.This third group was also higher in illegal drug use—also in CAST screening
targeted at problems connected with cannabis use.

5.This third group was different also in socially less desirable behaviors, such as
truancy or group aggression.

6.This third group was trying to stay more or less out of parental control.

7.Perceived risk of drug taking was much lower in this third group, which has
displayed a tendency to engage in gaming and gambling.

8.And finally, in spite of delineation of some personality traits in this group, we
cannot say anything conclusive—also because of the fact that in this case,
quantitative study with its rules and requirements, like those of anonymity, is
reaching its limits and needs to be complemented perhaps by complementary
qualitative studies.
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Chapter 7

Screening and Brief Intervention 
in Substance Use Disorders: Its 
Clinical Utility and Feasibility 
Update from Available Literatures
Sambhu Prasad and Sweta Gupta

Abstract

It is found that substance use and related complications extend from occasional 
mild risky/harmful/hazardous use to severe conditions. The screening instruments 
may help to identify them in the initial state. The brief intervention (BI) is to bring 
change in unhealthy or risky substance use. The intervention is carried out by a vast 
array of trained professionals in various settings and it is valid across substances, age 
and ethno-culture groups. It has six common elements summarized by the acronym 
FRAMES (Feedback, Responsibility, Advise, Menu for change, Empathy and enhanc-
ing Self-efficacy). The BI has shown significant evidence of efficacy reducing sub-
stances and their harmful consequences with improving functionality and quality of 
life.

Keywords: screening tools, readiness to change, motivation, brief intervention

1. Introduction

Substance use disorders have become matters of global concern because of their 
impact on individual health, family dynamics, social consequences and criminal and 
legal problems. Broadly, substances can be classified based on their legal statuses as 
licit like alcohol, tobacco or illicit like opioids, cannabis, amphetamine and cocaine. 
World Drug Report (2022) say around 284 million people (aged 15−64) used drug 
in 2020 with a rise of 26% over the previous decade [1]. Globally around 2.3 bil-
lion people aged 15 and above are drinking alcohol [2]. Globally, approximately 39 
deaths/100,000 populations are attributable to alcohol and illicit drug use (35 deaths 
to alcohol use, and 4 deaths to illicit drug use). The use of alcohol and illicit drugs 
accounts for almost 13 disability adjusted life years (DALYs) lost per 1000 population 
worldwide [3]. According to WHO, worldwide 3.3 million deaths every year result 
from harmful use of alcohol representing 5.9% of all deaths and 5.1% of the global 
burden of disease is attributable to alcohol consumption [2]. WHO research teams 
indicate that in South East Asia countries, one-third to one-fourth of male population 
drink alcohol with increasing trends among women [2]. The harmful use of alcohol 
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causes huge health problems and social and economic burdens in societies. The harm-
ful use of alcohol is a causal factor in more than 200 disease and injury conditions. 
Worldwide, 3 million deaths every year result from the harmful use of alcohol. This 
represents 5.3% of all deaths [4]. Alcohol use and cigarette smoking are rising rapidly 
in some of the developing regions [5]. Major increases in injecting drug use (opiate 
and amphetamine injection), which carries the highest health risks, were recorded in 
many regions of eastern European countries and South-East. Continuous tobacco use 
in any form may result in several cancer and data says that more than 8 million people 
die from tobacco use [6].

The use of cannabis is by far the most prevalent illicit substance used worldwide, 
next to the two licit substances tobacco and alcohol [1]. The effects of cannabis on 
mental health are multiple: multiple studies are available regarding cannabis and 
schizophrenia, cannabis and transient psychosis, affective disorders, panic, anxiety 
and amotivational syndrome [7]. The recently conducted largest national-level 
epidemiological study in India demonstrated that the prevalence figures of use of 
alcohol, cannabis and other illicit substances in males and females were 27.3 and 1.6, 
5 and 0.6, and 4 and 0.2, respectively [8]. In India, the estimated numbers of alcohol 
users in 2005 were 62.5 million and among them, 10.6 million were dependent users. 
It has also revealed that 20–30% of all hospital admissions were due to alcohol-related 
problems [9]. Government statistics show only 21% of adult men and around 2% 
of women drink. But up to a fifth of this group, that is about 14 million people are 
dependent drinkers requiring ‘help’ [10]. It also reports that the percentage of drink-
ing population aged under 21 years has increased from 2% to more than 14% in the 
past 15 years. The National Family Health Survey (NFHS) found changing trends 
between NFHS 2 (1998−1999) and NFHS 3 (2005−2006) reflecting an increase in 
alcohol use among males since NFHS 2, and an increase in tobacco use among women 
[11]. Tobacco use prevalence in India was high as 55.8% among male with maximum 
use in the age group 41−50 years. It is considered the primary licit substance of abuse 
in our country [8]. Studies on “bidi” smoking, the most common form of tobacco 
smoking in India, provide evidence towards causality of it as a carcinogenic substance 
[12]. Thus psychoactive substance use continues to take a significant toll, with valu-
able human lives and productive years of many persons being lost. Routine screening 
for substance use disorders could alter this statistic and get more people the help they 
need.

1.1 Workplace issues

In the National Survey on Drug Use and Health (United State) 22.4 million illicit 
drug users (68.9% aged 18 and above) are employed fully or partially. In the same 
survey, it was found that most binge drinkers and heavy alcohol users were also 
employed [79.3% (41.2 million) and 76.1% (12.4 million) respectively] [13].

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration report that 67.9% of 
the adult population of illegal drug users employed full-time or part-time indulged in 
binge and heavy alcohol use [14]. Studies show that when compared with non-sub-
stance users, substance-using employees are more likely to be: [15] less productive, up 
to 40% of accidents at work involve or are related to alcohol use, absenteeism is two to 
three times higher among habitual substance users, change jobs frequently and file a 
‘workers’ compensation claim.

Many problems are encountered at workplace due to the substance use pattern 
of the worker. Workers under the influence of psychoactive substances are more 
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likely to commit unsafe acts that cause damage to their own life, others’ lives and the 
organization. There are safety risks from intoxication, negligence and impaired judg-
ment. Problems with co-workers through increased workload on the non-substance 
user, disputes, grievances, intimidation and violence are common problems associ-
ated with substance use at the workplace. In India, a study was conducted among 
male industrial workers from Goa, which showed that 21% had hazardous levels of 
alcohol consumption [16]. Such levels of alcohol consumption were significantly 
associated with head injuries and hospitalization. The Central Sector Scheme of 
Assistance for prevention of Alcoholism and Substance (drugs) abuse and for Social 
Defence Services, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, Government of 
India highlighted the need for interventions at the workplace. It encourages programs 
for prevention of alcoholism and drug abuse in the workplace. It provides financial 
assistance up to 25% of the expenditure for the setting up of a 15-bedded or 30-bed-
ded Integrated Rehabilitation Centre for Addicts (IRCA) to the industry/enterprise 
having strength of at least 500 workers or more in a particular area [17].

1.2 Harmful substance use and screening

Screening aims to detect health problems or risk factors at an early stage before 
they have caused serious disease or other problems and is part of maintaining preven-
tion practice activities in health care settings. Thus screening may be useful not only 
in the case of dependent but also for non-dependent users such as harmful or hazard-
ous use [18, 19]. The limitations of using existing screening tests in primary care 
settings have been outlined, which are less useful for detecting harmful or hazardous 
use in non-dependent persons [20–22]. A large number of tools have been developed 
for identifying hazardous or harmful substance use. CAGE is a four-item validated 
questionnaire for identifying individuals with alcohol problems [23]. The Alcohol Use 
Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) [24] is a screening tool for the identification of 
hazardous and harmful drinkers while the Fast Alcohol Screening Test (FAST) [25] 
is an abbreviated version of the AUDIT. There are many studies reporting success of 
AUDIT as screening and brief intervention (BI) in reducing alcohol-related problems 
in primary health care (PHC) settings [26]. However, it does not screen for other 
substances and related problems. This led to the development of ASSIST (Alcohol, 
Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test) [27].

1.3 Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test

WHO developed ASSIST as a simple scale for rapid screening of substance users 
to stratify them into three levels of risk severity (low, moderate and high risk) [27]. 
It is the first international screening test and an 8-item questionnaire that covers the 
use of all psychoactive substances and associated problems over the last 3 months. 
WHO-ASSIST was developed by an international group of addiction researchers 
and clinicians in response to the overwhelming public health burden associated with 
psychoactive substance use worldwide. The ASSIST has undergone significant testing 
in three sequential phases (I, II and III) to ensure that it is a feasible, reliable, valid, 
flexible, comprehensive and cross-culturally relevant tool. ASSIST is currently in 
its fourth phase aimed at worldwide dissemination. It helps in early identification 
of substance use-related health risks and substance use disorders in PHS, general 
medical care and other settings. Gryczynski et al. [28] did a study on validation and 
performance of ASSIST among adolescent primary care patients as it has only been 
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validated with adults and concluded that it is a promising as a research and screening/
brief assessment tool with adolescents, but revisions to clinical risk thresholds are 
warranted. In another study, in Mexico, to determine the psychometric properties of 
the self-administered ASSIST test in university undergraduate students (n = 1176), the 
authors concluded that it is a valid screening instrument to identify at-risk cases due to 
substance use in this population [29]. Silva et al., did an integrative review including 26 
articles to systematize the knowledge and the learning of how the instrument ASSIST 
has been applied. They concluded that ASSIST focused on helping the identification 
and classification of psychoactive substance use and highlighted its importance in 
screening the involvement with alcohol and other drugs and is effective in PHC [30].

1.4 Brief interventions for harmful substance use

BI is a treatment strategy structured in nature, short duration (around 5−30 minutes) 
offered with the aim to assist an individual to cease or reduce the use of psychoac-
tive substances [31]. It generally aims to moderate a person’s substance consumption 
to sensible levels and to eliminate harmful drinking practices rather than to insist 
on complete abstinence from drinking—although abstinence may be encouraged, if 
appropriate. Brief interventions typically consist of one to four short counselling sessions 
with a trained interventionist (e.g., physician, psychologist and social worker) [31]. The 
specific stages of change include Pre-contemplation (not thinking about changing), 
Contemplation (thinking about change, weighing up the pros and cons and informa-
tion/resource gathering) and Action (actually cutting down or stopping) [32]. But the 
technique of FRAMES (feedback, responsibility, advice, menu, empathy, self-efficacy) 
and motivational interviewing has been used in a large number of studies to facilitate a 
change in the behaviour [33, 34].

1.5 ASSIST-linked brief intervention for harmful substance use

While it is clear that brief interventions are effective in substance use, it appears 
that implementation within health settings may be hindered by a number of barriers. 
These include lack of time, lack of staff, knowledge and skills to conduct the screen-
ing and intervention [31]. To combat these identified limitations, ASSIST-linked BI 
was developed by the WHO [35]. It is a short but structured and less time-consuming 
intervention. It is linked to the score from the ASSIST screening questionnaire via the 
use of the ASSIST feedback report card, which records the participants’ ASSIST scores 
and presents the risks associated with the participants’ current pattern of substance 
use. Then a discussion to commence BI with the client in a non-confrontational way 
to change their substance use as per ASSIST score (moderate or high risk group). The 
ASSIST-linked BI is a short intervention lasting 5–15 minutes given to clients. It is a 
simple, less time-consuming, step-by-step approach to motivate clients to reduce their 
substance use and produces very little resistance or client defensiveness. It is based on 
components of BI from the FRAMES model and motivational interviewing [33, 34].

2. Review of literature

2.1 Screening and brief intervention in workplace settings

The workplace is an ideal setting for alcohol and drug user for health preven-
tion and interventions as most of them are employed and spend a lot of time 
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there [36, 37]. Jenkins [38] in 1986 showed that there was a strong correlation 
between drinking and absence from work in a study of young civil service staff in 
Britain. In a study from Australia, workplace can be an effective setting to reduce 
substance-related problems [39]. Hermansson et al. [40], demonstrated the feasibil-
ity of screening and delivering a BI at the workplace in Sweden within a routine 
health check of employees conducted by the occupational health service. Studies 
show that regular occupational health check-up with screening the substance use 
at regular intervals is quite effective in early interventions [41, 42]. In the study 
conducted by Richmond et al. [43], found a significant reduction in the number 
of drinks consumed by the women in the intervention group in a matched group 
comparison. Watson et al. [44], found that there was scope within the workplace to 
promote initiatives in relation to reducing hazardous and harmful levels of alcohol 
consumption, which was cost-effectiveness, amenable to an assessment of lifestyle 
issues and promoting health and wellbeing. Hermansson et al. investigated the 
results of screening and BI in a large transport company (including 990 employees, 
mainly men, have found that 20% of those screened were drinking hazardously). 
The results at 12 months showed that the interventions were effective but screen-
ing itself acted positively in terms of reducing drinking [45]. The study conducted 
by Zibe-Piegel and Boerngen-Lacerda [46] recommended the routine practice of 
screening and BI in the workplace as it was found to be feasible and helpful in earlier 
detection and referral to treatment services for harmful substance use. Ito et al., 
conducted RCT on BI at the workplace for heavy drinkers among industrial workers 
in Japan. The alcohol-free days in the BI group significantly increased by 93.0% at 
12 months. The authors concluded that BI at the workplace was effective in increas-
ing the number of alcohol-free days. However, the effectiveness of decreasing 
alcohol consumption was unclear, which could be explained by alcohol screening 
itself causing a reduction in drinking [47].

2.2  Effectiveness of brief interventions in reducing alcohol use—meta analysis 
and systematic reviews

Convincing evidence exists about the effectiveness of BI for harmful alcohol 
users admitted to general hospital wards and in PHC settings. Wilk et al., studied 12 
RTCs in which BI was given to heavy drinkers and found that heavy drinkers in the 
interventional group were twice as likely to moderate their drinking pattern after 
6−12 months compared to the controlled group [48]. Ballesteros et al., did a study on 
efficacy of BIs on hazardous drinkers and included 13 studies. There was no clear evi-
dence of a dose-effect relationship. Although indicating smaller effect sizes than pre-
vious meta-analyses, it does support the moderate efficacy of BIs [49]. Bertholet et al. 
[50], had a study on reduction of alcohol consumption by a brief intervention, which 
included 19 trials of 5639 individuals and it was found that that brief alcohol inter-
vention was effective in reducing alcohol consumption at 6 and 12 months. McQueen 
et al. [51], did study on BIs for heavy alcohol users admitted to general hospital wards, 
which included 14 studies involving 4041 male participants and it was concluded 
that patients receiving BIs had a greater reduction in alcohol consumption compared 
to those in control groups at 6 and 9 months follow up, but it was not maintained at 
1 year and had significantly fewer deaths. Sullivan et al. [52], did a study on meta-
analysis of the efficacy of non-physician BIs for unhealthy alcohol use: implications 
for the patient-centred medical home including 13 studies and showed 1.7 times fewer 
standard drinks per week than control conditions. A meta-analysis on the effects on 
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mortality of BIs for problem drinking concluded that brief interventions may reduce 
mortality rates among problem drinkers by an estimated 23–26% [53].

2.3 BI and alcohol consumption in primary health care settings

There is substantial evidence of the benefits of screening and BI for alcohol 
problems in PHC settings. BI was found to be effective at PHC setting in reduction 
of alcohol consumption and it is cost-effectively related to various problems associ-
ated with substance use [54–56]. Moreover, BIs have been found to be effective in 
both primary and secondary care settings for hazardous or harmful alcohol use when 
delivered under research conditions [57, 58]. Brief interventions have been shown to 
be cost-effective for hazardous drinkers whose alcohol use put them at risk of alcohol-
related problems, but who have few symptoms of alcohol dependence [24, 59]. Brief 
interventions have been used to encourage those with more serious dependence to 
engage or improve compliance with more intensive treatment [60]. Lock et al., had 
conducted a study on cluster RCT to test the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness 
of screening and BI for patients in PHC in which the intervention group was given 
5–10-minute BI and standard advice was offered in the control group. However, 
ANOVA revealed no statistically significant difference between intervention and 
control patients at follow-up in alcohol use and economic benefits [61]. Chang et al., 
conducted an RCT to test the effectiveness of BI and the involvement of their partners 
in the PHC setting using T-ACE as screening tool and assessed the outcome measures in 
women with alcohol use, alcohol abstinence self-efficacy score andpartners’ collateral 
report on the subjects’ alcohol use. The intervention group received a 25-minute BI by 
either a nurse or doctor and the control group as usual care. It was found that alcohol 
use declined in both groups and BI was more effective in women group [62]. Ockene et 
al., made a study to compare the efficacy of BI in PHC setting with the control group. A 
5–10 minutes patient-centred BI found significant reductions in alcohol consumption 
[63]. Similarly, Goodall et al. [64], reported that two brief sessions in the intervention 
group showed significantly greater reductions in the frequency of alcohol use variables.

In a community-based study in North India, a sample was followed for 3 months 
in which 90 male subjects (20−45 years) with an AUDIT score between 8 and 24 
consented to participate and were allocated alternatively to the BI or simple advice 
(SA) protocols. The study showed significant differences across interventions, with 
a decrease in severity of dependence in the last 30 days, composite ASI (Addiction 
Severity Index) scores and improvement in physical and psychological quality of life. 
However, the result was not sustained for a longer duration and the author claimed 
that booster sessions were needed [65].

2.4 BI and Substance use in various settings

Gryczynski et al., assessed the effectiveness of BI at 6-month follow-up at a rural 
health care centre. The screening was done with AUDIT and yes/no questions about 
past year’s use of any illegal drug. Outcome measures were recorded as changes in 
self-reported frequency of illicit drug use, alcohol use and alcohol intoxication. Study 
showed that there was a greater magnitude of change in drinking behaviours and 
reductions in illicit drug use. While substantial, it did not differ significantly based on 
service variables [66]. Bertha et al., conducted a study in which screening, brief inter-
ventions and referral to treatment (SBIRT) were used in a wide variety of medical set-
tings. The screening was done with AUDIT and Drug Abuse Screening Test (DAST) 
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and compared illicit drug use at intake and 6 months after drug screening and 
interventions. Study has shown that the intervention was feasible to implement, and 
the self-reported status at 6 months indicated significant improvements over baseline 
for illicit drug use and heavy alcohol use and also in functional domains [67]. Mitchell 
et al., had done pre−post analysis to assess the effectiveness of screening, brief 
interventions and referral to treatment (SBIRT) at 6-month follow-up at a school-
based program. The screening was done with CRAFFT. It examined the outcomes 
of SBIRT services and compared the extent of change in substance use based on the 
intensity of intervention received. Participants receiving any intervention reported 
significant reductions in frequency of drinking to intoxication (p < 0.05) and drug 
use (p < 0.001) [68]. In another study done by Beintrein et al., in whichan RCT was 
conducted in inner-city teaching hospital outpatient clinics. Interventional group was 
given a brief motivational intervention and compared with the control group at 3 and 
6 months follow-up. The intervention group was more likely to be abstinent than the 
control group for cocaine as well as heroin use with a reduction of cocaine level in the 
hair [69]. Similarly, Saunders et al. [70], also found that BI delivered to opiate users 
attending a methadone program to be effective in increasing participants’ compli-
ance with treatment and motivation to quit drug use, as well as reducing the number 
of reported drug-related problems and rate of relapse. Although there is growing 
evidence in support of BIs for a range of illicit substances, some studies have failed to 
find significant effects [71]. In a systematic review done by Young et al., on effective-
ness of brief interventions as part of the SBIRT model for reducing the nonmedical 
use of psychoactive substances that identified 8836 records. They concluded that 
insufficient evidence exists as to whether BIs, as part of SBIRT, were effective or inef-
fective for reducing the use of substance and harm related to it [72].

Cannabis users generally had a low level of motivation to quit its use and have 
a concern about stigma to assess the treatment [73]. Despite all these the BIs have 
recently been developed for cannabis use in an attempt to address the gaps in treat-
ment engagement, and a small number of studies have been conducted with promis-
ing results [74–77].

Stephens et al., in their first RCT, found two 90-minute individual sessions 
(comprising assessment, personalised feedback and advice) to be as effective as 
more extensive treatment and more effective than no treatment in reducing cannabis 
use and related problems [78]. Similarly, Walker et al., also found two sessions of 
motivational enhancement therapy delivered to adolescent cannabis users resulted in 
reduced cannabis use and fewer negative consequences at 12 months compared to a 
delayed-treatment control group [79].

In a simple single-group pre−post design, Denering and Spear [80] found screen-
ing and a brief 10−15 minute intervention delivered to college students resulted in 
reductions in the proportion of students reporting cannabis use at 6 months.

BIs for smoking cessation have also been found to be highly effective. A systematic 
review by Stead et al. [81], (included 42 clinical trials) conducted since 1972 found 
that brief advice to patients to quit smoking increased the likelihood of a cessation 
attempt, as well as abstinence at the 12-month follow-up with an additional benefit of 
more intensive advice on quit rates.

2.5 The ASSIST-linked brief intervention

Spear et al. [82], did a study on substance abuse screening and BI in a mental 
health clinic and concluded that administration of the ASSIST in a campus mental 
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health clinic was feasible and brought an opportunity for discussion related to sub-
stance use. Humeniuk et al., did an international RCT to evaluate the effectiveness of 
ASSIST-linked BI for illicit drugs (cannabis, cocaine, ATS and opioids). Participants 
were recruited from PHC settings in four countries (Australia, Brazil, India and the 
United States of America) and were randomly allocated to an intervention or waitlist 
control group at baseline and the groups were followed up after 3 months. A total of 
731 participants were recruited from a variety of PHC settings for the international 
study (Australia n = 171; Brazil n = 165; India n = 177 and United States of America 
n = 218). Participants were aged between 16 and 62 years. It was concluded that the 
ASSIST-linked BI was effective in getting participants to reduce their substance use 
and risk as supported by feedback from at 3 months follow-up [83]. Zibe-Piegel 
and Boerngen-Lacerda did research work from city hall in a southern city of Brazil 
representative sample of employees (n = 1310), 144 individuals in risky use and 139 
dependents on tobacco, alcohol and/or other substances where ASSIST-linked BI was 
used during 3-month follow-up. It showed a significant reduction in ASSIST scores 
and was feasible in workplace to prevent hazardous/ harmful substance use without 
prejudice or stigma, enabling earlier detection, intervention and treatment refer-
ral [46]. Assanangkornchai et al., demonstrated the implementation, acceptability 
and uptake of the screening and BI program based on the ASSIST to help decrease 
substance misuse in primary care in Thailand. Here 5931 patients were screened with 
the ASSIST. Of these, 29.6% and 3.4% were in the moderate and high-risk groups, 
respectively and were offered BI or other treatments. The ASSIST detected many 
substance users capable of benefiting from the intervention. The program was well 
received by patients and staff and suggested as a model for introducing similar 
procedures into developing countries [84]. Saitz et al., did a study to test the efficacy 
of two brief counselling interventions for unhealthy drug use (any illicit drug use 
or prescription drug misuse). A total of 528 adult primary care patients were ran-
domised into three groups after screening with ASSIST scores greater than or equal 
to 4. A brief negotiated interview (10- to 15-minute structured interviews) and an 
adaptation of motivational interviewing (30- to 45-minute intervention based on 
motivational interviewing with a 20- to 30-minute booster) and compared with no 
brief intervention. There were no significant effects of brief negotiated interviews 
or an adaptation of motivational interviewing on self-reported measures of drug use 
and its consequences. These results did not support widespread implementation of 
illicit drug use and prescription drug misuse screening and brief intervention [85]. 
Loretta et al., provided preliminary evidence of the effectiveness of ASSIST-linked 
BI in a college mental health clinic where 453 students (ages 18–24) participated in 
the evaluation and completed baseline and 6-month follow-up interviews. Study 
showed a slight reduction in the rates and number of days (in the prior 30 days) of 
binge drinking and marijuana use and it was concluded that routine screening and BI 
procedures in a mental health setting may reduce problematic substance use among 
college students [86]. Pengpid et al., did RCT including screening and concurrent BI 
of conjoint hazardous or harmful alcohol and tobacco use in hospital outpatients in 
Thailand. Results of the interaction (group × time) effects indicated that there were 
statistically significant differences between the three study groups [tobacco only 
intervention, alcohol only intervention and the polydrug use (alcohol and tobacco) 
integrated intervention groups] over the 6-month follow-up on the ASSIST tobacco 
score and past week tobacco use abstinence. The result show reduction in scores in 
all six outcome parameters (Alcohol ASSIST score, low alcohol risk score, past week 
tobacco abstinence or low alcohol risk score and past week tobacco abstinence and 
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low alcohol risk score) [87]. Lasebikan and Ola did a study to determine whether 
screening, BI and referral for treatment (RT) can reduce the prevalence of tobacco 
use in rural and semi-rural settings in Nigeria. Participants received a single ASSIST-
linked BI and RT at entry, and a booster ASSIST BI and RT at 3 months. It shows that 
BI with booster sessions at 3 months had a significant effect on tobacco use in people 
living in community and suggested the need for promotion of such program [88].

2.6 The ASSIST-linked brief intervention at the workplace

There are few published international studies about the implementation of a 
screening-linked BI using WHO’s ASSIST screening scale in the workplace settings. 
There is a single published study from India conducted by Joseph et al. [89], on the 
feasibility of conducting the ASSIST-linked screening and BI from a tertiary hospital 
in north India (from this same institute). The study showed that it was feasible to use 
ASSIST for screening at the workplace to identify risk level substance use and to use 
ASSIST-BI for their brief intervention [90]. Joseph et al. [90], also studied the effect 
of ASSIST-linked BI and compared the mean pre and post-alcohol ASSIST scores in 
workplace settings for harmful drinking among class C employees of a tertiary hospital 
in north India. A sample of 39 workers with moderate and high-risk levels of alcohol 
use was identified by randomly screening 162 employees with ASSIST. Employees who 
were identified as moderate and high-risk drinkers by the ASSIST were given the BI as 
per WHO ASSIST-linked BI [90].A significant difference over 4 months (p < 0.001) 
was noticed where the mean ASSIST score reduced from 26.55 (pre-intervention) to 
20.06 (post-intervention). There were also improvements in other variables like alco-
hol consumption, strong desire to use alcohol and health, social and legal problems due 

ASSIST 
score

Group Baseline 3-Month follow up F value p-Value Power

Mean SD Mean SD

Tobacco Control 28.46 2.42 26.62 2.57 104.34 <0.001 100%

Intervention 29.35 2.82 19.29 3.26

Interaction effect 218.95 <0.001 100%

Main effect 31.40 <0.001 100%

Alcohol Control 31.18 4.49 27.66 4.03 246.16 <0.001 100%

Intervention 32.75 2.72 11.62 5.87

Interaction effect 482.06 <0.001 100%

Main effect 48.03 <0.001 100%

Cannabis Control 33.40 2.07 26.40 1.94 25.11 <0.001 99.3%

Intervention 31.66 5.42 9.50 3.83

Interaction effect 92.87 <0.001 100%

Main effect 30.26 <0.001 99.8%

ASSIST: Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test. Bonferroni correction is done to counteract the 
problem of multiple comparisons. Adjusted alpha (α) = α/k (number of comparison). (0.05/3 = 0.016).

Table 1. 
Comparison of groups at baseline and follow-up on the basis of ASSIST using two-way repeated measure 
ANOVA.
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to alcohol at follow-up (p < 0.001) [90]. In a recent study using randomised controlled 
trial design, to study the efficacy of ASSIST-linked BI where major objectives were to 
reduce risky substance use among class C male workers, enhance the progress of sub-
jects through the stages of change and motivate the subjects to seek treatment [91]. The 
inferential analysis showed that participants receiving BI had a significant reduction of 
ASSIST scores for all risky use of substances compared with Control. Thus there was a 
significant reduction in the risk level of all categories of substance use in the interven-
tion group compared with the control group.

The interaction effects in the stage of change indicate that the participants in the 
intervention group who were using tobacco had significantly changed their stage to 
action stage more than that of the control group. Similar significant changes were also 
noticed in the risky alcohol users of the intervention group compared with that of the 
control group. However, in the risky users of cannabis, the interaction effects indicate 

Substance Control (N = 34)
Mean and SD

Intervention (N = 33)
Mean and SD

(t-Value/U = Mann 
Whitney/χ2 = Chi 

square) p-value

Tobacco

ASSIST score 28.32 (±2.38)
Range [22–31]

29.27 (±2.75)
Range [22–36]

(t = −1.181) p = 0.242

Risk level Moderate (n = 7)
Severe (n = 27)

Moderate (n = 4)
Severe (n = 29)

(χ2 = 0.875) p = 0.350

Alcohol

ASSIST score 31.20 (±3.4)
Range [24–38]

32.67 (±2.65)
[26–37]

(t =−1.610) p = 0.113

Risk level Moderate (n = 4)
High (n = 26)

Moderate (n = 1)
Severe (n = 30)

(χ2 = 2.070) p = 0.150

Cannabis

ASSIST score 32.83 (±2.31)
Range [30–35]

31.85 (±4.98)
Range [22–37]

(t = 0.120) p = 0.639

Risk level Moderate (n = 0)
High (n = 6)

Moderate (n = 1)
High (n = 6)

(χ2 = 1.091) p = 0.296

Risky use of substances was assessed with an application of ASSIST and thus subjects were categorised into different risk 
levels on the pattern of substance use. As per Table 2, the mean ASSIST score of tobacco users at baseline in the control 
group was 28.32 (±2.38) and ranged between 22 and 31. Most of the subjects were at high levels of risky use of tobacco 
(high level, n = 27 and moderate level, n = 3). In the intervention group, the mean ASSIST score was 29.27 (±2.75) 
and ranged between 22 and 36. Most of the subjects were at high levels of risky use of tobacco (high level, n = 29 and 
moderate level, n = 4). However, both the groups did not differ statistically on basis of ASSIST score and severity 
(p = 0.242), (p = 0.350), respectively.
In the same Table 2, the mean ASSIST score of alcohol users at baseline in the control group was 31.20 (±−3.4) and 
ranged between 24 and 38. Most of the subjects were at high levels of risky use of alcohol (high level, n = 26 and 
moderate level, n = 4]. In the intervention group, the mean ASSIST score was 32.67 (±2.65) and ranged between 26 
and 37. Most of the subjects were at high levels of risky use of alcohol [high level, n = 30 and moderate level, n = 1]. 
However, both the groups did not differ statistically on basis of ASSIST score and risk level (p = 0.113), (p = 0.150), 
respectively.
In the same Table 2, the mean ASSIST score of cannabis users at baseline in the control group was 32.83 (±2.31) and 
ranged between 30 and 35. All the cannabis users were at high levels of risky use (high level, n = 6 and moderate level, 
n = 0). In the intervention group, the mean ASSIST score was 31.85 (±4.98) and ranged between 22 and 37. Here also 
most of the subjects were at high levels of risky use of cannabis (high level, n = 6 and moderate level, n = 1). However, 
both the groups did not differ statistically on basis of ASSIST score and risk level (p = 0.639), (p = 0.296), respectively.

Table 2. 
ASSIST score and risk level of randomised groups at baseline.
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that there was no significant change in the contemplation stage in both groups but 
significant changes were noticed in precontemplation and action stages in the inter-
vention group compared with the control group.

The interaction effect on quality of life shows that the participants receiving BI 
had significantly increased scores for all the domains of WHOQOL-BREF compared 
with that of the control group. Participants receiving BI were significantly more 
motivated to seek treatment compared to the control group.

2.7 Effect of the ASSIST BI on specific substance involvement score

Two-way repeated measures ANOVA results show that there was a significant 
reduction of mean tobacco ASSIST scores over time among groups (F = 218.95, 
p < 0.001 and observed power 100%). There was also a significant reduction in mean 
scores among the groups. Moreover, there was a significant interaction effect and the 

Substance Control (N = 32) Intervention  
(N = 31)

(t-Value/χ2 = Chi 
square) p-value

Mean and SD Mean and SD

Tobacco use

ASSIST score 26.62 (±2.57)
Range [22–31]

19.29 (±3.26)
Range [11–25]

(t = 9.913) p < 0.001

Risk level Moderate (n = 9)
High (n = 23)

Moderate (n = 31)
High (n = 0)

(χ2 = 35.093) p < 0.001

Alcohol use

ASSIST score 27.66 (±4.03)
Range [24–38]

11.62 (±5.87)
[5–24]

(t = 11.831) p < 0.001

Risk level Low (n = 0)
Moderate (n = 8)

High (n = 19)

Low (n = 17)
Moderate (n = 12)

High (n = 0)

(χ2 = 36.775) p < 0.001

Cannabis use

ASSIST score 26.40 (±1.94)
Range [23–28]

9.52 (±3.83)
Range [5–21]

(t = 8.805) p < 0.001

Risk level Moderate (n = 2)
High (n = 3)

Moderate (n = 6)
High (n = 0)

(χ2 = 4.950) p = 0.026

ASSIST score was re-assessed after 3 months of follow-up. The mean ASSIST score of tobacco in the control group 
was 26.62 (±2.57) and ranged between 22 and 31 whereas in the intervention group it was19.29 (±3.26) and it was 
statistically significant (t = 9.913; p < 0.001). It means that most of the subjects from the intervention group were at a 
moderate level and none were at high level of risky use of tobacco (moderate risk, n = 31 and high risk, n = 0), and it 
was statistically significant as compared with the control group (moderate, n = 9 and high level, n = 23) [χ2 = 35.093; 
p < 0.001] (Table 3).
The mean ASSIST score of alcohol users in the control group was 27.66 (±4.03) whereas in the intervention group 
was 11.62 (5.87) and it was statistically significant [t = 11.831; p < 0.001]. It means that most of the subjects from the 
intervention group were at low and moderate levels and none were at high level of risky alcohol use (moderate risk, 
n = 12 and low risk, n = 17), and it was statistically significant as compared to the control group (moderate, n = 8 and 
high level, n = 19) [χ2 = 36.775; p < 0.001] (Table 3).
Similarly, none of the subjects were at a high-risk level of cannabis use in the intervention group as compared with the 
control group. Further, there was a statistically significant difference in risky use of cannabis in the intervention group as 
compared with the control group with respect to the mean ASSIST score and mean risk level of cannabis used [(t = 8.805; 
p < 0.001), (χ2 = 4.950; p = 0.026)], respectively (Table 3).

Table 3. 
ASSIST score and risk level of randomised groups at follow-up.
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group receiving the BI at baseline had significantly lower mean tobacco ASSIST scores 
at follow-up compared with the control group (F = 104.34, p < 0.001 and observed 
power 100%) (Tables 1–3 ). The result is shown graphically in Figure 1.

Similarly, statistical significance reduction of mean alcohol as well as cannabis 
ASSIST scores over time among the groups (F = 482.06, p < 0.001, observed power 
100% and F = 92.87 p = 0.001, observed power 100%, respectively). There was also 
a significant reduction in mean scores among the groups using alcohol and can-
nabis. Moreover, there was a significant interaction effect and the group receiving 
the BI at baseline had significantly lower mean alcohol as well as cannabis ASSIST 

Figure 1. 
Change in total ASSIST score for risky tobacco use.

Figure 2. 
Change in total ASSIST score for risky alcohol use.
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scores (F = 246.16, p < 0.001, observed power 100% and F = 25.11, p < 0.001, 
observed power 99.3%, respectively) (Tables 1–3). Results are shown graphically 
in Figures 2 and 3.

3. Conclusion

BI has clear scientific principles in harm reduction, stage of change, motivational 
interview, simple to deliver and cost-effectiveness. It can use even in opportunistic 
setting by non-specialist professionals. It can be an extended service for an individual 
who needs help but not seeking treatment from specialised centres. Thus BI could 
be considered as part of clinician’s responsibility, in addition as such prescribing 
medicine, ordering test, performing surgical procedures, filling medical forms, etc. 
It has favourable outcome as evidences show reduction and prevention of various 
substance-related consequences.

Figure 3. 
Change in total ASSIST score for risky cannabis use.
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